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EDITOR’S NOTE
THERE’S ALWAyS A buzz when a major
event comes to town, and this March it’s
no different as the region’s leading power
showcase, Middle East Electricity, returns
to Dubai World Trade Centre.
Away from hydrocarbons, the energy
industry is continuing to perform strongly,
with opportunity and innovation at their
highest levels for a while. In this bumper
issue of Technical Review, we have all the
news ahead of the show (p46-p82).
As expected, we’ve placed a heavy
emphasis on the energy sector in this
issue, with features on the nuclear (p28),
renewable (p20) and lighting (p32)
industries. But we’ve ensured that those of
you in construction and logistics have not
been forgotten, and we have news and
analysis on formwork and scaffolding
(p42), the region’s port facilities (p32) and
the latest innovations from the paint and
coatings industry (p44).
At Technical Review we always
welcome readers comments to
trme@alaincharles.com
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The power of
independence

Volvo Penta is one of the world’s biggest independent suppliers of engines for
power generation. It is our business to build and support engines that make the most
of any OEM’s genset design – a range of reliable, fuel-efficient diesel engines that
meet a wide span of specific demands. Mobile or stationary. 24/7 or standby. In any
climate: freezing or scorching, dry or wet, in deep shafts or at high altitudes. Tell us
your needs and we’ll show you the engine. www.volvopenta.com/industrial

85-717 kVA
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Market News

Briefly
Bahrain islands project
awarded to South Korean
construction firm

THE baHrain MiniSTry of
Housing has appointed SSH as
contract manager and site
supervision consultant for the
construction of the primary
infrastructure and bridge
construction on islands 13 and 14
(East) of al Madina al Shamaliya
islands (aMaS).
The mixed-use development
project will create a new urban
town on reclaimed land off the
northern coast of bahrain. island
13 and 14 (East) will be expected
to deliver close to 2,000 housing
units under a government-led
affordable-housing scheme.
This project will require primary
infrastructure networks
comprising of roads of more than
5.5 km, installation of utilities such
as storm water, potable water,
electrical, irrigation and
telecommunications network, and
the construction of vehicular and
pedestrian bridges to connect the
two islands.
“aMaS is a very large project and
will create an autonomous living
space for thousands of people,”
said SSH infrastructure director
Mark Jamieson.
“we are glad we’re able to serve
them with good, quality and
sustainable infrastructure that is
quality-assured.”

Milestone year for
Kuwaiti projects market

laST yEar ProvEd to be a
milestone for Kuwait’s projects
market, according to an Arab
Times report. More than
Kwd9.7bn (uS$32.4bn) worth of
contracts were awarded during
2015, representing an increase of
20 per cent on the previous year.
More than half of the contracts
signed were in the oil and gas
sector, including awards for the
long-delayed new refinery
contract at al- Zour for Kwd3.9bn
(uS$13bn) and the contract for the
development of the lower Fars
Heavy oil production facility for
Kwd1.2bn (uS$4bn).
The transportation sector,
meanwhile, saw the award of a
Kwd1.3bn (uS$4.3bn) contract for
the construction of the new
terminal building at Kuwait
international airport.

More than US$133bn needed to maintain Saudi
Arabian power demands over next 10 years

Saudi arabia will need to
invest uS$133.3bn in electricity
projects over the next 10 years
in order to cope with rising
power demand, the Kingdom’s
electricity and water minister
has said.
Minister abdullah alHussayen announced that the
country expects peak electricity
to hit 90,000Mw in 2022. The
current installed capacity is
around 70,000Mw.
Saudi Electricity Company
(SEC), the largest power
producer in the Kingdom, said in
September last year that peak
electricity load hit its highest
level ever in august 2015 driven
by local demand for power
during the summer. SEC’s peak
load rose by 10.2 per cent to
62,260Mw from 56,547Mw a
year earlier.
“The expansion plan in the
sector requires the execution of
electricity projects for the next
10 years whose costs will exceed
uS$133.3bn and in which the
private sector is expected to take
part,” Hussayen said, “Contracts
to build an electricity grid to
connect Saudi arabia and Egypt

Saudi Arabia’s energy consumption is expected to grow by four to five per cent
annually over the next few years. (Photo: Bohbeh)

will be signed before mid-2016
and the project would operate at
full capacity before mid-2019.”
reuters reported that the
project aims to allow power
trading between the two
countries. Peak-time summer
power consumption in Saudi
arabia falls between noon and
mid-afternoon, when air
conditioners are used most

intensively, while in Egypt the
peak is after sunset.
according to deputy oil
minister Prince abdulaziz bin
Salman, Saudi arabia’s energy
consumption was expected to
grow by four to five per cent
annually in the next few years,
reaching double its current level
by 2030 if no efficiency
measures are taken.

Joint venture to help increase engineer numbers in Oman

SpecialiSt awarding organiSation eal and the institution of Mechanical engineers
(iMeche) have agreed a joint venture to increase the number of professional registered
engineers, technicians and engineering training facilities in oman.
the agreement was unveiled before
industry leaders and Vips at a ceremony
at the British embassy in the omani
capital of Muscat.
Stephen tetlow, chief executive of
iMeche, said, “we are delighted to
agree this joint venture which will help
boost the number of omani engineers
gaining professional registration.
“this will help ensure the
development of engineering skills,
which are so critical to the growth and
progress of oman’s economy.”
The joint venture will help boost the number of engineers gaining
Julia chippendale, managing director
professional registration in Oman. (Photo: Christian Lagerek)
of eal, said, “i am delighted that this
project between eal and iMeche, to set standards and train thousands of young omanis, will
really help to build a bright future for a country that has developed further and faster than any
other country in the last 45 years.”

Technical Review Middle East - Issue Two 2016
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Market News

Briefly
Ssangyong lands UAE
construction contracts

SouTH KorEan ConSTruCTion
firm Ssangyong has won three big
projects in dubai worth an
estimated total of uS$1.6bn
following the formation of a threeway joint venture with contractor
besix and China State Construction
Engineering Corporation.
Members of the consortium will
build the uS$840mn royal atlantis
Hotel, the uS$386mn Palm
gateway project and an unnamed
office building complex for
approximately uS$370mn,
according to The Korea Times.
a spokesperson for Ssangyong
E&C remarked, “it is very
meaningful for us to secure a
construction project in dubai again,
our first deal in 13 years.
“we will continue to win more
deals in the uaE and nearby Middle
Eastern countries.”

SEC orders six gas
turbines from GE

Saudi ElECTriCiTy CoMPany
(SEC) has ordered six general
Electric (gE) trailer-mounted, faststarting TM2500+ mobile aero
derivative gas turbine packages for
power plants in Jizan and Tabouk.
The turbines, which feature
‘black-start’ capability, are able to
serve as emergency generators in
the event of a power outage, can
deliver around 30Mw, totalling
approximately 180Mw, and will be
able to provide the equivalent
power needed to supply nearly
70,000 Saudi arabian homes.
Ziyad al Shiha, chief executive
officer of SEC, said, “given the peak
demands we experience during the
summer, especially in the desert
terrains, we must increase our
capacity quickly and efficiently.
“by enhancing our fleet with
proven technology from gE, we will
be prepared for this summer’s
power needs and able to manage
the rising demand even in isolated
areas of the grid.”
Mohammed Mohaisen, president
and chief executive officer of gas
Power Systems, Middle East and
north africa for gE Power,
remarked that the TM2500+ mobile
technology would enable SEC to
quickly meet peaking demands
from Saudi arabia’s isolated grid,
which is set to increase by between
10-12 per cent annually.”

ENEC and TRANSCO sign nuclear power deal
EMiraTES nuClEar EnErgy Corporation
(EnEC) has signed a deal with abu dhabi
Transmission & despatch Company (TranSCo) to
establish an operating framework for electricity
generated at EnEC’s nuclear energy units to be
transmitted to the uaE grid.

ENEC CEO Mohamed Al Hammadi. (Photo: ENEC)

The Connection & interface agreement (C&ia),
signed at TranSCo’s abu dhabi offices by EnEC
CEo H.E. Mohamed al Hammadi and TranSCo

acting managing director Mohammed bin Jarsh,
comes as EnEC prepares for the energisation of its
switchyard ahead of the delivery of its four
nuclear energy reactors, with the generated
electricity set to be transmitted to the grid via
TranSCo’s power lines.
“This is a pivotal agreement and the result of
hard work and a close collaboration between
EnEC and TranSCo”, remarked al Hammadi.
“Close working partnerships and relationships
with our stakeholders are vital components for
the success of EnEC’s programme and for the
organisation to continue to deliver each milestone
of the uaE peaceful nuclear energy programme.”
Progress on the nuclear energy units at barakah
continues apace with unit 1 now more than 84
per cent complete, according to EnEC. unit 2 is
currently 64 per cent complete, with units 3 and 4
at completion levels of 41 per cent and 25 per
cent, respectively. The four units have been
scheduled to be operative by 2020.
bin Jarsh noted, “we are pleased to support
EnEC in what is a strategically important
development for the uaE. Finalising the
Connection and interface agreement is a
milestone event that signifies the commitment of
TranSCo to this project and its objectives.”

BP predicts region to maintain top ranking in oil exports

Bp iS predicting the
Middle east will maintain its
role as the world’s top oil
exporter in 2035 as part of its
Energy Outlook for 2016.
the company’s annual
Energy Outlook presentation
contains ‘forward-looking
statements’ to 2035 regarding
global economic growth,
population growth, energy
consumption, energy
efficiency and policy support
for renewable energies.
Bp is also predicting that
the Middle east will remain
the largest oil producing
region, accounting for a third
of the world’s oil in another
20 years.
the oil giant has claimed
that the region is set to
become the “largest
consumer of oil per capita
by 2035, surpassing north
america”, with a 60 per cent
predicted total growth in
oil consumption.

Technical Review Middle East - Issue Two 2016

According to BP, the Middle East is set to become the “largest consumer of oil per
capita by 2035”. (Photo: Ulrich Mueller)

However, the share of nonfossil fuels in the region’s
energy mix rises from just one
per cent today to no more
than four per cent by 2035.
the report explaied, “co2
emissions increase by 52 per
cent however emissions rise
more slowly than primary
energy as oil’s share of energy

falls from 47 per cent today
to 42 per cent in 2035,
displaced by natural gas,
nuclear and renewables.”
Bp has said its statements
‘involve risks and
uncertainties because they
relate to events, and depend
on circumstances, that will or
may occur in the future’.
www.technicalreview.me
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Developments

ON THE WEB

a round-up of the leading developments and innovations recently featured on Technical Review Middle East’s online portal.
to read more or to stay up to date with the latest industry news, visit www.technicalreview.me

Volvo Trucks registers Middle Outokumpu to build dowel
East growth
bars for Qatar reservoirs

volvo TruCKS Saw its sales
rise across most Middle East
markets despite challenging
economic conditions in the
second half of 2015.
according to the Swedish
manufacturer, full-year sales
were up in most of volvo
Trucks’ Middle East markets.
The company enjoyed a
particularly successful year in
bahrain, Kuwait, lebanon and
The Volvo FH range for the Middle East
Qatar, more than doubling
region. (Photo: Volvo Group)
sales in all four markets.
www.technicalreview.me/logistics

Increase in GCC aluminium production

tHe collectiVe oUtpUt of primary aluminium by the ﬁve gcc
producers — emirates global aluminium in Uae, alba in Bahrain,
Ma’aden aluminium in Saudi arabia, Qatalum in Qatar and
Sohar aluminium in oman — stood at 5.27mn tonnes in 2015,
marking an increase of seven per cent on 2014’s ﬁgures.
gcc aluminium production constitutes 10 per cent of the total
world production and is considered one of the key economic
drivers for the gulf region.
Mahmood aldaylami, secretary general of gulf aluminium
council, said, “record gcc output reﬂects the continuous
improvements in eﬃciency and optimisation of resources.”
www.technicalreview.me/manufacturing

Profit rise for flydubai in 2015

Flydubai HaS rEPorTEd
profits of uS$27.4mn for
2015 following a stronger
second half-year, which saw
increased numbers of
passengers travelling on its
From May, flydubai will begin to take
extensive network.
delivery of 16 new aircraft over the following
Total revenue for the full
24 months. (Photo: aeroprints.com)
year was uS$1.33bn, an
increase of 11 per cent compared to 2014.
Sheikh ahmed bin Saeed al Maktoum, chairman of flydubai,
said, “2015 was a year in which, through determination and
commitment, we continued to realise our vision to increase
connectivity in support of the uaE’s economic development.”
www.technicalreview.me/logistics
Technical Review Middle East - Issue Two 2016

HabToor lEigHTon grouP (Hlg), contractor for PrPS 3 and
big blue, has made a supplier agreement to use stainless steel
dowel bars manufactured by outokumpu for the Mega reservoirs
PrPS-3 at rawdat rashed in Qatar.
outokumpu’s bars will be supplied in grade Supra 316l/4404
and will be used in the expansion joints for rafts and walls of the
reservoirs. outokumpu will provide 350 MT of round stainless
steel dowel bars for the reservoirs.
www.technicalreview.me/construction

DEWA invests in extension of
water network

dubai ElECTriCiTy and
water authority (dEwa) has
awarded a contract worth a
total of uS$35.4mn to
extend its water network in
order to meet increasing
needs for water and
building infrastructure.
dEwa CEo Saeed
Mohammed al Tayer said,
“These projects include the
600-1,200mm per diametre
extension of glassreinforced epoxy (grE)
main water pipelines, using
Saeed Mohammed Al Tayer,
CEO of DEWA. (Photo: DEWA)
the non-destructive road
crossing (ndrC) tunneldigging method to protect the infrastructure and services for major
water transmission networks located around the emirate.
www.technicalreview.me/power-a-water

Galva Coat launches new galvanising plant

abu dHabi-baSEd galva Coat has launched a new galvanising
plant to meet the market requirements of hot dip galvanising (Hdg).
galva Coat inaugurated the plant, which employs a number of
new technologies to improve the quality of galvanisation, at an
industrial unit in Musaffah industrial area in abu dhabi.
Hdg is a form of corrosion protection, which involves coating an
iron or steel structure with molten zinc. it is later cooled to form a
fairly strong metal coating (zinc carbonate) that protects the metal
underneath from corrosion.
www.technicalreview.me/construction
www.technicalreview.me
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Readers should verify dates and location with sponsoring organisations as this information is sometimes subject to change.

Tech innovation at tank storage exhibition

THE rEgion’S only tank storage event, Tank world Expo 2016, will
witness the launch of a number of innovations and technologies to
markets throughout the Middle East and africa.
Taking place on 12-13 april 2016 at the dubai world Trade Centre,
the event will target terminal managers, technicians, engineers and
other tank storage professionals.
Major names at the event will include Emerson Process
Management, Kanon loading Equipment and Endress+Hauser, while a
selection of niche suppliers will also be in attendance at the exhibition.
among the products on display at the event will be Knowsley SK’s
Turbinator, designed to accurately mix foam concentrate liquid with
either freshwater or seawater, while arflu industry valves will present
its dual expanding plug valve. Meanwhile, loadtec Engineered Systems
will be highlighting its wide range of tanker loading arms and Mascoat,
a global leader in thermal insulating coatings, will be demonstrating its
latest coating – the Mascoat industrial-dTi.
Tank world Expo 2016 will also feature a two-day conference
programme, with 18 leading industry figures speaking, from
organisations such as the uaE Ministry of Energy, oTTCo, oiltanking
odfjell Terminals oman, dubai Mercantile Exchange and CiTaC africa.
according to the event’s organiser, the recent merging of Tank world
Expo and Tank Storage Middle East has allowed a greater focus on the
african sector, and burgan Cape Terminals CEo Muziwandile Mseleku
will be at the supporting conference discussing opportunities within
the african bulk liquid storage sector.
Technical Review Middle East - Issue Two 2016

Iran to host oil and ports expo

THE FirST EvEr international oil rail & Ports Conference will take
place in iran on 15-16 May 2016 in Tehran.
organised by global rail sector organisation uiC and iTE group
subsidiary iTE-EuF, and hosted by railways of the islamic republic of
iran (rai), the event will host decision makers from across the transport
and logistics sectors of the Middle East and Central asia, and will have a
particular focus on relations within the oil and gas transportation
market. The event will be the first international uiC/iTE conference
dedicated to cooperation
between railways and the oil
and gas industry, as well as
ports throughout the Middle
East, Central asia and
neighbouring regions.
The conference will be colocated with railEXPo 2016
and held under the
The event will focus on oil and gas sector
patronage of the iranian
relations with logistic industry partners.
(Photo: iurii)
Ministry of roads and urban
development, Ports and
Maritime organisation and the Ministry of Petroleum.
a host of high-level speakers from across the industries covered at the
event will be in attendance, with themes set to be addressed during the
two-day conference including the multimodal transport chain for oil and
gas products and international rail freight corridors.
www.technicalreview.me
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Analysis

Adjusting to a
challenging environment
Engineering, procurement and construction companies, project financiers, investment
banks and general services providers have benefited from an investment-led boom in
Saudi Arabia over the past decade. But amid tumbling oil prices and fiscal
constraints, economist Moin Siddiqi looks at whether businesses in Saudi Arabia are
preparing for a prolonged market downturn or a temporary growth slowdown.

(Photo: Hugo Brizard - YouGoPhoto)

“The oil slump has
pushed the
government to mull
putting projects
on hold, sell
bonds and order
departments to
search for savings.”
Finance minister Ibrahim Al-Assaf

AudI ArAbIA hAs been one of the
‘Group of Twenty’ strongest growing
economies – with non-oil growth of
almost seven per cent over 2009-13. The
International Monetary Fund (IMF) noted,
“Rising oil prices and production resulted in
large external and fiscal surpluses. The
economy benefited from strong
government spending, boosting private
sector activity, while government deposits
in the banking system increased to over
half of GDP.”
The United Nations Development
Programme described the Kingdom as a
nation that undertakes notable human
developments and maintains advancement.
Saudi Arabia ranked 39 (out of 186
countries) on the international benchmark
of the Human Development Index 2015.
Activity in the construction, commerce
and manufacturing sectors is heavily
correlated to the ‘oil cycle’. Thus, sustained
cheap oil would, over time, impact the
macroeconomy and the financial sector

S

Technical Review Middle East - Issue Two 2016

through fiscal tightening and lower credit
extension. The government plans to spend
SAR840bn (US$224bn) in 2016, down from
SAR975bn (US$260bn) on last year. It is also
slashing energy subsidies, which cost the
Treasury 13.2 per cent of GDP, introducing
VAT and launching a privatisation
programme, which could entail selling
ports, railways, utilities and airports, as well
as an initial public offering in Saudi Aramco.
The aggregate deficit for 2015-2017 is
likely to exceed US$300bn, according to a
report by HSBC. On a more positive note,
public debt is among the world’s lowest,
with a gross debt-to-GDP ratio of 7.8 per
cent in 2015 based on IMF estimates and,
therefore, provide ample scope for tapping
capital markets. Saudi Arabia will likely sell
another SAR120bn (US$32bn) of debt in
2016, compared to SAR135bn (US$36bn)
last year, according to Saudi Fransi Capital.
Underpinned by strong credit ratings, the
government is considering an international
sovereign bond issuance.
www.technicalreview.me
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The Kingdom's Real GDP Growth vs G20 Economies Peers
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huge infrastructure needs

Nonetheless, demographic pressures to
provide jobs and public services for a
booming young population continue. The
proportion of working age Saudi Arabians
(aged between 15-64) is projected to reach
74 per cent by 2035, according to the UN
Department of Economic and Social Affairs.
Saudi Arabia has a large agricultural and
industrial base and, therefore, faces soaring
demands for electricity and water due to
ever increasing industrialisation and
urbanisation throughout the country.
Power generating capacity is poised to
reach more than 120GW by 2030, as new
‘mega-cities’ will demand significant energy
resources. Large-scale investments across
transmission and distribution segments
from 2010 to 2018 have been estimated at
US$80bn. The Kingdom also consumes
nearly seven million cubic metres of water
per day, of which 60 per cent is desalinated.
The National Water Company plans to
spend US$66.4bn in water and wastewater
projects over the next seven years to cope
with demand. Awarded contracts for the

sector reached US$12.5bn in 2014,
according to Ventures Middle East.
Furthermore, the authorities have pledged
to build 500,000 new homes each year.
Saudi Arabia’s foreign reserves are a
confidence booster to maintain priority
spending in 2016-17 – thereby alleviating
the impact of lower oil prices. Net foreign
assets held by the Saudi Arabian Monetary
Agency (SAMA) stood at US$627.7bn in
November 2015.
“Saudi development policy has always
been strategically anchored and it is highly
unlikely that the oil cycle (which is what it is)
would meaningfully derail this,” a regional
analyst told Arab News.
Saudi Arabian-based Jadwa Investment
expects subdued growth in both petroleum
and non-oil sectors to impact the broader
economy this year. “However, we think that
government will maintain a level of
spending high enough to continue
supporting positive growth in the non-oil
private sector. It will most likely highlight the
strong focus on economic diversification as
spending on physical and social

infrastructure is likely to remain at elevated
levels,” it noted.
The banking system is well positioned to
weather the impact of an increase in nonperforming loans (NPLs) and weaker deposit
inflows that may come with a protracted
period of low oil prices and sluggish non-oil
GDP growth. Capital buffers and provisions
for NPLs are presently above those in peer
commodity exporting countries. Overall,
corporate balance sheets are in healthier
shape, but profits have fallen, led by the
petrochemicals sector.

slower project implementation

Sizeable cuts in capital spending are likely
this year. Projects deemed ‘non-essential’
will be first to be shelved, including those
that were tendered but not awarded.
Payment delays could slow the completion
of some projects. Finance minister Ibrahim
Al-Assaf said, “The oil slump has pushed the
government to mull putting projects on
hold, sell bonds and order departments to
search for savings. Major development
initiatives won’t be delayed, signalling that

The heavy urban investment of the past two
decades has transformed the landscapes of Saudi
Arabia’s cities. (Photo: mmuenzl/Shutterstock.com)
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Analysis

projects like the Riyadh metro system are
unlikely to be affected.”
Middle East infrastructure expert Sachin
Kerur at UK law firm Pinsent Masons
agreed, noting, “Saudi Arabia’s
infrastructure deficit remains significant and
therefore it is unlikely there will be a cull of
key projects. What may well emerge is a
solid programme of must-have projects,
some of which will be financed by
alternatives other than government spend.”
Saudi Arabia remains the Gulf’s biggest
construction market – with a total value of
development projects under construction or
planned by the end of 2020 estimated at
US$1 trillion, including transport, housing,
oil and gas, power and water – thereby
supporting the private sector where
necessary. International contractors
working on infrastructure projects include
Bechtel Group Inc. (US), Fomento de
Construcciones y Contratas (Spain), Ansaldo
STS SpA (Italy) and Drake & Scull
International PJSC (UAE), among others.
The changing demographics (nearly twothirds of the Saudi population is aged under
30) are prompting a dramatic change in its
construction market. Underway already are
a list of strategic projects such as six new
“smart” economic cities (costing more than
US$110bn) to house facilities for 4.5mn
people; public transportation (more than
4,000 km of roads as well as a national
railway); social infrastructure such as
healthcare and education (the building of 28
universities and 10,000 new-generation
schools); mass social housing; and power
and desalination projects. Last year, capital
spending totalled an estimated US$102bn.
Approximately SAR140bn (US$37.3bn) of
construction contracts were awarded in the

“The GCC countries (of which Saudi Arabia
is the kingpin) have the benefit of reserves,
which they have built up as a buffer and
which they can continue to use to achieve
their outlined strategies.”
The International Monetary Fund

first half of 2015, up 12.4 per cent on the
previous corresponding period, according to
National Commercial Bank.
King Abdullah Economic City, King AbdulAziz International Airport, Haramain High
Speed Rail and the Riyadh Metro are among
the mega-projects currently underway. The
two huge schemes in a ‘pre-execution’ stage
are Al Mozaini – Riyadh East Sub Centre, an
administrative hub, budgeted to cost
US$15bn and the Khozam urban
regeneration project in Jeddah for
US$13.3bn. Moreover, Saudi Arabia is also
focusing on religious tourism, including
plans for a ‘Pilgrim City’ in Madinah with a
capacity for 200,000 pilgrims during Hajj
and Umrah seasons, which will include
hotels, apartments, railway and hospitals.

Need for greater efficiencies

Any major changes to subsidised fuel prices
would affect energy-intensive industries
(plastics, petrochemical and aluminium)
since their production costs will increase –
thus eroding their competitive advantages
in global markets. However, improving
competitiveness and the business climate
could help the economy adapt to higher

Falling oil prices has led to a reduction in hydrocarbon
revenues in Saudi Arabia and an increasing need to
diversify the Kingdom’s economy. (Photo: anekoho)
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energy prices over time, including
measures to support energy efficiency in
Saudi Arabia. Higher energy prices create
incentives for industries to pursue
strategies to minimise energy costs, making
them more efficient, and strengthen
incentives for research and development in
energy-saving and alternative technologies,
advised the IMF.
The oil price slump has increased the
urgency to diversify the economy into
more high-productivity activities –
prerequisites for faster job creation and
rising private investment.
The IMF echoed, “This [situation]
prevents a unique opportunity to
accelerate the diversification of the
economy. Achieving that goal will require
both bold reform decisions and sustained
and effective implementation.” Saudi
Arabia is focusing on developing industrial
clusters around hydrocarbons and mining
sectors, and joint ventures in refining,
mining, petrochemicals, automobiles,
pharmaceuticals and banking.
“The GCC countries (of which Saudi
Arabia is the kingpin) have the benefit of
reserves, which they have built up as a
buffer and which they can continue to use
to achieve their outlined strategies.
Therefore, they are expected to continue to
spend on infrastructure and capital
projects in order to achieve their
strategies for diversiﬁcation of their
economies,” said Andrew Jeffrey, director
of Deloitte’s Middle East capital markets
advisory service.
In sum, Saudi Arabian authorities remain
confident the economy is resilient enough
to withstand the current volatility of the
international oil market, although
spending cuts and austerity will be evident
this year and next as Saudi Arabia seeks to
rebalance public finances and improve the
structure of its economy. Oil GDP is
projected to grow by 1.5 per cent each year
from 2017–20, driven by domestic
consumption, while non-oil growth is
expected to be around 4.2-4.5 per cent. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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PPAs have an important role to play in the
transition to renewable energy in multiple
markets throughout the world. (Photo: Ollyy)

Financing renewable energy
projects with PPAs
Can purchase power agreements invigorate the renewable energy sector? A report from Baker McKenzie explores
the possibilities.

The benefits of
corporate renewable
PPAs to offtakers
and generators are
substantial, but
careful consideration
needs to be given to
unique risks.

rom regulatory
uncertainty to low fossil fuel
prices, the renewable energy
industry is challenged on a number of fronts
around the world. But in the last three years
a new development has emerged that has
the potential to breathe new life into the
sector – the corporate renewable energy
power purchase agreement (PPA).
What are corporate renewable PPAs?
Instead of buying power direct from
utilities, a number of businesses are now
purchasing electricity under long-term PPAs
directly from independent generators, as
well as investing themselves in generation
assets. Though captive power and industrial
power supply arrangements have long been
a feature of the conventional power sector,
the last three years have seen the growth
of this phenomenon in the renewable
energy sector, led by non-industrial
corporate purchasers.

F

Technical Review Middle East - Issue Two 2016

The Baker McKenzie report provides
market intelligence into corporate
renewable PPAs and the various ways to
negotiate, document and finance
corporate renewable PPA transactions. It is
based on a survey of more than 100 senior
executives and complemented by in-depth
interviews with high-level individuals active
in the market.
The report found that corporate
renewable PPAs are surging around the
world. In the US alone, almost 1.6GW of
renewables capacity was contracted
through corporate renewable PPAs in first
half of 2015. This is a huge figure given that
just 650MW was contracted between 2008
and 2012, according to the American Clean
Skies Foundation. This trend shows no sign
of abating. Nine out of ten survey
respondents expect more corporates to
enter into renewable energy PPAs in the
next 18 months than in the last 18 months.
www.technicalreview.me
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The early entrants to the corporate
renewable PPA market are some of the
largest businesses in the world, including
Google, Facebook and Amazon. Despite
corporate renewable PPAs being very
complex to negotiate and finance, survey
data indicates that small and mid-sized
companies can also sign these deals.
In Europe, smaller companies are forming
consortia to generate sufficient power
demand to make a PPA feasible.
The primary motivation behind renewable
PPAs is economic, with green/sustainable
advantages as a runner up. Some 60 per cent
of surveyed corporates exploring renewable
PPAs cited economic factors as their primary
reason for doing so, while 30 per cent cited
environmental motivations.
From the perspective of generators,
corporates are often prepared to offer

“The early entrants to the corporate
renewable PPA market are some of the
largest businesses in the world.”
higher prices than utilities in markets where
commodity prices are low. This price
difference can be the difference between a
project going ahead or not.
Agreeing a fixed electricity price under
a corporate renewable PPA will also give
the generator, and its financiers, certainty
as to the revenue that will be realised from
electricity sales and remove the risk
associated with exposure to volatile spot
prices in wholesale electricity markets.
This price certainty may also help a

According to a recent survey, 9 out of ten respondents
expect more corporates to enter into renewable
energy PPAs in the next 18 months than did so within
the last 18 months. (Photo: Andrzej Wilusz)

project secure finance and proceed forward
towards implementation.
The benefits of corporate renewable
PPAs to offtakers and generators are
substantial, but careful consideration
needs to be given to risks that are unique
to these deals.
Power price fluctuations, and specifically
that wholesale power prices may decline
below the agreed strike price for a longer
period of time than anticipated, top the list
of corporate renewable PPA risks. Some 45
per cent of corporate survey respondents
said power price fluctuations were a high
risk, more than double the number that
identified any other risk as ‘high’.
Additional risks include counterparty
credit risk, accounting considerations and
regulatory/subsidy issues. There are
numerous ways to structure corporate
renewable PPAs, many of which are
complex. According to the Rocky Mountain
Institute’s Business Renewables Center,
three quarters of corporate renewable PPAs
structured in Q1 2015 were synthetic.
There are three primary types of synthetic
PPAs – contract for differences (CFDs),
options and commodity hedges.
According to the survey data, corporates
have a preference for contract-fordifferences PPAs, although preferences
depend on a variety of factors.
Financing renewable energy projects
with corporate PPAs is more challenging
than financing projects with standard utility
PPAs due to the often lower credit ratings
of corporates, corporates' more frequent
fluctuations in power demand, collateral
allocation and other issues.
Every surveyed bank seeks a first lien on
specific project collateral in loan
documentation underpinning corporate
PPAs. However, three quarters of surveyed
corporates and corporate advisors stated
that security over specific collateral should
be sought in the PPA documentation.
Careful consideration therefore needs to be
given to how this collateral is allocated
between these two parties. ■

• Reprinted with kind permission from
Baker McKenzie.
www.bakermckenzie.com
Technical Review Middle East - Issue Two 2016
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Briefly
World’s first bioenergy
research facility using
desert land in Abu Dhabi

THE SUSTAINABlE BIoENERGy
Research Consortium (SBRC) has
announced that in March 2016, it
will begin operating the world’s
first bioenergy research facility
using desert land – irrigated by
seawater – to produce both food
and aviation fuels.
The facility is located on a twohectare site at Masdar City, a
low-carbon, low-waste sustainable
urban development in Abu Dhabi.
Dr. Behjat Al yousuf, interim
provost, Masdar Institute of
Science and Technology, said, “This
game-changing research places Abu
Dhabi at the centre of a global
movement to advance technologies
to produce sustainable,
commercially viable bioenergy.
“Abu Dhabi’s commitment to
advance breakthrough research
that addresses water and food
security – with tremendous growth
potential – underpins the nation’s
transformation into a knowledgebased economy. Considering that
97 per cent of the world’s water is
salt water and about 20 per cent of
the world’s land is desert, this
approach turns a land and water
resource scarcity problem on its
head,” she added.

Morocco unveils Phase 1 of world’s
largest CSP plant
MoRoCCo’S KING MoHAMMED VI inaugurated
Noor 1 – first phase of what will become the
largest concentrated solar power plant in the
world – near the Moroccan city of ouarzazate.
At completion, the 580MW complex will
provide clean electricity for more than one million
people, helping Morocco reach its goal of
generating 42 per cent of the country’s energy

MENA set to tender 4GW
solar projects in 2016

SolAR USE IN the Middle East is
expected to expand further with an
estimated 4,000MW of new
projects lined up for tendering in
2016, according to a report by the
Middle East Solar Industry
Association (MESIA).
MESIA has released its annual
Middle East Solar Outlook in which
it noted that 2016 will be
characterised by more and more
lower levelised costs of solar
electricity generation.
“Claims that the growth of solar
energy will slow down in 2016
because of low oil prices, appear
to be unfounded,” remarked Dr.
Raed Bkayrat, director of research
at MESIA.
“It is incorrect to assume that
solar growth will need to be
subsidised by petro-dollars, when
all the evidence points to solar
being cost competitive with every
conventional energy generation
resource, on an unsubsidised basis.”

King Mohammed of Morocco will host COP22 in
Marrakesh this November.

needs from renewable sources by 2020 and
52 per cent by 2030.
Morocco is scheduled to host the next
Conference of Parties to the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change (CoP22) in
Marrakesh this November.
The 2016 Climate Performance Index ranked
Morocco among the top ten countries making the
most progress in addressing climate change and
number one among newly industrialised countries,
citing the country as one that shows ‘the potential
of developing countries to move forward’.
The World Bank has said that at a time when
many economies are exhausting their natural
resources and face constraints exacerbated by
climate change, Morocco is setting an example by
designing and embracing green growth
strategies across sectors, noting that the right to a
healthy environment and sustainable
development has been enshrined in Morocco's
constitution since 2011.
King Mohammed VI noted in a speech at CoP21
in Paris last December, “Morocco’s proactive policy
on sustainable development and environmental
protection encompasses a wide range of policies.
These include energy subsidy reforms, coastal
zoning, pollution and waste regulation, fisheries
management, dam and watershed development,
climate-smart agricultural practices, and beyond.”
Marie-Francoise Marie Nelly, World Bank
country director for Maghreb and Malta, has said,
“What’s encouraging is that in all these areas there
is a deliberate choice and clear policies that have
been spelled out by the government, and they are
actually walking the talk in terms of putting the
resources and in terms of implementation.”

Dubai’s Phanes Group targets 500MW

Dubai-baseD solar developer Phanes group
is set to increase its global installed solar
capacity by 500mW over the next two years.
the firm, which already has projects in the uK
and the Dominican republic, plans to expand in
the uae, chile and south africa.
Phanes group is set to build solar plants in
these targeted regions, implementing a range of
investment strategies to fund the projects.
the company’s managing director martin
Haupts stated, “the regional and global solar
energy landscape is changing, presenting clear
opportunities for developers and investors that
can create the right partnerships and provide
innovative structures that support the rapid
scale up of solar in the energy mix.
“the ges investment and our robust project

Technical Review Middle East - Issue Two 2016

Phanes Group has plans to expand throughout the UAE.

pipeline are a demonstration of our unique
value proposition, engineered to facilitate the
shift to centralised and decentralised solar in
markets where it offers clear value.”
www.technicalreview.me
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The nuclear future
For the UAE, nuclear power will play a big role in the country’s future energy mix. The Gulf’s first
reactor will be commissioned on behalf of ENEC in 2017. Others will follow. Robert Adams reports.

A 6GW build-up in nuclear generation capacity is expected
throughout the Middle East over the next decade. (Photo: TTstudio)

he UAe’s groUnd-breAking 5,600MW station,
currently under construction at Barakah, is a world leader
in the application of large-scale modular (four-reactor,
third-generation) design in an OPEC country. And even more
ambitious plans are being pursued in Saudi Arabia.
First commercial-scale output is expected in Abu Dhabi by 2017,
with the rest following rapidly through 2020. This is an era-changing
project on a truly grand scale; other MENA countries are weighing
up their options in the light of the low oil-price scenario.
Simultaneously with Japan’s ongoing nationwide shutdown
following the Fukushima disaster of 2011 – now being slowly
reversed on a plant-by-plant basis – global output of nucleargenerated electricity grew by an above-average 1.8 per cent in
2014. This was “the first time nuclear power has gained global
market share since 2009,” according to BP’s latest Statistical Review
(June 2015), which covers all forms of energy. Total consumption
reached 574mn tonnes oil equivalent (mntoe) – compared with 635
mntoe in 2006 – due to reduced generation in OECD countries
where many first-generation plants have become time expired.
Compared with the burgeoning of renewables nearly
everywhere, nuclear supply is “stable”, according to the
International Energy Agency’s World Energy Outlook (November

T

Various countries in MENA
are investigating their nuclear
options, including Algeria,
Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia.
Technical Review Middle East - Issue Two 2016

2015). Reactor-based generation faces challenges to deployment in
some industrialised countries, and stronger support in others,
including Japan, where both the Sendai I and II reactors were back
online at the end of October. Many others have still to be
recommissioned in a rolling programme.
Nearby, China has particularly ambitious plans for latestgeneration nuclear deployment, including 58GW online through
2020. In 2014, China’s nuclear generation amounted to just 28.6
mntoe, well down the international league. Based on gross
generation unrelated to cross-border supplies, US consumption in
that year amounted to 189.8 mntoe – but China is catching up fast as
the role of coal is run down.

A new scenario from the ieA

Under the IEA’s ‘New Policies’ scenario (thought to be even more
realistic after the major commitment successes notched up at COP
21 in Paris in December 2015) world-scale nuclear generation is
expected to rise from 2,478TWh [approximately 560 mntoe] in 2013
to 3,186TWh in 2020, followed by a major leap to 4,606TWh just 20
years later as Generation IV reactors contribute their share. Under
the Agency’s ambitious ‘450’ scenario, the final total will have to be
a massive 6,240-plus TWh if today’s 60-year probable life span
proves to be reproducible with G-IV plant.
This will be difficult to achieve in the face of the major
retirement programme that is now being implemented (along with
significant improvements in lifetime extensions) in the nuclearsceptical industrialised countries. The government financiers
behind world-scale new-build schemes like Barakah I-IV benefit
from the very expensive lessons learned about this
technology – including long-term waste disposal and eventual
decommissioning costs – overseas.
www.technicalreview.me
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nuclear development in the UAe

Foremost in local development plans are those of Emirates Nuclear
Energy Corporation (ENEC), which is planning to introduce to the
Gulf grid the first of four 1,400MW reactors at Barakah within a
couple of years.
At the end of November, ENEC reported the region’s very first
commercial-scale reactor as being four-fifths complete, with Unit II
at the 60 per cent stage. The utility has been issuing regular updates
on progress at a project which represents a huge breakthrough in
regional power security.
In accordance with the tight regulations administered by the
International Atomic Energy Agency, the first operating licence is
currently being applied for to the local regulators by ENEC itself. The
complex planned for completion within five years or less consists of
four proven pressurised light water reactors designated as APR1400 (“Advanced Power Reactor”) type. Construction has been
entrusted to a consortium led by Korean Electric Power Co, which
will also be responsible for training the necessary staff, creating an
invaluable pool of new-skills talent which does not as yet exist
anywhere within the MENA region.
A completely new range of local employment opportunities is
therefore being opened up by this game-changing situation, a
development which the whole close-knit nuclear world has already
noticed and for which further plans are already being laid (in Egypt,
subject of a special Forum at Sustainability Week, for example). This
will complement the real progress that has been made across the
region in developing a qualified young workforce equipped with
today’s renewables engineering and maintenance skills.

big plans in the MenA region and beyond

Over the next 10 years the Middle East will see a modest 6GW buildup in nuclear generation capacity, according to the IEA’s central
forecast, which includes the landmark development in the UAE. This
will need to be followed by a further 9GW through 2040, the Agency
says. These are small but helpful totals that will significantly
improve global energy security at an uncertain time. Apart from
more connections becoming possible, the impact will be largely on a
lot more Gulf gas being released for other purposes.
These totals compare with rest of Asia’s 80GW and 88GW
increments respectively, the results of a marginal increase in
nuclear’s overall share of global power generation – but a major
advance in China.
The bottom line is that only around 13 per cent of forthcoming

Technical Review Middle East - Issue Two 2016

Just 13 per cent of forthcoming total
global spend on new power plants will be
on the nuclear sector. (Photo: Wlad74)

total global spend on new power plants will be on the nuclear
sector, much less than on renewables, with both the Gulf and some
North African states making significant contributions in terms of
upfront investment and regulation costs, CO2 savings, and a general
increase in worldwide energy security.

obstacles, challenges and cautious markets

The background to all these exciting developments is that nuclear
power is still usually associated with baseload generation, being
an inflexible source of supply that brings with it very high
investment but very low operating costs, construction times of four
years or considerably more, and those very welcome greenhousegas reductions.
Additionally, nuclear fuel supplies are not normally considered to
be a significant problem, although maintaining their physical
security at times like these definitely is.
After the Fukushima Daiichi incident in March 2011, brought
about by an earthquake/tidal-wave event off the coast of Japan,
operating global nuclear capacity accounted for just 11 per cent of
electricity generation, compared with more than half as much again
as recently as 1996. Most of this was from aged early-generation
plant located in OECD countries.
Another wave, a much more welcome one of new retirements
this time, is now on its way, and most of the greenfield capacity
currently under construction at brand-new locations such as
Barakah is being installed in order to meet fast-growing demand for
power. Gulf electricity markets with their above-average rates
exemplify this, but the really big increments will be coming from
China and India, two old hands at nuclear generation.

www.technicalreview.me
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Under the IEA’s ‘New Policies’
scenario, world-scale nuclear
generation is expected to rise
from 2,478TWh in 2013 to
3,186TWh in 2020.
“Government policy underpins the outlook for nuclear power,”
cautioned the IEA at the end of last year, pointing out the vital role
of regulatory and funding administrations in markets where stateowned entities build, own and operate their own plants.
Elsewhere, attitudes to nuclear power are more critical to its
future development, says the energy watchdog, referring to the
aftermath of tragic events like Three Mile Island (Pennsylvania,
1979) and Chernobyl (Ukraine, 1986). Publicly aired matters
typically include day-to-day operational safety, radioactive waste
management including ultimate disposal, the possibility of weapons
proliferation, transparency in matters relating to governance,
heading off of climate change, and general energy security.
Hence the value of top-level international get-togethers such as
the Energy Ministry’s Strategic Dialogue which took place with US
Deputy Secretary Elizabeth Sherwood-Randall in Abu Dhabi in
September 2015.

The role of nuclear power after the CoP21 agreement

Nuclear power remains central to projections on future energy
security, whichever of the IEA’s cautious Scenarios turn out to be
the most accurate after last month’s Paris breakthrough. “Nuclear
power is one of a limited number of options available at scale to
reduce CO2 emissions,” said the agency, just a month before the UNsponsored talks began.
It reiterated the main issues as being energy security,
environmental considerations, waste disposal, governance and
public engagement, with the addition of water consumption, all
topics that were gone into fully here before the construction
programme even began.
Elsewhere, already at an advanced stage of nuclear planning, is
Jordan, which imports nearly all its fuel, but plans to be in a position
to export power from its own relatively small grid eventually.
The Jordanian Atomic Energy Commission was established in
2008 and its president addressed the World Future Energy Summit
in Abu Dhabi in January this year. Current plans are to develop the
industry, in association with desalination, in the vicinity of Aqaba.
The Hashemite Kingdom is blessed with its own resources of
uranium, and already produces the phosphate intermediates
needed to process these economically.
With the aid of various NGOs, numerous cooperation deals have
been signed with major nuclear players in countries such as Canada,
China, South Korea and Russia; the French uranium mining industry
is already at work there too. Various energy resources companies
have been established locally, and the university has its own school
of nuclear engineering.
Under the aegis of the Tunis-based Arab Atomic Energy Agency,
various other countries in MENA are currently investigating their
nuclear options. These include Algeria, Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia.
KA-CARE, a new city in the vicinity of Riyadh, has been devoted to
the development of peaceful nuclear issues. Plans include the
supply of 15 per cent of Saudi Arabia’s electricity by 2040. ■
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Surge predicted in global smart grid market

A NEW REPORT has revealed that the smart grid market is set to
rise in value from US$40bn in 2014 to US$120bn by 2020.
The report by Zion Research found that the global smart grid
market would grow at a CAGR of slightly above 18 per cent between
2015 and 2020.
Entitled Smart Grid (Advanced Metering Infrastructure,
Distribution Automation, Software & Hardware, Communication
Technologies, Transmission Upgrades and Cyber Security) Market:
Global Industry Perspective, Comprehensive Analysis, and Forecast,
2014-2020, the report noted that Europe, Latin America, the Middle
East and Africa were important regional markets for the smart grid
industry, which expected to exhibit significant growth in the coming
years. The market was dominated by Asia Pacific, which has a 30 per
cent share of the total revenue generated in 2014, with strong
demand deriving from emerging economies such as China and India.
North America was the second largest market for smart grid in 2014.
Smart grid, an innovative power distribution technology,
facilitates secure, efficient and effective control of the production
and distribution of electricity. Comprised of several instruments and
appliances that work together to analyse the flow of current, smart
grids effectively measure and balance the demand and supply of
electricity at the connected device across the remote areas.
The growth in demand has been driven by the need of growing
markets that are undergoing rapid industrialisation and require the
effective and efficient distribution of electricity with minimum loss

during transmission. Higher reliability, safety and efficiency are
other factors driving the market, with advanced metering
infrastructure, distribution automation and cyber security among
the key technologies involved.
The market has seen plenty of action in the Middle East in recent
years. In February last year, energy management solutions provider
Landis+Gyr and mobile giant Ericsson entered into a partnership to
offer smart metering solutions that would aim to provide smart grid
environments to cities across the Middle East.
The middle of the year saw a deal between Alstom and National
Grid to develop Saudi Arabia's power infrastructure, which
promised cooperation on a number of power sectors, including
smart grid and super grid applications, while in Dubai, DEWA
announced plans to install more than a million smart meters by
2020 across the emirate in a drive to improve power connectivity
ahead of Expo 2020.
At the time, DEWA CEO Mohammed Al Tayer said, “Our objective
in the transition to become the smartest city in the world is to
provide instant and seamless smart services anytime, anywhere.
Dubai has all the elements to reach top positions globally and has
become a leading global hub for business, finance, tourism, green
economy and sustainability. The smart grid will contribute to the
infrastructure by connecting renewable sources of energy and
promoting environmental initiatives supported by qualified staff,
thus building a sustainable future for Dubai.”

1-3 March 2016 - DUBAI WORLD TRADE CENTRE
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Lighting

LED makes environmental and
financial sense for Al Ain.

A green glow for the
Garden City
The picturesque city of Al Ain, in the Abu Dhabi emirate, is experiencing the benefits of an eco-friendly
lighting system in a partnership with GE Lighting.

The technology
proved its merits
in Las Vegas,
with its extreme
heat, which was
also an important
consideration for
Al Ain.

nenergy-efficientLeDstreet
lighting solution is expected to
reduce carbon emissions in the UAE
city of Al Ain by more than 234,000 kg per
year. Known as the Garden City, for its scenic
location, plentiful oases, and impressive
greenery, Al Ain has always stood out for its
excellent quality of life. It is hoped that the
partnership between the city’s municipality
and GE Lighting continues this tradition.
The retrofit project is now complete with
GE Lighting installing energy-efficient LED
street lights across the Al Ain Municipality,
with the aim of not just reducing carbon
emissions but also to maintain the visual
appeal of the Garden City.
“As a government entity committed to
enhancing the well-being of the people, we
deliver the best in-class and customeroriented municipal services,” said a
spokesperson for the Al Ain Municipality.
“As part of our emphasis on optimising
energy use and in line with the green vision

A
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of the government, we decided to revamp
our street lighting with LED solutions.”
GE Lighting installed its ERS 2 557 94W
lamps incorporating them into the original
street lighting design. Adhering to the
existing street lighting system was a
challenge, which GE addressed by drawing
on its experience of working on similar
projects globally, choosing technology that
has already proved its merits at earlier
applications in cities such as Las Vegas in the
USA. The extreme heat of Las Vegas meant
that the LED lighting had to be durable, and
this was also an important consideration for
the Al Ain project.
As a result, the residents of Al Ain now
enjoy sustainable street lighting that
provides the benefits of reduced glare and
better lighting control which, in turn,
improves road safety. In addition, the long
lifespan of up to 50,000 hours and reduced
maintenance requirements mean the new
lights make financial sense for Al Ain. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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Port Facilities
DP World plans to add an additional
two million TEU of capacity at Dubai’s
Jebel Ali port. (Photo: DP World)

Growing container volumes
drive port ambitions
GCC states are expanding capacity and investing billions of dollars in
their ports to accommodate booming traffic. Lynda Davies reports.
ontAinerPortcAPAcityin the
GCC countries is soaring as
governments and port operators
continue to invest heavily in port
infrastructure to accommodate growing
container movements and increasingly
larger ships. Despite the perception that
overcapacity could develop as a result of the
raft of new projects, the high productivity
levels of many of the region’s ports, coupled
with consistent growth in container and
trade volumes, are a testament to GCC port
operators’ intentions to keep a stronghold
on the world’s lucrative cargo volumes.
Ports in the UAE dominate the region’s
container traffic. DP World, the UAE’s
largest port operator, will add an additional
2mn TEU of capacity at Dubai’s Jebel Ali port
when its third container terminal becomes
fully operational in the second half of this
year. Last July, the operator announced it
had begun construction work on a fourth
terminal at the port. The completion of the
first phase of this new terminal is targeted
for 2018 and will boost Jebel Ali’s overall
capacity to 22.1mn TEU.
DP World’s chairman Sultan Ahmed bin
Sulayem said the further expansion is in
response to customer demand for greater
capacity at Jebel Ali, given the strong
domestic and regional growth outlook,
including the lead-up to Expo 2020.

C
“Despite new
capacity additions
and the softer
volumes in Q4 2015,
utilisation at Jebel
Ali remains high at
approximately 90
per cent.”
DPWorld’schairmanSultanAhmed
binSulayem
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“Despite new capacity additions and the
softer volumes in Q4 2015, utilisation at
Jebel Ali remains high at approximately 90
per cent,” he said.
Jebel Ali and DP World’s other terminals
in the UAE, which comprise facilities in
Fujairah, Mina Rashid and Mina Al Hamriya,
together handled 15.59mn TEU in 2015,
representing a growth of 2.3 per cent on
2014’s 15.25mn TEU. The vast majority of
the throughput is handled at Jebel Ali.
Meanwhile, Abu Dhabi’s main container
port, Khalifa Port Container Terminal, is
preparing for the next phase of expansion
with new equipment set to be added this
year and in 2017. Port operator Abu Dhabi
Terminals handled a total of 1.5mn TEU at
the terminal in 2015, up from 1.14mn in
2014, representing a 31.6 per cent increase
year on year. With a current installed
handling capacity of 1.9mn TEU, last year’s
throughput represents an average
utilisation of some 78 per cent. Three
additional ship-to-shore (STS) gantry cranes
and 10 automated rail-mounted gantry
cranes are set to be added to increase the
terminal’s annual capacity, which will reach
2.5mn TEU on completion of the expansion,
anticipated by 2020.
Khalifa Port Container Terminal is fully
integrated with the adjacent Khalifa
Industrial Zone Abu Dhabi (Kizad). In three
www.technicalreview.me
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Port Facilities

years of operation, traffic through the terminal has grown at the
fastest pace of any container terminal in the Middle East,
experiencing double-digit annual growth and doubling the volume
of containers handled. Martijn Van De Linde, Abu Dhabi Terminals
CEO, attributes the rapid growth to the significant expansion of Abu
Dhabi’s industry as well as a substantial increase in the role it plays in
regional transhipment and the increase in the number of shipping
lines calling at the terminal. He said the planned new capacity is to
satisfy the future demand and meet the expected growth of the
local and regional industry. According to de Linde, Khalifa Port
Container Terminal has future expansion capabilities to grow its
annual throughput capacity to five million TEU.
Gulftainer’s Khorfakkan Container Terminal (KCT) in the UAE
emirate of Sharjah saw a 14.4 per cent growth in container
throughput in the first half of 2015 compared with the same yearearlier period. Gulftainer attributed this growth to the general
increase in demand of goods across the GCC countries, as well as
growth in UAE imports due to investments in local infrastructure and
the economy by local governments.
The operator said it has a strong focus on improving
infrastructure. In November 2014, for example, it completed
US$60mn of new investment at KCT with the addition of four new
ship-to-shore (STS) cranes and 12 rubber-tyred gantry (RTG) cranes.
This scaling-up of equipment enabled the terminal to handle the
new 18,000 TEU class of container ship.
Gulftainer plans to develop additional quay facilities and create
further yard area at KCT, providing for an annual handling capacity of
six million TEU by the end of this year and eight million TEU by 2020.
Current capacity is some five million TEU. Whilst KCT serves the
region at large, Gulftainer’s smaller Sharjah and Ruwais container
terminals provide specialised service for businesses in Sharjah and
neighbouring emirates. Annual throughput at the Sharjah Container
Terminal surpassed 400,000 TEU for the first time in 2014.
Altogether, Gulftainer’s UAE terminals handled a total volume of
3.8mn TEU in 2014.

The DP World control room at Jebel Ali Port. (Photo: DP World)

Saudiportinitiatives

Saudi Arabia container handling capacity continues to grow. In late
April 2015, the Kingdom saw the start of commercial operations of a
second terminal in Damman’s King Abdul Aziz Port, the largest port
on the Arabian Gulf and second only to the Port of Jeddah in
shipping traffic in the Middle East and North Africa.
Operated by Saudi Global Ports LLC (SGP), a joint-venture
company formed between Saudi Arabia’s Public Investment Fund
and Singapore-based port and terminal operator PSA International,
Technical Review Middle East - Issue Two 2016

this first phase of the new terminal has 16 metres of water depth,
the deepest in the region. It is equipped with six quay cranes on 700
metres of quay, providing an annual handling capacity of some
900,000 TEU. When fully developed, the new SGP terminal will have
a quay length of 1,200 metres and 12 quay cranes, with a design
capacity of 1.8mn TEU per annum.
Shipping line users say the new terminal has brought to the region
much needed-handling capacity, alleviating rising congestion
experienced by the port’s users in the past three years. PSA
International believes the new terminal, once fully completed, will
transform Dammam into the “key gateway on the Gulf” and will be
able to handle around 30 per cent of Saudi Arabia’s cargo.
The other container terminal at King Abdul Aziz Port is operated
by International Ports Services Co. Ltd. (IPS), a subsidiary of Hong
Kong-based Hutchison Port Holdings Ltd., in a joint venture with one
of Saudi Arabia’s largest maritime companies, Saudi Maritime
Company for Navigation. The terminal provides an annual handling
capacity for around 1.5mn TEU.
Meanwhile, King Abdullah Port, opened in late 2013 and Saudi
Arabia’s first privately-funded port development, launched its fourth
berth in May 2015, increasing its annual container-handling capacity
to over 2.7mn TEU. The new berth offering a depth alongside of 18
metres can accommodate some of the largest container ships and
has contributed to a major increase in the port’s container storage
capacity to three million containers per year. King Abdullah Port
handled 1.307mn TEU in 2015. Located some 100 km north of
Jeddah, the port was developed to take some of the pressure off
Jeddah Islamic Port which has limited scope to expand.

omanexpansion

In Oman, Sohar, already one of the fastest-growing ports and free
zone developments, has ambitious plans to expand its annual
container-handling capacity by 650 per cent to around six million
TEU. Existing capacity at the port’s Oman International Container
Terminal (OICT) is 800,000 TEU. Much of the investment to date by
OICT’s owners, a joint venture of Hutchison Port Holdings Ltd., the
Oman government, Dutch firm Steinweg and a number of Omani
investors, has been focused on Terminal C. Additional new
investment is earmarked for fast-tracking further development of
Terminal C and there also are plans for building a brand new
terminal - Terminal D - at OICT. Construction work on Terminal D
could start as early as 2018/2019.
In addition to organic growth, OICT has benefited from the
relocation of all commercial traffic from Port Sultan Qaboos in
Muscat as of September 2014. Container traffic at Sohar port grew
five per cent over the nine months to 30 September 2015 to reach
over 407,000 TEU compared with the same year-earlier period,
according to Port of Sohar data.
The Port of Duqm, Oman’s newest gateway, is being primed to
handle container traffic as part of ‘early phase operations’ that also
envisage the introduction of a container feeder line which will link
Duqm with Salalah and Sohar and the UAE’s Jebel Ali, targeted to
start this year. In addition to serving as a gateway for a special
economic zone being developed in parallel with the port, Duqm is
aimed at evolving into a container transhipment hub of the future,
according to the port’s developer and operator, Port of Duqm
Company (SAOC), a 50:50 joint venture between the Omani
Government and the Consortium Antwerp Port (CAP). Current
facilities at the port can handle up to 200,000 TEU annually and
vessels up to 3,000 TEU. But SAOC sees these facilities as “stop-gap”,
until a fully-fledged container terminal facility can be commissioned,
anticipated from 2018. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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The Garbage Converter container by MAC, currently undergoing
trials at Specialist Services LLC facility in Abu Dhabi. (Photo: MAC)

Do away with offshore
garbage the MAC way
The first containerised garbage converter by Marine Assets Corporation (MAC) not only disposes of waste, but makes it
‘disappear’ altogether. An exclusive report by Technical Review Middle East.

The DNV-specified
containerised unit
reduces waste
volume by up to
80 per cent whilst
also reducing the
weight by as much
as 50 per cent.

S THE WORLD’S population
continues to expand and
technology advances ever
further, garbage production continues to
increase along with associated problems
such as stench, harmful bacteria and
pollution, leading to disease and untold
misery for many.
Now imagine that garbage as we know it
became a thing of the past and that there
was a system to convert it into a useful fuel,
with an added byproduct – water. Imagine
also the implications this would have on
mankind, wildlife and the environment.
Marine Assets Corporation (MAC), along
with its partners, has developed a unique
containerised system to do exactly this.
Launching first in the Middle East, the
Garbage Converter Container can tackle
waste from onshore and offshore facilities

A
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and remote islands as well as municipal,
retail and domestic waste.
To deal with larger volumes of waste
offshore, the company has also developed
the Garbage Converter Vessel, designed to
deal specifically with garbage accumulating
on remote oil rigs and remote offshore
facilities. The vessel collects rig garbage onboard and converts it into refuse derived
fuel (RDF) whilst operating in the field,
reducing the need for costly trips back and
forth to shore. The vessel can, at the same
time, be utilised as a supply and emergency
vessel equipped with firefighting
equipment, as well as deploying oil spill and
recovery systems.
Andy Walker, sales director at MAC, says,
“We looked at the current problems
specifically offshore and quickly identified
that firstly, there is problem with garbage;
www.technicalreview.me
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“The converter system is a perfect fit with
our own environmental policies and sits
well in our portfolio of products and
services. We are delighted to have signed a
contract with MAC to supply the converter
container, complimenting it with our own
service and maintenance facilities.”
MI SWACO, part of Schlumberger group of companies and one of the
strategic partners working with MAC in the region.

MAC sales director Andy Walker. (Photo: MAC)

secondly, nobody appeared to be doing
anything about it; and thirdly, the problem
is getting bigger by the day.”
The DNV-specified containerised unit
reduces the volume of the waste by up to 80
per cent whilst also reducing the weight by
as much as 50 per cent by utilising its unique
patented evaporation technology to remove
the water content from the garbage.

The concept

Raw garbage, either loose or in bin bags, is
thrown into the converter chamber and the
lid is closed, creating a vacuum
environment. Once the cycle begins, the
blades inside the chamber rotate at a high
speed to grind and macerate the waste. The
resultant friction causes the garbage
temperature to rise to around 85°C,
releasing the moisture content of the
garbage. Once the moisture content is
removed the temperature, again through
friction, rises to around 115°C, which
sterilises the waste. Due to the vacuum

“Launching first in
the Middle East, the
Garbage Converter
Container can
tackle waste from
on and offshore
facilities and remote
islands, as well as
domestic, retail and
municipal waste.”

environment created by the process, there
is no smell during or after the cycle. Safety
and shutdown features protect the system
at all times during the cycles, along with
user identification and password protection
to avoid unauthorised access and operation
of the system.

The outcome

Dry, sterilised inert processed garbage or
RDF resembling ‘fluff’, is then dispensed
into a holding bin that contains a sealable
vacuum bag. The RDF can be stored for
months before being used as a fuel
substitute or being disposed of.
In essence, the process allows for the
equivalent of eight fully-loaded garbage bins
to be converted into one bin of dry, sterile
fuel substitute. The converter can treat
materials including food, plastics, glass,
rubber, paper and tins.
Each cycle is complete in between 25-35
minutes depending on the moisture content
of the waste. Under normal conditions, the
converter container can process the garbage
of a rig with a personnel on board (POB)
complement of up to 250 people who would
normally generate, on average, around 500
kg of garbage per day. This particular
converter container can process around 35
kg per cycle with a mixture of wet and dry
garbage. Larger machines are capable of
processing 500 to 1,000 kg in a single cycle
and are also available from MAC.
The current containerised system
produces around 15 litres of water per
cycle, again depending on the initial
moisture content. This can be used for
irrigation, further purified for use in
processes or sent directly to the sewers.
Walker revealed that during recent trials
and demonstrations for prominent oil and
gas companies in the UAE, the response was
incredibly positive, with attendees
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impressed with the machine’s QHSE,
environmental and operational cost
reduction benefits as they continuously
strive to find new and innovative ways to
help the environment and develop greener
policies within the industry, whilst reducing
costs to their own operations.
“We initially looked specifically at the oil
and gas sector; however, it soon became
clear that garbage is a problem faced by
everyone,” says Walker.
“We identified the generic garbage
problem with each industry specifically in
the UAE and worked with this in mind. Now
we have a solution for dealing with
everyone’s garbage.
“We don’t expect to change the world’s
garbage problem overnight; however, by
tackling it head on we hope to begin to
make a difference changing people’s
perception of what garbage is as well as
what it can be transformed into, as we
make inroads towards zero landfill in the
future,” he adds.
Two units have already entered the
market, and MAC is now looking to
increase its fleet this year and beyond.
Speaking about the garbage converter
being essential and critical for offshore
operations, Walker says, “The biggest task
for offshore operators is to reduce costs.
Utilising the Garbage Converter Container
reduces waste volumes by 80 per cent,
which directly impacts the transportation
of that waste. The fact that the waste is
now essentially a fuel and a desired
commodity is an added bonus, the sale of
which can be offset against either purchase
or rental costs. From a QHSE perspective,
the hazards that rotting waste presents are
also removed, protecting personnel from
bacterial infections, vermin and food
poisoning, thus further reducing down time
and cost. The storage of the processed RDF
www.technicalreview.me
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Dry, sterilised, inert processed garbage or RDF resembling ‘fluff’ is created out of the
miscellaneous garbage that may include glass, food, steel, rubber, amongst other
waste matter. (Photo: MAC)

is easier and cleaner, and clients that utilise the system don’t have
to worry about carrying their hazardous garbage around. It really
is an economically-sound proposition.”
The converter container series is housed in a standard 20’ ISO
container and is used for treating general household, organic and
infected waste. The unit’s weight is around 12,000 kg and
consumes power at 140 amps 3 phase 400 volts. The design
concept is “plug and play”, allowing very fast mobilisation,
installation and maintenance of the units. It is easy-to-operate
and is password protected.
The low maintenance converter is marketed in the UAE and Gulf
region by Marine Assests Corporation DMCC, along with its
strategic partners.
The units can also be customised for hazardous zone 2 areas if
and when required.
The containers are also very scalable – a 10-foot container is
available, designed specifically for use on jack-up rigs where space
is at a premium.
Large converter machines can also be purchased from MAC as
standalone fixed systems dealing with large quantities of waste.
For a central processing facility MAC will specify, install,
commission and maintain a purpose-built converter system.
“As long as garbage exists and continues to be produced, we will
try to convert as much as we can into a useful commodity instead
of dumping it out of sight where it damages the environment,
pollutes our natural resources and heaps misery onto people less
fortunate than ourselves,” concludes Walker. ■
For more information, please contact
andy.walker@macoffshore.net

Middle East agents for:

EPIC
The Global POB & Mustering Specialists
OMPeco
Garbage Disposal Made Simple
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Formwork & Scaffolding

Briefly
Construction and mining
leaders set to converge
on Munich

From 11-17 April, delegates from
around the world will be attending
bauma 2016, the leading trade fair
for machinery, vehicles and
equipment for the construction and
mining industries.
As well as hosting a wide range of
construction and mining exhibitors,
one of the highlights of bauma 2016
will be the announcement of the
winner of this year’s bauma
innovation Awards.
The five categories for the awards
are: machinery; Components;
Construction process/Construction
Work; research; and Design.
in total, 118 applications were
received from Germany and
abroad. The jury has selected
three new developments in each
category to go to the final
round, with the winners
announced on 10 April.

Safety scorecard

BROGAN GROUP, WHICH
provides scaffolding
solutions in the UAE and UK,
undertook its first
Considerate Contractors
Scheme (CCS) Audit at
Goodmans Field in London.
The group scored 42 out of
a possible 50 points for this
site, which is broken down
into five categories:
Appearance, Community,
Environment, Safety and
Workforce with each
category achieving Excellent
or Exceptional scores.
The Brogan site is now a
registered CCS ‘Ultra Site’.
Ultra Sites is a new initiative
from CCS where registered
sites always use registered
companies, and goods and
materials are sourced from
registered suppliers.

Taking steps for ladder safety

preVenTinG DAnGerous BACkWArD and downward falls from
ladders has been made easier with the development of new fall
arresters by Honeywell industrial safety.
Designed to be used in conjunction with the company’s söll
Glideloc ladders, the söll BodyControl shuttles attach to the ladder
and the worker’s harness to ensure ease of movement and comfort,
as well as making ladder tasks safer.
The shuttles are fitted with large, sturdy polymer wheels that
move in a suspended axle to ensure smooth running.
Additionally, the shuttle is fitted with a large, easy-to-grip
karibiner for improved ergonomics when working at height, and is
easy to operate when wearing gloves.
A sternal attachment allows workers to stay close to the ladder,
which is essential in confined spaces, and 80 per cent of the shock
absorbers are covered in a housing to extend the product life and
reduce maintenance costs. it has also been designed with a range of
ladder behaviours in mind, such as leaning backwards, which can
lead to particularly serious falls if safety procedures are not put in
place by operators.
These shuttles work well with miller revolution harnesses and
attach easily to the sternal loops of the revolution r5 harness. The
söll BodyControl ii attached well to the sternal loops and ventral Dring of the revolution r6 model.
Before work commences, the system’s visual fall indicator can be
used to easily inspect the ladder and assess the risks.

Virtual formwork live at bauma 2016

VisuAlisinG A FormWork project in the virtual world before
undertaking the task in the real world can prove to be a boon to
construction managers. The paschal Group will be exhibiting the
latest version of their formwork software, ppl 10.0, at the bauma
2016 trade fair in munich from 11-17 April.
Based on Java technology, the software’s new features include 3D
visualisation, interfaces for import and export, extended layout
input for features such as gable walls, slopes on the upper sides of
walls and floor slabs, integrated CAD functions, the ability to use
several formwork systems in the one virtual project, a dynamic
material list and a warehouse module.
The warehouse module offers a complete warehouse
management function so operators can keep track of formwork,
building equipment and construction machines, as well as manage
the site efficiently.
ppl 10.0 is fully functional on Windows and mac computers and
can be installed on Windows, linux, unix and os X systems.

Visualising a formwork project means better on-site outcomes.

Technical Review Middle East - Issue Two 2016
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Calculating risks when reshoring slab formwork from MEVA

Briefly
Formwork company
outlines GCC construction
challenges for 2016

Proper calculations reduce risks when pouring slabs.

calculator works out the number of props per sqm
needed to support the slab and carry additional
loads on it. The tool also shows when props may be
overloaded, enabling construction site operators to
plan workflow to avoid any dangerous risks.
meVA Calc can ascertain the fresh concrete
pressure, the pour speed for wall formwork
systems and the reshoring for slab formwork. it is
available online at www.meva-international.com
and from the Apple and Google online stores.

DokA, A FormWork company
with a strong middle east presence,
has outlined the top five challenges
for GCC construction in a statement
on its website. it nominates the
challenges as: uncertainty over oil
prices; skills shortages; delayed
payments; profitability; and extra
scrutiny over safety and quality.
in particular, the volatile oil price
may cause many projects across the
GCC to be mothballed despite plans
for big spending on construction to
grow the private sector, according
to the Doka statement.
The statement also outlined the
issues associated with payments
often taking more than 200 days,
and extra expenses incurred when
operators need to train low-skilled
workers and meet the requirements
of strengthened regulatory
environments across the region.
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CAlCulATinG A ConCreTe slab’s load-bearing
capacity is essential for construction projects,
particularly when multiple slabs have to be poured
in quick succession.
When putting formwork onto slabs, it is critical
to determine the capacity. To further complicate
the task, a slab’s load-bearing capacity has
to be activated.
This is achieved by releasing all the formwork
props for a moment and then retensioning them in
order to reshore the slab. When the props are
released, the slab can bend through and develop
its required strength.
if this is not done, however, the slab cannot
generate its own load-bearing capacity fully or
carry the load of the slab works above it. it passes
the surplus load down through the props. These
may be damaged or bent.
Also, the slab could develop cracks, allowing
moisture to creep in and cause the rebar to rust.
Adhering to the rules of reshoring and correctly
calculating the props also helps operators save on
material and rental costs.
Formwork system producer meVA has developed
a calculating tool to assist with this process. The

43

Formwork + Software +
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Paints & Coatings

Keeping the
Gulf covered
Without modern surface finishes, MENA would be drab. Fortunately the world’s top suppliers of paints and industrial
coatings come to Dubai every year to show what’s brightest and best.
HIS YEAR’S MIDDLE east Coatings
trade show (14-16 march) has been
billed as the largest industrial
coatings event for the whole menA region.
paint technologies and finished products
will be covered too, both sections of this
high-tech event featuring chemical and
other raw materials, various forms of
testing equipment (resistance to corrosion
and weathering, colour measurement, etc.),
general manufacturing plant, and other
machinery such as mixing and processcontrol equipment.
related products for today’s surfacefinishing trades will also be on display in
Dubai, including cataloguing and colour
‘swatches’. These are precisely-matched
colour cards, available in various
universally-recognised competing systems
for the print, construction materials and
metals/plastics finishing industries.
Whatever their purpose, all paint and
industrial coating materials have to be
chosen and applied so as to avoid failure
due to typical application problems. Apart
from selecting the wrong material in the
first place, these include: peeling as a result
of inadequate surface preparation (the
most common); using the product in an
incorrectly diluted form; blistering due to
exposure to sunlight; chalking (progressive
fading and powdering of the pigment
component); surface cracking (usually the
result of inadequate drying between coats);
contamination; and general weathering.
physical damage can also result from
careless product selection.
However advanced in terms of the
technologies they employ, paint and
coatings manufacturers function at
different points along the same process
spectrum. The materials they deal with
include binders, solvents and pigments, all
working in a defined sequence of individual

T

coats. Various additives can be incorporated
to modify the flow qualities and surface
tension of the product as it is actually being
applied, improve the stability of the
pigments under subsequent intense
sunlight, enhance the final gloss and
durability of the dried finish, and so on. This
is just one of the reasons why thorough
mechanical mixing is needed before (and
usually during) application. Careless use is
the main cause of paint and coatings failure.
Common binders incorporate a carrying
vehicle known as a thinner which together
form a stable film over a primed surface.
often polymer based, the binder provides
properties such as durability, flexibility and
degree of surface reflectance. The volatile
solvent dissolves the binding materials,
carrying the non-volatile components such
as pigments and affecting the viscosity of
the liquid coating throughout the
application process. This can be either oilor conveniently water-based, the former
including petroleum and other organic
distillates. Familiar emulsion or ‘latex’ paints
as widely used for indoor applications
typically use plain water as the vehicle and
are usually welcomed by tradesmen
because of their general convenience.
pigments are carefully selected solids
incorporated within the material to
provide the required colour (or not in the
case of varnishes) and are usually
combined with various forms of ‘filler’ to
improve the final texture. These pigments
can be either natural or synthetic in origin
and a suitable degree of opacity can be
selected for an undercoat(s).
Titanium dioxide and various forms of
calcium carbonate are typical examples of
pigments used in commercial paints today;
fillers can incorporate essential inert
materials such as fine-powdered quartz,
which provides a toughened surface for
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floor paints and vandal-proof materials.
Anti-fouling paint, as used in ship- and rigbuilding and repair, is another example of a
specialised application.
in various forms these components are
combined in standard paint and coating
materials. other protective products that
are widely encountered include wood
stains and lacquers. enamels are solventbased materials that dry rapidly and
produce an especially durable finish. And
finely ground glass or metal particles may
be incorporated to provide special qualities
to metal substrates.
Branded paints are manufactured by
fiercely competing suppliers in most
countries, often under licence, and there
are many specialised national trade and
technical associations which represent this
industry such as the Japan and indian paint
manufacturers Associations (Tokyo and
kolkata, respectively).
most have members who support trade
exhibitions such as me Coatings and paint
india (January 2017, mumbai). one of the
largest of these umbrella groups, the
American Coatings Association
(Washington, DC) covers both sections of
this diverse and vital business.
The specialised industrialised coatings
industry is generally a more technical
activity, typically being based on composite
polymers and the design of materials for
protective rather than decorative purposes.
Corrosion control for steel structures is the
most widely served segment of this market;
fire resistance and road/pavement marking
are others. Apart from the uAe’s own show
in march 2016, first contact points could be
either sspC in pittsburgh (formerly the usA’s
steel structures painting Council) or the us
national Association of Corrosion engineers
(Houston). Both organise their own
technical events. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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More than 60,000 visitors are expected to flock
to Dubai World Trade Centre for MEE 2016.

MEE to host inaugural
regional Power Congress
The region’s leading power showcase returns and is set to introduce a congress for regional government, regulators and public
sector stakeholders to discuss the key to powering purpose built cities, and best practice on supporting energy innovation.

“Middle East
Electricity
continues to
maintain its
growth in spite of
the challenging
market conditions.”
Anita Mathews, director,
Informa Energy Group

IDDLE EAST ELECTRICITY (MEE)
will open its doors for the 41st
time in March and will witness
the launch of its inaugural Power Congress,
which is set to bring together a selection of
the region’s pioneering and governing
minds on sustainable energy, power security
and regional growth strategies.
Hosted by the UAE’s Ministry of Energy,
the one-day congress will be made up of five
high-level keynote sessions covering energy
development and management throughout
the Middle East.
The congress will look to address how
regional governments have been acting to
redefine what is possible in urban
development and what support is planned
for greenfield cities such as the Expo 2020
site and numerous new residential and
business communities.
UAE Minister of Energy H.E. Suhail Al
Mazrouei will deliver the opening keynote
session during which he will discuss new

M
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ways in which the Ministry is aiming to
balance power economies with power
requirements, as well as sharing his longterm vision toward sustainability in the UAE.
Other government spokespeople will
include H.E. Dr. Omar Kittaneh, Minister of
Energy and Natural Resources, State of
Palestine, who will discuss ways in which the
territory is rethinking how best to meet its
growing energy requirements and how
supporting widespread solar could
potentially improve Palestine’s energy
efficiencies, energy supply and energy
independence.
Eng. Jamila Matar, Director of the Energy
Department for the League of Arab States
will address how power security is being
addressed throughout the region through
the linking of the GCC’s power systems and
linking that of the GCC with neighbouring
countries. Other C-Level speakers will
include Steve Severance, development
manager for Masdar City, who will look at
www.technicalreview.me
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how innovation within fast-growing urban
centres comes with an increasing demand
for sustainable energy.

Influential power platform

Today, MEE is the world’s largest power
event. The 2016 edition of MEE will have
more than 1,500 exhibitors from 62
countries in attendance, along with 24
government-supported country pavilions
from across Europe, Asia, Americas and
Africa. The exhibition and supporting
conference are expected to attract close to
22,000 unique visitors this year, with a total
attendance across the three days estimated
to reach 60,000.
Testament to the long-standing appeal
MEE has for the industry’s key players is
that around 85 per cent of the companies
that have confirmed their participation at
MEE 2016 are repeat exhibitors. Among
them, major players on the show floor will
include Cummins/Stamford AVK, Perkins,
Skipper, Alfanar, Ducab and ABB.
Anita Mathews, director, Informa Energy
Group, said, “Middle East Electricity
continues to maintain its growth in spite of

H.H Sheikh Hamdan Bin Rashid Al Maktoum
inaugurating the 40th Edition of MEE last year.

the challenging market conditions we are
all currently facing. The exhibition has
grown by 10 per cent this year compared to
2015, and exhibitor presence from
countries such as Germany, Turkey, China
and Saudi Arabia is on the rise.
“MEE hosts exhibitors from 61 countries,
covering a gross area of 67,000 sqm, and
has established itself as a highlight on the
international energy calendar attracting
close to 60,000 attendees over the three
days,” she added.
Other leading features at this year's
edition of MEE will include the popular
solar-focused conference, The Solar

Agenda; a range of Technical Seminars
during which exhibitors will be able to
explain their technologies in depth at
various locations throughout the show
floor; and the ‘Power Over Fire’ truck,
which Ducab, in partnership with The Civil
Defence, will be stopping off at the event
as part of its campaign to highlight the
current British Standards for Fire
Performance cables.
The event will take place from 1-3 March
2016, returning to regular venue Dubai
World Trade Centre. ■
www.middleeastelectricity.com
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Showtime for power and
solar solutions
Anita Mathews, director, Informa Energy Group, organisers of Middle East Electricity (MEE), talks to Technical Review
Middle East about the background and developments at the forthcoming show.
Technical Review ME (TRME): With the
recent slump in the global oil price, how do
you think the Middle East and North
Africa’s (MENA) power and electricity
market is faring today?
Anita Mathews: According to a report we
recently commissioned from Ventures
Onsite, the GCC power sector will require
about US$50bn of investment in new
power-generating capacity. The GCC alone
will add 76.8GW of capacity between 2016
and 2020 (pan-Arab energy investment
bank APICORP estimates). According to the
International Renewable Energy Agency
(IRENA), GCC electricity consumption is
expected to reach 856 terawatt hours by
2020, requiring 100GW of additional power
over the next 10 years to meet demand.
Strong economic and demographic
growth, driven in part by the GCC
economies’ highly energy-intensive
industrialisation programmes, has led to a
dramatic surge in power consumption. As
demand increases, the GCC is also
experiencing significant power
infrastructure development.
At our inaugural Power Congress, we will
discuss collaboration on a joint Gulf power
grid to develop the region’s electricity
network and also help unify the six member
countries. The grid has already led to
savings of US$3bn in investments and
US$330mn in operating costs and fuel,
according to the Gulf Cooperation Council
Interconnection Authority.

TRME: What about the emergence of
renewable energy in the region?
Mathews: The GCC’s interest in renewable
energy has grown significantly in the past
decade. For a region that has such strong
regular sunshine and vast amounts of space
to build large-scale solar facilities, there is
no wonder it’s at the top of the agenda for
most governments here.
These countries are expected to save up
to three billion barrels of oil if they reach

professional development. Solar Middle
East 2016 will also host the third edition of
Future Generation – a competition for
undergraduate engineering students across
the UAE to exhibit their innovative solutions
for alternative energy, energy efficiency and
energy conservation. Visitors to MEE 2016
and Solar Middle East 2016 can speak to the
students about their concepts and vote for
their favourite.

Anita Mathews, director, Informa Energy Group.

their 2030 renewable-energy targets, which
would come with a monetary saving of
about US$200bn.
Renewables have become an important
part of the GCC governments’ strategies to
diversify their domestic energy mix. The
UAE is likely to be the most successful in
diversifying its energy sources within the
next decade, with the development of a
nuclear power plant and increasing focus on
renewable energy. However, natural gas will
continue to play a crucial role in fuelling its
power sector.

TRME: With the growth in solar projects
throughout MENA in the past two years, do
you think Solar Middle East 2016 will
provide further impetus?
Mathews: It has been a very popular
attraction since its inception. The exhibition,
conference, workshop and technical
seminars are all well attended across the
three days of the show. It has steadily
grown, and, in 2016, we are seeing a record
45 per cent growth in solar content.
A key area we are developing at our
events, especially at Solar Middle East, is the
knowledge platforms. We have a series of
conferences, workshops and technical
seminars that will be running alongside the
exhibition that are free to attend. These are
all CPD-accredited to ensure attendees can
get credits to help them with their
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TRME: What can we expect at MEE 2016?
Mathews: This year, following feedback
from all our stakeholders, we have
employed some new initiatives to improve
the visitor experience. We appreciate that
professionals within this industry have tight
deadlines, so to ensure visitors have the
most productive and efficient visit to the
show, we have developed the new ‘Middle
East Electricity’ app which is available now
for download from the App Store and
Google Play.
The app will allow visitors to select
exhibitors they wish to meet based on their
products, and then navigate to their stand
using our interactive map. Also, Dubai Civil
Defence and Ducab will re-launch their
educational roadshow, which allows visitors
to learn about the latest British Fire
Standards for electrical cables to prevent
and contain fires.

TRME: What other markets are you
involved with?
Mathews: We have an active portfolio of
events across MENA: Power Nigeria,
Electricx and MEFSEC in Egypt, and Saudi
Power and Saudi Aircon in which we are
investing heavily this year. We are also going
through a significant rebrand, which we will
announce at MEE 2016. This will pull all of
our regional brands together under one
umbrella and, through the help of cuttingedge content platforms, further position our
standing as the region’s leading provider of
power events.
www.technicalreview.me
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Push for renewables only
way ahead: Lucy Electric
With more and more green energy projects coming onboard in the region, the specialist in secondary power distribution
solutions reveals that the market is just getting bigger for Lucy Electric.

Lucy Electric’s business in the
region is primarily long-term
supply contracts and it expects
to see this continuing in the
foreseeable future.

HE MIDDLE EAST market is moving forward at pace with
regards to automated solutions for electrical distribution
systems. Utility companies are increasing their use of
renewable sources of energy – photovoltaic (PV), wind and
geothermal, in particular, – all of which are driving the need for
network automation, as has already been seen in Western Europe.
In an interview with Technical Review Middle East, Ahmed
Abdallah, director/general manager of sales and marketing at Lucy
Middle East-Dubai, says that in North Africa the company is seeing
similar development in the more politically and economically stable
countries. However, it will be of no surprise that those markets,
that have seen unrest in recent years are not experiencing the
same speed of change or investment, he adds.

T

Solutions for

Energy Saving

Theben provides more energy efficiency for building automation
•
•
•
•
•

1 - 8 Channel annual time switches sychronised with GPS
Movement detectors for safety lighting and twilight switches
ASTRO-time switches e.g. for illuminated advertising
Segment time switches with top user friendliness
Duofix plug-in terminals make installation 40% quicker

Are you interested?
More about energy saving solutions on internet: www.theben.de

BIN HAM Electrical Equipment Trading LLC

PO BOX 4301 - Dubai - UAE
Ph. +971 4 2273939
Fax +971 4 2217619
Web: www.binhameet.com
Email: sales@binhameet.com

BIN HAM is proud to be exclusive distributor of theben for UAE
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At Middle East Electricity (MEE) 2016, Lucy Electric will showcase its latest
generation Gemini 3 remote terminal units, which provide customers with a highly
flexible platform for advanced feeder automation. (Photo: Lucy Electric)

In the push for green energy, Ahdallah said that there is great
potential for high volumes of PV energy generation in the region,
which could really advance the role of renewables in the energy
mix, but currently there isn’t a financially viable energy storage
system, which is needed for this to be a primary source of
generation. “At present, battery storage at the scale required is
very expensive, so what is needed is a technology that will enable
cost-effective and scalable energy storage – this would really help
unlock the drive towards greater renewables.”
Talking about Lucy Electric’s specialised solutions for the
electrical industry in the MENA region with regards to low, medium
and high voltage, the executive says that they are experts in
secondary distribution solutions, providing equipment that is safe,
robust and provides reliable operation in the most challenging of
www.technicalreview.me
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Ahmed Abdallah is the director/general manager of sales and marketing at Lucy
Middle East-Dubai. (Photo: Lucy Electric)

climactic conditions — even the extremes of temperature and arid
climate of the Middle East.
“With the growth of renewable generation sources in the region,
automation techniques are playing a key part in helping companies
manage the added complexities this brings. Lucy Electric’s
experienced engineers work at the forefront of design and
implementation of automation projects and can help customers
develop the right solutions for their needs from concept to
deployment,” he notes.
The extensive range of automation products by Lucy Electric,
according to Abdallah, deliver fast response and enhanced network
intelligence, helping the customers to rapidly locate, isolate and
rectify faults, improve network efficiency, and ultimately increase
their quality of service.
The monitoring solutions also extend to low voltage networks via
the GridKey range, a new addition to its product offering. GridKey
products collect and store real-time data and, through a suite of
analysis tools, translate this into actionable information.
The COP21 Paris climate summit in December 2015 paved the way
for solar power, and Abdallah believes that there is a clear move
towards renewables in the region and there are significant projects
for PV, wind or geothermal generation, depending upon the
location. However, without a source of cost-efficient energy storage,
more traditional, fossil fuel generation will remain an essential part
of the generation mix to ensure a stable and reliable, round-theclock electricity supply, he adds. “With the growth in renewables

www.technicalreview.me

worldwide, we are constantly developing and adding switchgear
products suitable for embedded generation sources to our ranges to
meet the needs of the marketplace.”
With dropping oil prices being one of the major hindrances to
push for a better market in the MENA region, demand for oil is
increasing globally and he expects to see excess supply being
depleted in the mid-term. In fact, Abdallah points out that there are
already indications that this is starting to happen and, as a result, he
doesn’t expect to see this issue affecting markets in the longer term.
Talking about Lucy Electric’s current and upcoming projects in the
region, Abdallah says that the business in the region is primarily longterm supply contracts, rather than project-based and it expects to
see this continuing in the foreseeable future.
“We are anticipating continued growth across the MENA region,
particularly in infrastructure investment and automation projects.
This presents many opportunities for Lucy Electric to supply robust
and reliable secondary distribution products and to continue
developing and implementing automation solutions to help our
customers’ address the changing needs of the market.”
Lucy Electric also attended Electricx 2015 in December, which was
its first time and proved to be a successful show for it, delivering lots
of new business opportunities. The show also provided an excellent
platform to announce its new partnership with the Sakr Factory for
developed industries to jointly manufacture ring main units in Egypt.
Regarding Lucy Electric’s showcase plans for MEE 2016, Abdallah
reveals that the company will be showcasing its expertise in secondary
distribution networks. Its stand will feature the latest generation
Gemini 3 remote terminal units, which provide customers with a
highly flexible platform for advanced feeder automation, plus its bestin-class Ring Main Units and switches for overhead line equipment.
“We’ll also be launching our new GridKey solution, a low-voltage
continuous monitoring system that collects and stores real-time data
and through a suite of analysis tools translates this into actionable
information. Lucy Electric is a long-term supporter of MEE and we
have been attending for a number of years, so we know it’s the
perfect opportunity to showcase our products, services and leading
expertise to what is a key growth market for us.” ■

Stand: 2D10
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Cummins to unveil new range of alternators at MEE

Leading manufacturer of
alternators cummins generator
technologies will be revealing a
new range of Stamford®
alternators targeting the 7.562.5kVa power range at middle
east electricity 2016.
cummins generator
technologies will introduce to the
market what it has described as
“the most compact and
lightweight industrial
alternators of its kind”,
which will primarily be
aimed at the global
standby market.
the new range of Stamford® S0
and S1 alternators have been
designed for enhanced usability, drawing
on the company’s 100 years’ of experience
in developing and manufacturing highperformance and efficient power
generation technology.
cummins generator technologies, which
worked in partnership with its customers to

reducing generator-set assembly time by
around 20 per cent.
Scott Strudwick, director – global sales
and marketing at cummins generator
technologies, remarked, “We recognise
that reliability is a priority for the
standby market, alongside the
delivery of a product which is both
compact and lightweight. We have
therefore worked with our customers
to develop a technological solution
that will support their long-term
business growth.
“our rigorous research and
development process has enabled us to
deliver a product range which is durable,
reliable and easy to assemble.”
The new S0 and S1 from Cummins Power Generation have
cummins generator technologies,
been designed to be lighter and more compact than previous
has manufacturing facilities in india,
alternators without compromising on quality.
china and europe. it manufactures
alternators up to 11,000kVa under
develop the new user-friendly range of
the Stamford® and avK® brands, and is
alternators, said that the new range would
part of global power leader cummins inc.
deliver proven reliability of more than
20,000 hours. the alternators have been
Stand: S3E30
designed to enable easier coupling,
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French genset manufacturer SDMO to
exhibit new product lines at MEE 2016

gLoBaL generating Set specialist Sdmo will be exhibiting several
new products and ranges for the first time at middle east electricity
in dubai this year.
the new K66 industrial range of generators, fitted with Kohler
diesel engines (Kdi – 22-66kVa), feature reduced fuel consumption,
less vibration for better resistance, and a high-power density for
better compactness. according to the manufacturer, the new range
has been designed to be easier and more cost-effective to maintain.
Sdmo will also present its new lighting mast featuring Led
technology, which has been designed especially for the export
market, particularly for end users and suppliers throughout markets
in the middle east and africa.

Visitors to SDMO’s MEE stand will
get a chance to learn more about
the new K66 industrial range of
generators. (Photo: SDMO)

utilising its expertise in the design and manufacture of
autonomous energy solutions, Sdmo has extended its range of
lighting towers designed for the high demands of the construction
sector, and the rL4500-5 will be on display on the company’s stand
throughout mee 2016.
the new lighting mast features reduced fuel consumption
totalling up to 37 per cent, according to Sdmo. the 3x450W Led
lamps generate the equivalent of 4,500W of light using classic
lighting technology. the Led technology used within the mast has
been designed for use in extreme conditions, and the product has an
operating lifetime of 50,000 hours.
the company will also be presenting the J250K for the first time at
mee. the product helps complete the company’s range of 1kW to
220mW power solutions, offering 250kVa (182kWe) in the smallest
available package. the product measures only 2.4 metres long by
1.12 metres wide, and is targetted at contractors active in both
urban areas and remote locations.
the J250K complies with class g3 requirements for transient
performance and is available with or without a canopy.
the company’s presence in the middle east has been
strengthened in recent years with the introduction of a new sales
office and the expansion of its storage facility in dubai, while
support for other parts of the wider arab world comes from its sales
office in egypt.
the company aims to help industry professionals throughout the
region who are looking for efficient and effective power solutions.
Stand: S1F10
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John Deere Power Systems to showcase latest engine technologies at MEE 2016

John Deere Power Systems (JDPS), one of the most
recognisable names within the power generation industry, will
be participating at Middle east electricity once again this year,
exhibiting its range of products covering ratings from 30-450kVA.
Among the products set to be showcased on its stand will be
generator set power units (GSPUs) and bare engines. According
to the company, the engines displayed on its 2016 stand will
include a 2.9L non-certiﬁed, a 4.5L Stage III A, a 13.5L Tier 3 and a
6.8L 250kVA.
JDPS, who does not make generator sets itself, counts a number
of leading generator set manufacturers among its oeM
customers, and possesses what it describes as “a unique insight
into the market and its demands”.
Known for its ultra-reliable and low-maintenance engines, JDPS
focuses on providing quick-starting, clean-running and fueleﬃcient generator set power, which it says leads to a low overall
cost of ownership.
with dual frequencies at 1,500 rpm and 1,800 rpm, the engines
can be used in a large variety of applications.
JDPS offers a complete power range that meets most
worldwide emissions regulations – from non-emissions certiﬁed
engines to Stage III A (europe) and Final Tier 4 (north America).
with more than 4,000 service locations worldwide, John Deere
says its extensive worldwide service network provides end users

Powering Ahead

With high quality innovative products
Apar Industries Ltd., a Rs. 5000 crores diversified manufacturing company, is a leader in the fields of
Power Transmission Conductors, Petroleum Specialties and Power and Telecommunications Cables. The
company which has a presence in over 100 countries is the 4th largest manufacturer of Transformer Oils
and in the top 5 producers of Aluminium and Alloy conductors in the world.
The POWEROIL product range of lubricants also include Turbine oils for the power industry. The company
has also been at the forefront of developing and marketing high performance conductors which includes
AL 59, AL-59 / TW, TACSR, ASCC, ACSS / TW, GZTACSR / GTACSR, STACIR / AW, ACCC etc. and is the
largest exporter of these POWERLINE conductors from India.
Apar also offers a comprehensive range of Power and
Telecommunications Cables under the UNICAB brand name.
Apar is a technology driven customer focused company with
the ability to deliver innovative quality products and services
that match the exacting customer needs with cost
effectiveness and timely deliveries. The company continues
to enjoy the trust of major Power Generation, Transmission
and Distribution companies, OEMS & Utilities world over.

John Deere Power Systems’ booth at Middle East Electricity 2015 featured a selection
of the company’s power generation experts and engines.

with conveniently located expert assistance and customer
support, as and when it is required.
Stand: S1K30

New functions for BAUR cable test van

Baur gmBH HaS expanded the range of equipment available for its
new, fully automatic cable test van, ‘titron’.
the new equipment will help to provide quick cable diagnostics, as
well as improved, non-destructive location of cable faults.
With the partial discharge measurement and dissipation factor
measurement (tan δ), titron now offers various cable diagnostics
options. all testing and diagnostics functions can now be effectively
managed via the central software of the cable test van. the testing and
measurement sequences are in accordance with international
standards and can be initiated via a mouse click. the results then flow
into a joint cable database, which then provides the asset management
team with a valuable basis for decision-making.
With the new “remote app” for android and ioS smartphones,
important functions of titron can be remotely controlled. the app
displays the map
section of the Baur
geoBase map
required for the
fault location and
information on the
cable. during pinpointing, important
information on the
status of the
system is visible on
the screen, e.g.
voltage, surge
sequence and
surge energy.
BAUR’s expanded range of equipment for its cable test van
‘titron’, will enable faster cable diagnostics and improve the
location of cable faults.
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UK pavilion: focus on energy storage
Beama WiLL again host the uK Pavilion at this year’s middle east
electricity in dubai. the trade association represents manufacturers
of electrical infrastructure from transmission through distribution to
environmental systems and services in the built environment.
representing more than 300 companies, it has significant
influence over uK and international political, standardisation and
commercial policies.

The UK Pavilion at MEE 2016 will feature some of the most innovative power solutions
from British suppliers and manufacturers. (Photo: Gary Blakeley)

the association recently launched the Building Based energy
Storage group in preparation for a future energy system that it says
will be increasingly dominated by variable, low carbon energy
sources (solar, wind and tidal) requiring a significant degree of
energy supply flexibility. it adds that energy storage will become an
important element of the energy infrastructure of the future, right
down the energy supply chain, up to and including the building; and
that this will take the shape of discrete and stand-alone storage
technology or products with inherent storage potential.
Beama says it is very well placed to help storage equipment
manufacturers deliver propositions for a growing market globally;
the organisation has been taking the smart metering, smart grid and
connected homes story to energy and utility shows overseas, and will
be at mee in march.
“We see building-based energy storage as a natural extension of
our well-established expertise in membership representation across
many technology sectors that rely on system integration,
connectivity and communication protocols,” said Beama.

World’s First

Gasketing

at this year’s mee, uK gold sponsors include cummins generator
technologies, dale Power Solutions, iPu group and Perkins engines.
cummins generator technologies (Stand: S3E30) will be
displaying the Stamford P80 high-voltage industrial alternator
with its innovative lightweight construction, providing a highly
optimised power-to-weight ratio. Best-in-class design and
manufacturing makes P80 suitable for standby, prime power and
critical protection applications.
dale Power Solutions (Stand: S1J30) will be showcasing its range
of industrial uninterrupted power solutions (uPS) and dc systems,
commercial uPS and diesel generators. the company’s uK and gccbased experts will be on the stand to talk about developments in its
‘no-break’ uPS that help prevent costly outages and downtime, and
fuel-polishing services to prevent fuel contamination and maintain
and extend the life of pumps, engines and generators.
Perkins (Stand: S1C10), a leading supplier of off-highway diesel
and gas engines, offers power up to 2,500kVa in diesel or 1,000kWe
in gas. it says it provides cost-effective solutions, from competitive
fuel consumption to ease of maintenance, whatever the power
requirement. at mee 2016, Perkins will exhibit its new 4008-30tag
electropaK, an eight-cylinder engine developed to achieve higher
power nodes. With nodes from 750-1250kVa, this 30-litre engine
delivers power normally associated with a 12-cylinder engine.
Perkins will also show a new 20kVa natural gas-powered 2.2-litre
engine, the 404S-22, aimed at the residential and
telecommunication markets.
meanwhile, iPu group (Stand: S1J30) designs and manufactures
engine controls, fuel-polishing systems and oil-conditioning
products for diesel and gas engines. its intelligent software solutions
enable engineers and fleet managers to remotely capture and
monitor engine data on the move or from the office. iPu is the
distributor of governors america corp (gac) products, which
provide engine control solutions in some of the world’s harshest
environments. using the latest testing and treatment techniques,
iPu fuel-conditioning products and services can detect and
eradicate harmful contamination in diesel. fuel conditioning is
critical to the safe storage of fuel in bulk fuel storage tanks, day
tanks, vehicles and gensets. While iPu’s oil conditioning products
can help extend the life of engine and transmission oils and
hydraulic fluids by removing harmful contaminants and by
monitoring and analysing contamination levels.
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Eaton Middle East gets on
the road with tech truck
The company is displaying its latest range of products with the launch of Mobile Tech Days in the region.
ATon MIDDLe eAST is introducing
its complete range of products to
the market with its specially
designed mobile tech day truck.
the tour will take place until april, with 30
events across six cities in the middle east.
the 40-foot container brings together
eaton’s broad portfolio of power
management products including a range of
medium-voltage (mV) and low-voltage (LV)
products, single and three-phase uPS, and
safety, lighting, wiring devices, automation
and controls, among others.
Having made its mark in the uae
already, the truck spent two weeks visiting
existing customers as well as new contacts
in order to showcase the broad range of
solutions that eaton can provide.
Specifically created for the commercial
construction sector, the container acts as an
experience centre, where attendees can see
the products in a working environment,
with product experts on hand to discuss
technical details and applications.
frank ackland, general manager, eaton
middle east, said, “if you sliced any building
down the middle, you could find eaton
supporting its functionality across a full
range of solutions.
“our acquisition of cooper industries in
2012 saw our portfolio in this sector grow
substantially, and our mobile tech day
provides the opportunity to see this
complete portfolio in an ‘as live’
experience; customers can see and feel

E

“Mobile Tech Day
provides the
opportunity to see
the complete
portfolio in an ‘as
live’ experience.”

The truck is currently visiting existing customers as well as new contacts in order to showcase the broad range of
solutions that Eaton can provide. (Photo: Eaton Middle East)

the quality and capability of our products
for themselves.”
in the middle east, eaton currently
employs more than 300 people in 14
offices. eaton’s legacy in the region can be
traced over four decades to the 1970s, as
the company was part of the formation of
the country’s infrastructure through power
management solutions that include legacy
brands Westinghouse, BiLL, mem, cutlerHammer, Powerware, and moeller.
“With a 40-year history in the region,
eaton has a strong reputation for bringing
efficient and reliable power management
solutions to customers,” continued
ackland, adding, “the mobile tech days
provide us with the opportunity to take that
full portfolio to them and perhaps show
them some of our solutions that they
haven’t been aware of previously. We work
across such a broad range of industries that
customers that have worked with us for
years on our fire safety solutions are now
becoming aware of the support we can also
provide with uPS or lighting, for example.”
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according to eaton, it is strongly focused
on engaging with customers to understand
where their specific challenges lie and how
it can work to solve those, particularly as
market conditions remain volatile.
Power management is a core component
for all industries, and eaton works to
develop products that help companies to
manage their power in reliable but more
efficient way, helping to create energy
savings without having to compromise on
quality. according to a recent report
published by the economist intelligence
unit (eiu), the demand for electrical power
is estimated to grow by seven per cent
annually in the coming decade. as key
industries, such as construction and
infrastructure, continue to dominate the
middle eastern economy, as seen through
the launching of many high-profile, billiondollar projects, eaton remains optimistic
that the expertise it brings to the market
puts the company in a strong position to
support stability and sustainable growth in
the region. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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HIMOINSA to showcase new products at Middle East Electricity

HIMOINSA’S rANge Of diesel generators
for the rental market has been bolstered by
the HIMOINSA models HrgP 25 T5 LPg,
HrgP 40 T5 LPg and HrgP 60 T5 LPg.
The new gas-powered generators feature
integrated LPg tanks offering 25, 40 and 60
kVA of continuous power. The new rental
canopy version incorporates enough LPg
storage for 24 hours of continuous
operation without refuelling. The features
of the generators, which can be connected

The HRGP60 T5 LPG generator from HIMOINSA will
be on the company’s stand during MEE 2016.

to an external tank to
extend their
autonomous operation
for as long as desired,
will be presented at
Mee 2016, with the
HrgP60 T5 LPg model
on the company’s stand
in Sheikh Saeed Hall 3.
HIMOINSA has also
launched the new
HMW-1270, a
soundproofed
generator set fitted
HIMOINSA’s HYW 35 T5 model comes with a 1,000-hour service interval.
inside a 20-foot container.
have the opportunity to learn about the
The new unit provides more power in less
company’s new HYW 35 T5 model, which
space as, until now, generators of this power
comes with a 1,000-hour service interval.
with an MTU engine could only be
The generator sets from the Industrial
assembled in 40-foot containers due to the
range feature Yanmar engines (8-45 kVA)
size of the engines.
and can incorporate a 1,000-litre fuel tank,
The HMW-1270 has been designed to
which is 10-times larger than what it is
provide an outstanding performance in
offered as standard and translates into less
extreme temperature conditions and has an
trips to the site for refuelling operations.
integrated 1,250-litre fuel tank and will be
exhibited for the first time at Mee 2016.
Stand: S3E20
Attendees to this year’s exhibition will also

LV switchgear preventive maintenance from UAE-based Powertech Switchgear
WITHIN THe fAcILITIeS management
segment in the UAe, there is a growing
demand for periodic maintenance of low
voltage switchgear equipment. end-users
and sub-contractors for building
maintenance and facility management
have become cautious and have gradually
come to recognise the benefits of
preventive maintenance of electrical
power distribution systems.

Cost benefits: The cost of periodic
switchgear maintenance is more
sustainable compared to the cost of failure,
which is not only limited to financial loss,
but also extends to human injury or death.
Any critical failures in residential or
commercial establishments can result in
colossal losses for the operator.
Prevention: Maintenance carried out at
regular intervals ensures prevention of
critical failures, allowing for checks on
settings, sizes, operation sequences
particularly if there have been any
modifications in the utility systems at site.
Minimises down time: Potential
downtime and loss of productivity due to

Powertech Switchgear has offices
in Dubai, Sharjah and Ajman.

equipment failure or outages can be
averted, the company said.
Powertech Switchgear Industries is a
low-voltage panel builder with a presence
in the service segment and is proficient
with the regulatory requirements and
standards across the UAe.
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With offices in Dubai, Sharjah and
Ajman, the company has dedicated,
experienced teams of technicians and
supervisors that are available on call.
“We are witnessing a growing
awareness of safety and preventive
maintenance procedures implemented
by end users,” remarked a leading source
at Powertech.
Service contracts encourage
maintenance at regular intervals and allow
for greater awareness among facilities
management teams, noted the company.
“A key aspect of our business is working
with the client to understand their
requirements. Our services range from
low voltage switchgear maintenance,
replacement of parts as well VfD
programming, installing and
commissioning,” the source added.
Integral to providing maintenance
services is safety of personnel.
“All of our staff are trained and provided
with insulated tools, as well personal
protective equipment.”
Powertech is certified as per ISO
standards and all procedures conform to
ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015, OHSAS
18001:2007 and ISO 29001:2010.
www.technicalreview.me
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Ready-to-use power units from Kohler Engines

THe KDI POWer Unit range of engines for
the power generation market represents a
ready-to-use, versatile, high-output solution
for end users and OeMs, according to
developer Kohler engines.
The compact units feature low fuel
consumption, noise and vibration, and
provide excellent reliability. recently, the
Power Unit line of KDI Diesel engines has
been expanded with the addition of a new
3.4-litre model to the range.
The KDI Power Unit is a ‘plug & play’
solution that represents an effective answer
for generator manufacturers looking for a
complete high-performance drive system
that can be easily implemented in their
product range due to the availability of a
package of standard components and
accessories. The KDI Power Unit line boasts
a compact size and a light weight, and
Kohler engines has engineered a complete,
cutting-edge line for the low- and mediumpower generator sector, covering a range of
20 to 60 kVA at 50 HZ (1,500 rpm) and 20-70
kVA at 60 HZ (1,800 rpm), respectively.

The compact and light weight KDI Power Unit line offers
‘plug & play’ solutions for the low- and medium-power
generator sector.

The main feature of the new Power Unit
range offered by Kohler engines is the highly
innovative layout, born of a design
philosophy that, the company said, makes it
“virtually unique” on the market, offering
end users significant operational advantages
in addition to the manufacturing and
logistical benefits.
The high power density of the line allows
KDI engines to obtain the same power
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outputs while using smaller displacements
than those that have been required to date,
allowing the machines to be used with
lower fuel consumption (up to three per
cent less than other direct injection
engines). These are also more easily
managed in mobile applications.
It also enables OeMs to obtain a
significant reduction in generator
dimensions for the same power output,
quantifiable as between 15-30 per cent
smaller than the typical dimensions (with
important effects on manufacturing and
transport costs, as more units can be
transported in the same space).
According to Kohler engines, the KDI
family of engines has been developed in a
differentiated manner by energy supply
frequency and emissions standards in order
to supply solutions to meet the
requirements of all destination markets. The
addition of a series of optional extras and
accessories will allow OeMs to develop
generation systems for use in the most
wide-ranging sectors of application.

www.technicalreview.me
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Enclosures and innovations on
Rittal Middle East’s stand

Rittal Middle east
has invited channel
partners and customers
to witness its latest
innovations on the
company’s stand at Mee
2016 and network with
its industrial and
electrical experts.
the company, a system
supplier for industrial
enclosures, power
distribution, climate
control, and software
and services, will once
again be participating at Rittal Middle East managing director
Joseph Najjar.
Mee, where highlights
on its innovations stand
in Hall 5 will include the world’s first BlUe e+ cooling
solutions, new ts 8 enclosures, and a number of integrated
solutions for Rittal enclosures on the Ri4Power platform.
Visitors to the company’s stand will also be able to
experience its full range of industrial and electrical
enclosures, from ae enclosures and CM enclosures, to ts-8
enclosures and eX enclosures.
Joseph Najjar, managing director of Rittal Middle east,
commented, “embracing innovation and industry
standards, and empowering our channel and customers
will continue to be our focus at Mee, while also addressing
the all markets in Middle east region.
“Mee continues to be the ideal platform for launching
our innovative products and solutions for the industry,”
Najjar added.
Rittal Middle east FZe, which is composed of an active
team of more than 30 professionals who address the
Middle east market, is part of German industrial and
electrical sectors supplier Rittal GmbH & Co. KG.
the parent company was founded in 1961 and is today
active worldwide with 11 production sites, 64 subsidiaries
and 40 agencies. it employs 10,000 people worldwide and
is the largest company of owner-operator Friedhelm loh
Group of Haiger, Germany.
Rittal is the largest company of the owner-operater
Friedhelm loh Group. the entire group employs 11,500
people and generated revenues of close to eUR2.2bn
(Us$2.43bn) in 2011. Rittal promotes itself as providing
products from “a single source, all in top quality”, with its
tagline being “Faster – better – everywhere”.
Rittal’s off-the-shelf standard, modified standard and
custom-engineered products are known throughout the
world as high-quality, affordable solutions for practically
any industrial or it infrastructure application – from single
enclosures to comprehensive systems.
the ts 8, one of Rittal’s most popular enclosure
products, has sold more than 10mn units to-date around
the world and is available in carbon, and 304 and 316
stainless steel varieties for various environments.
Stand: 5D10

Stefan Böhler
Application Engineer
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Mecc Alte takes on the counterfeiters with ‘stamp of authenticity’

Mecc ALTe WILL be debuting its latest product innovations and
developments in alternator technology at Middle east electricity
2016. The company will also be promoting its stance against the
global counterfeit phenomenon by unveiling the Mecc Alte
Hologram and ‘stamp of authenticity’.
Mecc Alte’s targeted approach of making just one type of product
has helped it to maintain a specific customer focus, centring its
business on meeting the requirements and power needs of its
customers. The company, the largest independent producer of
alternators in the world, introduced the Mecc Alte Hologram in
order to protects its customers from insufficient products, with
counterfeited goods endangering customers and businesses in a
variety of ways, ranging from financial, health and safety, and
quality hazards.
The artificial nature of counterfeit goods does not guarantee
Mecc Alte after-sales service and care, and with the manufacturers
of counterfeit goods an ever increasing threat, Mecc Alte hopes its
Hologram will protect its customers’ business while also preserving
and defending the Mecc Alte brand against the various
impersonators in the market.
A variety of different features have been incorporated into the
Hologram that have not only made them impossible to impersonate,
but also promote Mecc Alte’s heritage, quality and safety.
each Hologram provides customers with full-line traceability
through a seven-digit serial number that enables customers to

Technical Review Middle East - Issue Two 2016

Mecc Alte Hologram helps protect customers against potentially unsafe
counterfeit products.

verify all product test certificates, build data, and find complete
product part breakdowns. Mecc Alte will be releasing the full details
of its Hologram and how the extensive range of features
incorporated within it protect and safeguard its customers at
Middle east electricity this year.
Stand: S1E40
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ABB to upgrade SCADA system at Dubai International Airport
POWer AND AUTOMATION technology
group, ABB, will upgrade its ScADA
(supervisory control and data acquisition)
system for the power network at Dubai
International Airport.
The company, which will be exhibiting at
Middle east electricity 2016, will upgrade
the system at the world's busiest
international airport, replacing the central
computers and deploying the latest

ABB delivered the first SCADA system to Dubai
International Airport in 2004.
(Photo: Sorbis/Shutterstock.com)
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version of ABB’s Network Manager
software. connecting to the existing
field devices (remote terminal units,
bay control units and main distribution
boards), the upgrade will increase the
operational reliability and efficiency of
the power network to support a largescale airport expansion plan.
ABB delivered the first ScADA
system to Dubai International Airport
in 2004, with the monitored network
since growing five-fold.
In addition to augmenting capacity
and offering advanced features include
highly efficient real-time alarms and
event handling.
ABB’s ScADA solution provides a
common power distribution
automation system and is today
capable of handling data signals from
approximately 100,000 sources
distributed over the entire power
network at any given time.
“This upgrade will provide advanced
automation of the power distribution
network and enable reliable and
efficient power supplies to the world’s
busiest international airport,
optimising the use of resources and
minimising disruption to passengers,”
said claudio facchin, president of ABB’s
Power grids division.
“grid automation and leveraging our
software portfolio to deliver enhanced
customer value are key elements of our
Next Level strategy supporting our
Internet of Things, Services and People
approach,” he added.
Stand: 4D20
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Mosdorfer to present
Spacer Damper

AustriAn mAnufActurer
mosdorfer will be showcasing a
completely new damper, which has been
developed for the special requirements of
the saudi Arabian utility saudi electricity
company (sec), for the first time at middle
east electricity 2016.

The new Spacer Damper has been specially
developed for the unique requirements of Saudi
Electricity Company.

Without having any bolted connection,
the company said that the new spacer
damper guarantees a high degree of safety
during installation by avoiding failures that
might occur during the fixation of a damper
in the line. furthermore, the spacer
damper is resistant to high operational
temperatures in transmission lines with
HtLs conductors.
mosdorfer’s product portfolio includes
fittings for overhead transmission lines,
damping systems, insulators and end
fittings as well as fittings for hightemperature conductors up to 1,200kV.
mosdorfer has been present in the
damping systems sector under its brand
name damp for more than 35 years. it has
more than 100 reference projects in the
middle east.
Stand: S1A10
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Imequadri strengthens its presence in
the region’s vital oil and gas industry

LocAted in tHe uAe, the Bu HAsA
extraction Plant produces nGL, which is
pumped to ruwais Plant. the plant receives
gas from the Adco oilfield, exporting
residue gas to the Habshan Gas network,
which represents one of the biggest plants
for the production of gas in the middle east.
through matrix construction, imequadri
duestelle has been participating in activities
on the Bu HAsA project via the replacement
of power skids for cluster 40-45. this
project consisted of supplying 30
compartments of medium-voltage metal
clad Lsc2B-Pm class switchboards of the
normoclad series (3.3kV 630A 25kA) for
surface and submersible pumps and their
commissioning on site.

imequadri, part
of ime Group and
a middle east
electricity 2016
exhibitor, operates
within the market
The Normoclad MV
switchboard for
of electrical
submersible pumps.
switchgears, relevant
components and
services for the generation, transmission
and distribution of power and energy.
formed in 1962, the company has been
actively operating in the oil and gas market
since the early 2000s, with a particular focus
on the Gulf region.
Stand: 3D14

Sand-proof generators from Genmac ‘perfect’ for
Middle East’s arid conditions
When, in 2008, Genmac started selling in
the Middle east, the company was focused
on finding solutions for the two main
environmental problems in the region –
high temperatures and sand infiltration.
Genmac’s R&D department studied air
flow and how to channel it inside the
generator enclosure to ensure proper
cooling of the engine at more than 50°C,
without compromising noise reduction. To
assure longer engine life and cut
maintenance costs, the company said it
became “a must” to solve the problem of
sand, so it developed custom canopies
equipped with mechanical sand traps and
tropical radiator, with two separate
compartments for engine and alternator.
Genmac went further by using oversized
oil sump and special filters, which

Genmac’s Sand-Proof Generator line has
proved popular with customers in the
telecoms and railway industries.

extended maintenance intervals to more
than 1,000 hours, with the result of the
project the Sand-Proof Generator line.
The specifically designed range of
generators are manufactured by
Genmac for desert applications, and
has become one of the best-selling
ranges of generators in the telecoms and
railway sectors.
Stand: S2C01
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Panasonic’s solutions to introduce “a paradigm shift” at MEE
tHe enerGy And power sectors in the middle east have witnessed
an unprecedented growth and will continue to prosper as huge
investments are being initiated. Government authorities in the Gcc
have indicated plans to adopt the smart city initiatives with an
intention to rationalise energy usage at large.
As demand for modern technology takes centre stage in meeting
the overall goal of efficient and smart energy management, the
business environment becomes challenging yet competitive.
Panasonic middle east and Africa is a global leader in
technology, offers high-quality and reliable energy management
solutions in electrical, lighting and air category. As the current
industry scenario shows an inflating scope for these solutions,
Panasonic is bringing to the region the best-in-class products that
will boost the smart city vision.
the latest products within the domain of energy creation, wiring
and lighting as well as indoor air quality solutions by Panasonic, will
be seen at middle east electricity exhibition 2016.
offering an expansive range of products, Panasonic has been a
pioneer in inventive energy solutions and a trusted brand for many
decades. As the brand continues to pursue its vision of providing
better life, visitors at mee will be pleased to
experience the latest sustainable living concepts which will be the
core of Panasonic’s showcase.
An engaging and demonstrative show will be put up at dubai
World trade centre by Panasonic and visitors will get the
opportunity to view the variety of its products presented at the

Panasonic will be among the best known brands on the show floor at MEE 2016.
(Photo: Panasonic)

event. from high-efficiency solar panels and energy recovery
ventilators, to eco-lighting solutions and reliable wiring devices –
Panasonic’s mee 2016 booth set up will look to produce a state-ofthe-art impression on industry patrons.
Stand: 8G10

BASEC to advise on new construction products regulation for cable manufacturers
The BRiTiSh APPRovAlS Service for
Cables (BASeC), a leading international
test and certiﬁcation service for energy,
data and signal cables and ancillary
products, will be offering its advice to
cable manufacturers and distributors
supplying cable products to european
markets on the forthcoming launch of
Construction Products Regulation (CPR)
for cables during Middle east electricity.
CPR will be implemented in July 2016
and will have implications for all cable
manufacturers who export into the
european Union.
The new regulations will come into
force on 1 July 2017, and will introduce
new testing and certification
requirements, as well as new Ce marking
requirements. There will be a 12 month
transition period from the launch date for
cable manufacturers to establish Ce
marking of power, control and
communications cables under en 50575.
“Manufacturers should be aware that
CPR is a regulatory system and will need to
be implemented separately from any
voluntary cable product approvals or
testing,” said Dr Jeremy hodge, chief
executive at BASeC.

BASEC is an independent and non-profit accredited
certification body. (Photo: Alaettin Yildirim)

“in addition, end users in the Middle
east region may find the classification
system useful for their own applications.”
BASeC has recently been awarded
extended iSo/ieC 17025 accreditation for
its cable fire testing capabilities, which it
says demonstrates its commitment to the
industry through its investment in high-
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quality personnel and equipment.
“Accreditation of the en 50399 test,
building on our existing accreditations to
en 61034, en 60754 and en 60332-1-2,
will allow manufacturers and suppliers to
start confidently with their preparations
for the introduction of CPR for cables, with
accredited tests,” Dr hodge added.
“We are already using our facilities for
regular BASeC cable approvals testing, and
also for accredited testing for a range of
customers in specialist areas such as
marine, rail, fibre optic and
communications cables.”
in the UAe, BASeC holds prequalification status as an independent
testing laboratory for low-voltage cables
by the Abu Dhabi Water and electricity
Authority (ADWeA). BASeC
representatives have been working in the
Middle east for more than a decade
serving cable manufacturers who hold
BASeC certification for their products.
“We are looking forward to meeting
with delegates at Mee and offering advice
on how to prepare for CPR going live,”
noted Dr hodge.
Stand: 8F39
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Next generation switching,
protection and automation
solutions on stand 2D10

Visit Lucy Electric on stand 2D10 at Middle East Electricity 2016 to
find out how we are supporting the development of Smart Grids.
We are experts in the design and implementation of network
automation solutions, with a global product portfolio that includes
our next generation Aegis Plus and Gemini 3 RTU as well as our
gas enclosed switch Rapier GX, all of which have been developed
to meet the evolving technical needs of our customers and the
Smart Grids of the future.

For more information on our
solutions contact us on:

Aegis Plus

Gemini 3 RTU

Rapier GX

+971 4 8129999
salesme@lucyelectric.com

engineering intelligent solutions

www.lucyelectric.com
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High demand for
Hauff-Technik’s solutions
iTH iTS COrE expertise lying in the creation of
hermetically-sealed partitions in buildings and structures
built from concrete, brickwork or sheet steel walls, HauffTechnik’s business is to offer its customers effective and
high-precision designed medium-voltage cables or stainless steel
sleeves for high-voltage shore connection systems.
The Middle East Electricity exhibitor is now planning to make its
mark within the field of renewable energy, where it has been
experiencing high demand.
“‘Hermetically-sealed’ equates to much more than the usual IP
protection ratings against the intrusion of solid objects, liquids and
gases,” commented Hauff-Technik CEO Michael Seibold. “For us,
‘sealed’ is not just the description of a state, it is a promise that we
make to our customers.

W

“For us, ‘sealed’ is not just
the description of a state, it
is a promise that we make
to our customers.”
Hauff-Technik CEO Michael Seibold

“We can meet even more stringent requirements with our special
designs and custom-made items, which can be produced and
supplied to our customers within a few days thanks to our
extensive in-house manufacturing capabilities,” added
Seibold. “In our capacity as leading innovators, alongside
our high-volume production, we are just as capable of
handling small batch sizes – right down to a single unit –
with our sophisticated manufacturing processes.”
According to the company, its standard sealing systems
can remain tightly sealed even when immersed in water up
to 50-metres deep.

Cable entry system as a modular system

Image 1: The range of system covers includes those with sockets for sealing the cable
using a hot or cold shrinking process.

These supplementary components include various cover systems
which fulfil the required sealing functions for cables as well as cable
ducts that require tight connections or flexible conduits.
The block is characterised by the inner system diameter of
150mm, which is required within the wall to be penetrated. All
system covers offered for this purpose not only provide the seal for
the inner system diameter, but also for the cable(s), which are to be
fed through.
The range of system covers includes those with sockets for sealing
the cable using a hot or cold shrinking process (see
image 1); system covers for storing three
interchangeable 120° circle segment inserts
(‘segmento’) (see image 2); press seal covers
(elastomer rubber press technology) in a closed
design with individually punched holes; in a split
design with individually punched holes, also
with a removable insert ring; or the universal
model with hole diameters (split, variable press
seal cover DG), which can be made at the
construction site to suit the particular cable
in question.
Hauff-Technik, one of Europe’s leading
manufacturers of cable and pipe wall
penetrations, has been developing solutions
for the energy supply and construction
industries since 1955. It has a range of more
than 3,000 products and will aim to intensify
its expertise in the energy transformation
markets, while continuing to increase
turnover over the next few years. ■

The company’s HSI 150 cable entry system
acts to ensure a quality seal for all types of
cables fed through the walls of power stations,
plant buildings and basements. The certified
oil leak tightness prevents interferences such
as transformer oil from getting into the
soil or groundwater, and the building
blocks of this system consist of concretecast components, which have been
retrofitted with screw-on aluminium
flanges in front of core drilling holes, and
Image 2: The system covers for storing three
interchangeable 120° circle segment inserts (‘segmento’).
supplementary components.
Technical Review Middle East - Issue Two 2016

Stand: S2C34
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US suppliers out in
force at MEE 2016

US COMPAnIES WIll be out in force at this
year’s MEE. Organised by Kallman
Worldwide, the official US representative of
the show, in partnership with the US
Department of Commerce, the US
International Pavilion covering nearly 500
sqm will be a primary destination for buyers
looking for an efficient way to meet US
companies and an on-site business hub for
US exhibitors wanting to maximise their
exposure and impact to the region’s power
industry. US exhibitors will include such
industry leaders as Eaton Corporation
(Stand: S3B10), Governors America Corp.
(Stand: S3D29), The H-J Family of
Companies (Stand: S3B20) and Ametek
Power Instruments (Stand: 5B10).
Kallman Worldwide president and CEO,
Tom Kallman, said, “Our team is proud to
help our exhibitors capitalise on this
influential business event to grow their
share of the regional marketplace, and
further extend our nation’s global power
industry leadership.”
In addition to organising the national
pavilion, Kallman Worldwide is promoting
all US exhibitors with its “Ask America First”
on-site advocacy campaign. The message
will be placed prominently around the US
International Pavilion, integrated into
hospitality events during the show and
promoted in social media.
Among the exhibitors will be Applied
Composite Material (Stand: S3D22), which
produces various specifications of highquality copper clad aluminium composite
(CCAC) busbars. It says CCAC possesses the
physical, chemical and mechanical
properties of both copper and aluminium
and is characterised by good electrical and
thermal conductivity, corrosion resistance,
anti-blast properties, superior intensity,
strong anti-vibration fatigue and is
lightweight while being affordable. CCAC is
replacing copper as a primary material for
electrical and thermal conductors and other
specific industrial products, according to
the company.
Another exhibitor la Marche
Manufacturing (Stand: S3D21) will be
showing a new microprocessor controlled
smart battery charger for the utility,
switchgear and oil and gas markets. It
claims that the la Marche A77 12-Pulse
rectifier design significantly reduces total
harmonic distortion and improves
efficiency and power.
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Battery matters
Reliable high-density energy storage has been a research goal for decades. Li-ion seems to
be in the lead in both gadget store and garage, but there are wider applications on the way.
SilEnT flEET Of driver-less
vehicles will waft visitors along
Masdar City’s cool undercroft
throughways. Under Tesla Motors
Powerwall and related SolarCity concepts
(conceived in California, of course) banks of
rooftop-mounted PV cells will keep
domestic utilities functioning through the
night – and under householder control too.
Meanwhile, nASA’s Curiosity rover
continues to return astonishing images
from its travels across the dusty landscape
of the planet Mars.
All these startling developments are
reliant on the latest generation of high-tech
lithium-ion (li-ion) DC battery cells, at least
one of which will be carried as a handy
power pack by most visitors to this
month’s MEE.
In response to the fervour for this
technology, a worldwide hunt has started
for new sources of the essential chlorides
that carry this invaluable ultra-lightweight
(but heavy in terms of energy density)
metal, which is so easily shipped across
borders and the world as a powdered
carbonate or hydroxide.
Currently, the Andes foothills are where
most surface deposits are exploited.
Chinese interests are searching hard
underground in Australia; Mexico is
another hotly-tipped spot, conveniently
close to the huge processing facility
currently being constructed by Tesla in
nevada. Within just a few years this
SpaceX-linked business hopes to ship
enough battery packs to power half a
million vehicles.

A

Right now the largest li-ion suppliers are
well-known multinationals (electronics,
automobiles) based in Korea and Japan.
China is on the fast track as a new source of
pre-prepared cells for incorporation in highcapacity battery packs. So, the future shape
of what amounts to a brand new industry is
emerging fast. With world-scale technology
clusters like IREnA and the Masdar Institute,
the renewables-savvy Gulf is a major focus
for sales activity. And that includes events
with global reach like MEE of course.
li-ion products of various capacities,
forms and applications have been widely
incorporated in a host of hand-held and
larger devices since this useful technology
was first developed on a commercial scale in
Japan in the 1990s. Power tools, personal
ICT products (especially mobile phones and
laptops) and infrastructure-scale telecoms
have been the most widely developed
applications so far; Tesla’s new and
spectacularly-performing Model X must be a
hint of the future.
More mundane, but just as useful, are the
electrically-powered buses that are
transforming inner-city transport. And
behind the scenes are the efforts
renewables-based power suppliers like AES
are making to incorporate grid-scale battery
technologies into their daily hard-to-serve
periods (overnight, when large solar plant
cannot contribute directly, for example).
All will be on display here in the Gulf, in
line with the objectives of Reed Expo’s
latest Future Energy conference held
recently within Abu Dhabi’s 2016
Sustainability Week.
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Li-ion products have been
incorporated in a host of
hand-held and larger devices.
(Photo: Janaka Dharmasena)

These climate-saving changes are being
encouraged by the technical advances
taking place in rechargeables generally, and
in lightweight li-ion in particular. These
include major improvements in durability,
energy density, safety, output
performance, temperature operating
range, charging time and necessity (no
need to await ‘deep-draining’, for example),
scaling-up in manufacturing, along with
falling costs all round.
The result is that many of today’s most
energy-intensive movable devices are now
powered by clean and handy li-ion packs,
increasingly fitted to climate-saving electric
vehicles because of the major weight
savings they offer over conventional lead
and even nickel-cadmium batteries.
For today’s electric cars, a driving range
of 200 km or more should be feasible under
standard Gulf conditions. That’s more than
enough for daily use within local cities;
recharging is now safe, rapid and possible
as a top-up as long as proper battery
management technology is employed and
the manufacturer’s guidelines are followed.
However, the installed cost is still
coming out at around US$500/kWh, out of
line with the cost of a conventional prime
mover except for image-conscious “firstadopters”. But it’s falling fast.
Improved electrode design is a current
focus of cost-cutting research, including
solid rather than liquid or gel-type
electrolytes. This would create a safer,
heavy-duty, solid-state power pack,
complementing all the other electronics
installed within the latest vehicles. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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Lovato Electric to showcase
solutions at MEE 2016
OvaTO ElECTriC iS a familyowned business established more
than 90 years in Bergamo, Italy. One
of the leading manufacturers worldwide in
the Industrial Controls and Energy
Management business, lovato Electric is
well known for its technological advances,
as well as the high level of quality in all its
products in Italy, Europe and globally.
lovato Electric’s vision is to provide
competitive products and services in the
Industrial Automation and Energy
Management fields, with a special focus on
manufacturers of control panels for pumps,
gensets, OEM and system integrators
looking for complete solutions from
metering to remote supervision.

L

Lovato specialises
in producing
components for
energy management
and automation

With 13 branches around the world and a
presence in more than 100 countries,
through its distributors the company is
continually expanding and developing.
Although lovato Electric has been in the
GCC region for the past 30 years through its
distributors, the company decided to move
to the next level by setting up a regional
office in Dubai, UAE.
In 2012, it established an office in Dubai
Silicon Oasis as the company management
had a vision that it would be the future
technological hub of Dubai. The operations
were initiated with a representative office
setup without stocks.
Through constant and flexible business
development strategies, lovato Electric has
been able to put in place a professional
distribution network throughout the GCC
covering all major segments.
In the last quarter of 2015, lovato Electric
made the next leap into local stocking in

The team at Lovato will be out in force during the upcoming Middle East Electricity exhibition in Dubai.

Jebel Ali Free Zone. Today, lovato Electric
ME FZE operations have been fully setup to
handle an expected surge in the demand for
high-quality products with a strong and
professional team and technologicallysuperior products.
With the region turning towards
renewable energies, lovato Electric is well
equipped to support this segment through
its key products dedicated for solar PV
applications, such as DC switch

Technical Review Middle East - Issue Two 2016

disconnectors, DC Surge Protection Devices,
DC fuse holders and fuses and Protection
Interface relays.
lovato Electric strives to support the
growth of the economy by continually
innovating and offering the best in
commercial and technology to its clients.
lovato Electric is exhibiting at the Middle
East Electricity 2016 exhibition in Hall 3,
Stand: 3B20, and it sales team would be
glad to welcome visitors to its stand. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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Innovative controls for generator sets and small gasoline engines

actuators’, offered as an
SEDEMaC MECHaTrOniCS
optional accessory, and are
PvT ltd (SEDEMaC) has
responsible for controlling
grown over the past 10
the fuel delivery in
years to become one of
mechanical fuel systems. as
india’s largest electronic
a result, the customer
product suppliers for the
receives the highest class of
power generation industry.
engine-speed governing
The company’s patent(iSO 8528:G3), an
applied solutions include a
unmatched ability to absorb
‘sensor-less’ electronic
transient block loads, and
governor for all varieties of
extremely high reliability at
generator sets and a
costs comparable to that for
‘minimalistic’ variable
the traditional ‘mechanical
speed governor for telecom
backup generator sets.
SEDEMAC Mechatronics will be hosting demonstrations of its product on Stand S2B01 at MEE 2016. governor + engine-stop
solenoid’ solution.
These applications are ﬁtted
SEDEMaC also offers a wide range of
plethora of digital/analogue inputs and
on thousands of 5-250kva genset engines
control solutions, including ‘smart ignition’
outputs. according to the company, one of
each month throughout india and
– a control solution for 2-wheelers and 3its USP solutions is its integration of
southeast asia, and the company is now
wheelers, as well as ‘electronic fuel
‘engine controls’ (e.g., electronic governor)
building a network of dealers and
injection controllers’, ‘integrated starterinto its ‘aMf controllers’, and it claims to be
distributors throughout the Middle East
generator controllers’ and automated
the only independent controller brand in
and africa.
manual transmission controllers.
the world to integrate these two
SEDEMaC designs and produces aMf
technologies into a single product package.
controllers with user-friendly interface, full
Stand: S2B01
These aMf controllers command ‘rotary
graphics lCD, rS-485 MODBUS and a

The InteliCompactNNT range offfers an
attractive package of superb contro
ol,
application customisation and intuitive
e
ease-of-use for single and multiple gensets.
ensets.

Perfect solutions
for Rentals
The heart of
smart contrrol
ol
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Middle East Rail

MENA region
on the right track
Increasing infrastructure and regional trade ties are pushing the cause for a better rail network in the region and
Middle East Rail 2016, the largest rail conference and expo in the region, will further this cause.
HE MENA COUNTRIES plan to
establish a strong passenger and
freight transport network with 16
major railway projects worth US$352bn
currently underway in the region, according
to Terrapinn Middle East, organiser of
Middle East Rail.
The 2016 edition will be held on March 8
to 9 at Dubai International Convention and
Exhibition Centre.
Jamie Hosie, project director, Middle East
Rail, said, “With current market conditions
as they are, it’s a great opportunity for
international rail suppliers to enter the
market. The MENA governments are now
diversifying their resources, putting more
emphasis on non oil-related projects.
“With the transport and logistics sectors
playing an increasingly important role in the
region’s economies, governments are now
looking towards innovative technologies to
boost economic sectors that will boost
intra-regional trade and tourism activities.”
According to ICAEW Economic Insight
Middle East report, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia,
the UAE and Oman will likely net the biggest
windfalls, with logistics forecast to
contribute 13.6 per cent, 12.1 per cent, 11.7
per cent and 11.7 per cent to their
respective economies by 2018.
Middle East Rail will be held under the
patronage of HH Sheikh Mansour Bin Zayed
Al Nahyan, deputy Prime Minister, Minister
of Presidential Affairs, UAE, and in
partnership with the Ministry of Public
Works UAE and the Federal Transport
Authority – Land & Maritime.
Commenting on the 10th anniversary of

T

MENA governments are now diversifying their resources,
putting more emphasis on projects that are not oil-related.
(Photo: stockphoto mania/Shutterstock)

the show, Hosie said, “For almost a decade,
Middle East Rail has helped shape the
regional rail market through knowledge
sharing, educating the market and
facilitating influential meetings. In 2016,
visiting ministries and rail operators from
the Middle East, North Africa, Central Asia
and the Indian subcontinent will discuss
the development of passenger and freight
rail projects alike and the key challenges
faced in rolling out and operating
successful rail networks.”
During two days of speeches, panel
discussions and research-sharing, the show
will provide projects updates, with key

According to recent reports, rail
infrastructure projects are booming in the
UAE, Saudi Arabia and the GCC, but falling
oil prices are impacting their viability.
Technical Review Middle East - Issue Two 2016

government departments, railway
operators and construction companies
offering a first look at 2016 tenders and an
understanding of the techniques and
technologies being implemented to build
the futuristic networks.
The show will also feature more than 300
exhibitors, covering all aspects of rail
infrastructure including rolling stock, fixed
stock, systems integrators, consultancies,
operators, signaling and communications,
maintenance and more. Many of the
exhibitors are upgrading the size of their
stands this year, according to the organiser,
Siemens, Greenbriar, Bombardier, Autodesk
and Ansaldo are among the main sponsors
of the show.
Workshops for the conference include
stations and terminal design, building
intelligent transport IT solutions and GCC
rail interoperability to name a few. A
dedicated Cargo Zone will focus on how
businesses can best utilise the multimodal
infrastructure in the region. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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TWO NEW
N PRODUCTS…
BEYOND YOUR EXPECTTA
ATIONS!!
FRO
OM ITTALLY TO YOU.
Visit us at MEE 2016,
1-3 March, booth # S1A60,
D
Dubai
World Trade Centre, UAE

Part of the Pedrollo Group of Companies
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Project Qatar

Opportunities for developers
at Project Qatar
The prospective 2022 FIFA World Cup in Qatar has brought the country to international prominence and has
underlined the importance of businesses working in the country to collaborate with each other.
The event will provide networking opportunities for
members of the industry across the entire Gulf region.

AILED AS ONE of the largest
business-to-business construction
fairs throughout the region,
Project Qatar plays a leading role in
technology transfer between Qatar and its
trading partners. Throughout its 12-year
history, the show has provided a dedicated
avenue for tens of thousands of leading
manufacturers and exporters from all over
the world, and hundreds of thousands of
importers and industry professionals from
across the region to leverage the
numerous opportunities and work together
in Qatar’s construction market. The event is
a focal point for the country’s growing and
diverse construction market.

H

Project Qatar will be held from 9-13 May
2016. It is set to maintain its position of
importance throughout the industry,
following the high number of visitors and
exhibitors at last year’s event.
Qatar has embarked on a massive
nationwide programme of investment to
expand and upgrade its infrastructure,
stadiums, facilities and transportation
systems towards realising the Qatar
National Vision 2030. With the awarding of
the 2022 FIFA World Cup, Qatar has been
catapulted onto centre stage of investment;
growing awareness and interest have also
led to greater opportunities throughout
the country.

Qatar has been catapulted to the centre
stage of the world’s investment hubs and
a growing awareness and interest
have led to greater opportunities.
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The scope of planned projects and the
scale of required investment are massive.
With nearly US$346bn of projects currently
in the planning or construction phase, and
an estimated US$168bn worth of projects
to be awarded over the next few years,
Qatar has become the centre of attraction
for large companies and a source of
significant opportunities for entrepreneurs.
Qatar has capitalised on its rapid success
in recent years, boosting nearly all
domestic sectors, improving capabilities in
project management, innovative products,
cutting-edge material, technology transfer
and reshaping solutions to match the
country’s environment.
This tailor-made platform will present
solutions for the market’s needs and will
cover the entire industry, including the
latest in building materials and equipment,
architectural finishing products, stone,
marble and granite products, construction
tools and technology, engineering services,
infrastructure materials, security and safety
systems, and many more. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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Who will prevent downtime
and equipment failure?

You and NI will. With an integrated platform that combines flexible,
rugged hardware with intuitive software, NI helps organisations improve
operational efficiency by providing systems that monitor and analyse
rotating equipment. With advanced I/O, complex signal processing and
data analytics and visualisation capabilities, NI puts you on the cutting edge
of the Industrial Internet of Things and connects equipment, people and
technology like never before. See how at ni.com/mcm.

+ 961 1 646 111
©2016 National Instruments. All rights reserved. LabVIEW, National Instruments, NI, and ni.com are trademarks of National Instruments.
Other product and company names listed are trademarks or trade names of their respective companies. 22316
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The Big 5 Saudi
Big 5 Saudi will feature free CPDcertified workshops for participants.

The return of Saudi Arabia’s
premier construction show
The Big 5 Saudi, dedicated to all things construction, is back this year, with more workshops, seminars and exhibits for
professionals in the construction industry.

The show will
provide an
overview of Saudi
markets in the
short and medium
term to help gain
market insight.

HIS YEAR’S EXHIBITION, to be
hosted at the Jeddah Centre for
Forums & Events over four days
from 7-10 March, will bring together many
of the world’s leading construction
suppliers as well as key architects,
engineers, contractors and developers and
give thousands of visitors access to diverse
certified workshops and seminars, all free
of charge.
Workshops will be conducted on
different topics, including International
Federation of Consulting Engineers (FIDIC)
contracts, dispute resolutions in
construction claims, sustainable design and
construction, safety management, seismic
design among many others; 27 of these
workshops are CPD certified.
Jones Lang LaSalle national director and
country head for Saudi Arabia, Jamil

T
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Ghaznawi, said, “2016 will see the
commencement of the FAKD, Business Park,
Al Khozama Project and several residential
projects all over the Kingdom. I also believe
that the new facilities provided by the Saudi
Arabia General Investment Authority to
promote foreign investments will attract
more organisations to open local offices in
Saudi. This will accordingly increase the
demand on office fit out.”
The show seeks to bring together
professionals who want to develop their
careers in a challenging climate.
Participants will be provided with an
overview of Saudi markets in the short and
medium term and gain market insight.
The IMF recently released a report
predicting a steady growth of three per cent
in the medium term for the Saudi Arabian
economy. Despite the current gloom in the
www.technicalreview.me
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The Big 5 Saudi

industry due to the slump in oil prices, many
have a positive outlook for the future.
However, widespread unemployment
remains a significant challenge, and regional
conflicts paired with the drop in oil prices
continue to contribute to market volatility.
The show features a dedicated concrete
zone and an outdoor plant machinery and
vehicles (PMV) zone where visitors can
learn about the latest in concrete
technologies, get a first-hand experience
with plant and machinery and watch live
demonstrations that will include
earthmoving equipment, lifting equipment
and material handling machines.
Another big focus this year will be Saudi
Arabia’s adoption of the standard form
contracts published by FIDIC for
government contracts.
Experts at the event will explain the
benefits of this move to developers,
contractors and sub-contractors, which are
primarily to simplify disputes and make it
easier for international companies to
operate in the kingdom.
Day one will focus on quality
management in construction contracts,
FIDIC conditions of contract, dispute
resolution in construction claims and the
effect of chemical attacks on concrete
structure. Apart from this, attention will be
paid to sustainable design, which is a
relatively new but growing field in the
Middle East. The discussions will cover

topics like innovative design, smart building,
material recycling and water efficiency.
Day two will see a continued focus on
sustainable design and construction under
which subjects like innovative design and
indoor environmental quality, will be
covered. A session will be dedicated to
reducing costs through energy efficiency
which is a recent subject of interest for
builders around the globe. Energy
efficiency can help reduce overall costs,
improve operating performance, extend
lifespan of equipment and building and
contribute to corporate responsibility
while being at the same time a smart
business practice.
The ‘Vision in Construction’ seminar
series will host panel discussions offering
expert insight and analysis on the state of
the market, building information modeling
(BIM), business opportunities in the
country, risk management and project
finance, along with other pivotal industry
issues. This is touted to be one o the most
important ones during which the future of
Jeddah’s construction sector will be
discussed, alongside a discussion of
business-critical topics across the kingdom.
Incorporating local influences into
innovative, contemporary design is another
subject of interest that will see discussions
on the local architecture and traditional
design and aesthetics specific to the Gulf
region. This would also entail evaluating

The IMF recently released a report
predicting a steady growth of three per cent
in the medium term for the Saudi economy.

natural landscapes, observing indigenous
plantation, looking at regional influences
and reviewing similar existing projects - a
very productive session for designers and
engineers alike.
An interactive session on LEED Lab has
also been organised which will bring experts
and participants together to answer
questions pertaining to LEED compliance
and engineers’ scope of work on LEED
projects. The resource panel will include
Green Technologies’ engineering manager,
Reniel Barroso and projects manager,
Hasitha Herath. There will be three sessions
conducted over the second and third day
given the vast array of questions expected
for the panel.
The final day brings with it more sessions
on project and safety management,
conducting business in Saudi Arabia and
cultural awareness. Safety management
comprises new topics like toolbox talk,
introduction to weighing injury costs versus
safety investment and general
understanding of accident reporting and
investigation while also having a special
focus on safety in the construction industry.
There is also a unique session on ‘cultural
awareness’ highlighting the importance of
this for managing a successful international
business. Sessions on quality control and
testing of high-performance concrete and
fracture of concrete sections will be among
the last workshops .
This year’s educational programme
promises to be the most comprehensive
one yet, with extensive sessions on a variety
of subjects exclusive to the construction
sector in order to enable participants to gain
a better understanding of the future
market outlook. ■

The line-up of events is ideal for
professionals in the construction sector.
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The Big 5 Saudi

Sustainability to be key emphasis at 2016 edition of Big 5 Saudi

The programme will also look at
The Big 5 Saudi has a special place
the latest trends and developments
this year for in-depth exploration of
in sustainable design, such as LeeD
sustainable design, construction
principles in design and performing
and related themes.
a cost-benefit analysis of
The workshop programme at the
sustainable materials and a brief
four-day event this March will focus
introduction to life cycle costing.
heavily on practical insights and
There will also be project case
technical details of the latest
studies showcased featuring
industry trends, tools, applications
innovative designs that improve the
and technologies. A big part of this
sustainability of a building. Bio
is intelligent structure building and
facades, kinetic facades and
design, which is progressively
sustainable façade strategies will be
gaining more attention.
explored in particular.
There will be a workshop on
Sustainable design will be in the limelight this year as one of the hot topics of
There will also be a workshop
incorporating local influences into
discussion during The Big 5 Saudi. (Photo: Dandesign86/Shutterstock)
dedicated to how energy efficiency
innovative, contemporary design
can improve operating performance, extending the lifespan of
and how regional inspiration can be used in different aspects of
the equipment and the building, increase employee well-being
design, including materials, colour palette and form.
and reduce initial and maintenance costs.
Another course on sustainable design and construction will
Managing energy is being increasingly viewed as a smart
explore designs that are both sustainable and innovative in
business practice, while also demonstrating corporate
nature, materials and resources, focusing on indoor
responsibility. Among the names leading the sessions will be
environmental quality, energy and atmosphere, and helping to
Zuhair Fayez Partnership sustainability manager Ahmed Sayed
improve water efficiency and encouraging the recycling of used
and Dr. Daan elffers, founder of the islamic Reporting initiative.
building materials.
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VIHY Mastermatic XT
Rising core te
echnology and compacto
or rotor system makes
VIHY Mastermatic XT the fastest vibration
ration machine for concrete
rete pipes

The VIH
HY Mastermatic XT product line offers our customers a series
es of advantages and
bene
efits::

North Ame
American
i
He
eadquarters
5
506
S. W
Wapello
apello Street
Strreet
Mediapolis, Iowa 5
52637 USA
Phone:
+1 (319)) 394-3197
Telefax
+1 (319)) 394-3977
European Headqua
arters
Saltumvej 25
9700 Bronderslev
B d l , Denmark
D
k
Phone:
+45 964
45 4000
Telefax: +45 964
45 4040
Visit us at www.hpcct.com

•

The
e rising core technology witth compactor rotor system give
es unrivalled
sho
hort cycle
l times and
d results
l in
n superior surface
f
finish
fi h and
d unifor
f m pipe
leng
gths.

•

The
e machine produces non-reinforced
nforced pipes as easy as it produces
oduces reinforcced pipes.

•

It ca
an produce two or even three
ee different pipe diameters at a time. This results in higher output without increasing
creasing the investment in mould
d equipment.

•

Auttomatic stripping of the prod
duct in the machine eliminates tthe need for
an overhead crane and allows for product transport by either a cart or an
auto
omatic offbearer.
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Case study:

Breakthrough for Danfoss in UAE – ICF keeps plant
oil and margarine at the right temperature in Dubai
In March 2015
ICF the current six and four module block valves in the UAE region. The brand-new cold storage facility has been
built for Dubai-based United Foods, a food and processing company that produces several brands of edible oils,
of land in Dubai, the refrigeration solution had to be compact with a particularly small footprint.
Fanar Al Khaleej has been a Danfoss customer for more than 15 years. When they expanded their business recently and decided to move to
Dubai’s industrial zone, they also decided to go for ICF technology from Danfoss, despite ICF being new to the UAE region.
“We have chosen an ICF valve solution from Danfoss, with two new ICF valve stations. What convinced us to buy these products from Danfoss
was that we wanted a solution strongly focused on safety. This ammonia-based refrigeration solution is also environmentally friendly.
Furthermore, we did not want the refrigeration plant to take up a lot of space. The solution from Danfoss meets all our parameters, and we are

Foods, and they will never compromise quality. Alap Shah from Fanar Al Khaleej comments: “Butter and margarine must be stored at 4 °C,
storage systems within the same cold room.”
“We have enjoyed an exceptionally good relationship with our customer. We are very appreciative that Fanar Al Khaleej took the opportunity to
decisions. Fanar Al Khaleej and Danfoss have worked closely together for 15 years, and our joint success is based on trust. The award-winning ICF
is already well known in the region, but achieving a breakthrough and changing customers’ mindsets takes time. They do not simply shift to new
technology overnight. Our ICF is a popular choice worldwide for ammonia solutions, and I am proud that the ICF is now being used in Dubai.
ICF will become popular throughout the United Arab Emirates very soon,” concludes Suresh N Sharma, Sales Manager, Danfoss Industrial
Refrigeration.
Ammonia is a natural refrigerant whose ozone-depletion credentials are far superior to those of common alternative refrigerants. It also saves
About the ICF valve station:
The ICF is designed for quick and easy installation. The plug-and-play ICF unit requires only two welds, whereas conventional valve stations with
six or more individual components require up to twelve welds. The ICF valve station incorporates several functions in one control body.
of advantages, not only in the design phase but also in the installation, service, and maintenance of a refrigeration plant. Read more about
the ICF on www.danfoss.com

Theme of the Event
"Engineering Tomorrow's Industrial Refrigeration Solutions in KSA"
Date
11th April 2016 - Jeddah KSA

Date
13th April 2016 - Riyadh KSA

Guest Speaker
Ghaleb M. Abusaa - CEO - EN3 Solutions - The Three Factors Company
Organised by

Media Partner

Hosted By

for more details contact - rakesh.r@alaincharles.com or +971 528963969 / +971 4 448 9260
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10th Annual conference and exhibition
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

8 – 9 March 2016
Dubai International Convention and
Exhibition Centre,
UAE

THE LARGEST
RAIL EXPO
IN THE MIDDLE
EAST AND
NORTH AFRICA
Middle East Rail is the region’s longest running and most
successful railways event.
For almost a decade we have helped shape the regional
rail market through sharing knowledge,
educating the market and
facilitating influential meetings.
As Middle East Rail enters its 10th year,
it now welcomes over 9000 attendees and
takes up over 18,000 sqm.
It has grown to become Middle East and North Africa’s
most important and best supported railways
conference and exhibition.
Don’t miss your chance to access over
$352bn of rail projects.

Under the honorary patronage of His Highness Sheikh
Mansour Bin Zayed Al Nahyan,
Deputy Prime Minister, Minister of Presidential Affairs
H.E. Dr. Abdulla Belhaif Al Nuaimi,
Minister of Public Works and
Chairman of the Federal Transport Authority - Land & Maritime
is delighted to invite you to attend Middle East Rail 2016

Meet 330 exhibitors including:
A RAWIE
AATi Ltd
ABB
AECOM
Aferpi
AFT Trenchers Ltd
Airtec International Ltd
Al Mobty
AM Signalling Design
Ltd
Amberg Technologies
AG
Ansaldo STS
Aquafrisch
Arabian Railway
Company
Arcelor Mittal
Ares Corporation
ASC GmbH
Autodesk
Bahna Rail Services
Bayka
BBM
Beena Vision Systems
Beijing Yanhongda
Railway Equipment
Co Ltd
Bentley Systems
International Ltd
Bertolotti Spa
Bochumer Verein
Verkehrstechnik Gmbh
Bombardier
Boretech Industries/
Chemix
Bradken
CAF
Captron Electronic
Gmbh
CDP Bharat Forge
GmbH
CH2M Hill
Chengdu Lead Science
& Technology Co., Ltd

China Innovation
Exhibitions Group
CNL Software Ltd
Comply Serve
CRRC
Dahua Technology
DITECFER
DNV - GL
Dolphin Group
Easy World Technology
Edilon )( Sedra/Panel/
Al Mobty
Elektro- Thermit
GmbH&Co.KG
Eltek
Encardio Rite
Geosystems L.L.C
E-Solutions Maximo
Ethiad Rail
Eversheds Legal
Services Limited
Fiberweb
Geosynthetics Ltd
(TERRAM)
FLIR Commerical
Systems
Getzner
Giugiaro Design
Goldschmidt Thermit
GmbH
GR Technologies
Greenbrier
Greenwood
Engineering
Grindrod Locomotives
Hanover Displays Ltd
Harsco Rail
Hawker Siddely
Switchgear Ltd
Herrenknecht
HIK Vision
HOK
Holophane Europe Ltd
Idom
IEM Corporation
Intamin Transportation
Ltd
Intec Export
Intelligence Ltd
PAVILION
Irmie Impianti
Italcertifer SpA
Jewers Doors Ltd

Register now for free www.terrapinn.com/merailvis

JR Dynamics Ltd
Kapsch CarrierCom AG
Kardemir A.S.
Knorr-Bremse
Kraiburg Relastic
Laborex
Laird
Last Mile Consortia Ltd
Linsinger
Loko Trans sro
Longs Steel UK Ltd
(Tata Steel)
Loram
LPA Group Plc
Lucchini RS
MAFEX
MAPNA Group
Mechan Ltd
MG - Valdunes
Micro-Mesh
Engineering Ltd
Ministry of Public
Works/FTA
Mors Smitt
Multitel
NEM Solutions
Nencki
Network Rail
Consulting
Nordco
Olab srl
Oman Rail
OTN Systems NV
Oxplus BV
Ozkan Demir Celik AS
PACADAR
Pandrol Track Systems
Panel
Parsons Brinckerhoff/
WSP
PATENTES TALGO S.L
Pauley Interactive Ltd
Petards Group Plc
Phoenix Nailors
Abrasives Ltd
Phooltas Harsco Rail
Solution
Plarad
Plasseur & Theurer
Plastiforms
Progress Rail/Elektro
Motive Diesel
Prysmian Group
PSV Wipers Ltd
PTV Group
Radio Frequency
Systems
Rail Measurement Ltd
Rail Pardaz Systems

Co.
Rail Personnel
Railway Advanced
Maintenance
Ricardo Rail Ltd
Riyadh Cranes
Robel
Bahnbaumaschinen
Germany GmbH
Roland Berger Strategy
Consultants
Salcef
Schwihag AG
Sener
Serco
Siemens
Spectrum
Strail
Suyu Rail
Technical Review
Tecnatom
Teknoware Oy
Teleste
Teltronic
Tensar International
Ltd
Terrafirma/Oriental
Sharra
Thales Global Services
The Bionic Eye Ltd
The Business Year
The India Thermit
Corporation
Topometria
Track Tec S.A
Trackmobile LLC
Trackside Intelligence
Pty Ltd
Trans Data
Management Ltd
Transport Systems
Solutions
TRS Staffing Solutions
Ltd
TYPSA
Unipart Rail Ltd
Unistrut Ltd
Visul Systems Ltd
Voestalpine VAE
(GmbH)
Vossloh
Wabtec Corporation
WBN Waggonbau
Niesky GmbH
Westermo
WSP
X Rail Solutions
York EMC Services Ltd
Zephir SpA
Zetica Ltd

11:01 AM
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Tyres

Made in India,
for the world
Indian off-highway tyre specialist Balkrishna Industries Ltd inaugurated its latest manufacturing plant in Bhuj,
Gujarat in December 2015, firmly establishing its presence in the tyre manufacturing business.

The testing track at the Bhuj plant is in demand by
several tyre manufacturers in India. (Photo: BKT)

he viSion oF BKT is to become a
leader in the global off-highway
tyre market, which is why it decided
to build a manufacturing unit. This way, the
company is better positioned to make use of
business opportunities.
The company’s newest Bhuj plant is
located about 100 km from Pakistan and 60
km from the port of Mundhra, which is on
the Arabian Sea.
Spread across 300 acres, the US$500mn
plant, by the time of formal inauguration,
had already achieved a daily production
capacity of around 150 MT. It is expected to
touch 325 MT a day, according to Rajiv
Poddar, BKT’s joint managing director.
While the first tyre was rolled out in
March 2012, the entire project will be
completed by 2016. The tyres currently
being made at the plant include 22 sizes of
the Maglift solid tire, various measures of
Liftmax LM 81 tire (both for forklifts),
Portmax PM 93 in size 280/75 R 22.5 for
straddle carriers and the giant Earthmax SR
45 Plus tire for dumpers.

T

Construction of the plant began in 2011.
Company officials at the press conference,
recounted the various hardships they had to
endure during construction, including harsh
weather conditions and presence of wild
animals at the project site. BKT needed a
continuous expanse of land for sustained
construction of the plant and related
facilities, such as a power plant and a
reservoir. Shortly after construction of the
plant began, an eight km-long pipeline for
drinking water as well as 13 km of electricity
lines were laid out.
Lucia Salmaso, managing director of BKT
Europe, said, “The Bhuj production site is a
milestone in BKT’s growth, not only for its
high levels of technical and quality
standards, but also because it is situated
close to a port - a decisive factor to speed
up delivery time.
“Likewise, this is a great benefit for
companies that have chosen BKT tires as an
original equipment manufacturer.”
Like all BKT plants, Bhuj has obtained the
ISO 9001:2000 Quality Certificate. As far as

The Bhuj production site is a milestone in
BKT’s growth, not only for its high levels of
technical and quality standards but also
because it is situated close to a port.
Technical Review Middle East - Issue Two 2016

production parameters, quality control and
environmental regulatory requirements are
concerned, BKT adheres to the strictest
international standards.
In addition to being a world-class
manufacturing facility, the Bhuj plant also
has a host of amenities such as a testing
track, an R&D centre, thermoelectric plant
and water reserves. BKT’s testing track is
said to be one of the best in the country, and
is in demand by several Indian tyre
manufacturers for testing purposes.
A specific and handy aspect of the BKT
plant was a fire station – considering how
far away the plant is from the city, having a
fully-loaded fire station is a matter of
assurance for the thousands of workers.
According to Arvind Poddar, chairman
and managing director of BKT, the key to
the growth and success of any business is
its staff.
“On more than six hectares of the Bhuj
site, a small town for the employees was
built, which included modern flats for 406
families, a mall, a green area, a recreation
center, a medical centre and a fire station,”
he revealed.
The launch was attended by media
representatives worldover, who got a
chance to witness the various production
aspects and processes at BKT’s plant.
Through this milestone, BKT feels ready to
embrace challenges and become a game
changer in the market. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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A free spirit
The Snow Leopard is an ‘Apex Predator.’ We are the
‘Brand Leader’ in our market sector. Snow Leopards
are found in the mountain ranges of Central and South
Asia. We have factories in Europe, including Italy and
the UK, as well as in China and India.

Mecc Alte is the world’s largest independent
producer of alternators and our independence
means a great deal to us. It means that we’re free
to do what we think is best for our customers
and that we have total control over our sales,
distribution and ever y single component we use.
It also means that we never compete with our
customers in the end market.
We also happen to be totally commit ted to
offering our customers the highest levels of
global suppor t. That’s why our customers know
that we’ll always go that ex tra mi
m l e f o r t h em .
W h e r e v e r t h e y ar e .
All of these reasons go some way to explaining
why so many of our customers see us as…
the natural choice for alternators.

Visit us o
on stand S1E40
The world’s largest indep
pendent
producer of alternators 1 – 5,000kVA
A

www.meccalte.c
l om
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1-3 March 2016 - DUBAI WORLD TRADE CENTRE

VISIT US AT STAND

Instrumentation and Control Cables
Thermocouple Extension Cables
Fire Resistance Cables
Telecommunication Cables
Foundation Field Bus Cables
Offshore Instrumentation Cables
Silicon Rubber
Computer and Data Cables
Low/Medium and High Voltage Cables

8E29
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New stainless steel air hoist
concept by JDN to be
launched at LogiMAT 2016
For the First time, materials handling specialists J D Neuhaus
(JDN) will present its concept study of a stainless steel air hoist at
the LogiMAt 2016 exhibition that will take place in stuttgart,
Germany, from 8-10 March 2016.
Under the motto ‘engineered for extremes’, JDN’s
pneumatic and hydraulic hoists and crane systems are used
under the harshest of conditions like drilling platforms,
underground, in foundries, in arctic temperatures as low as -45°C,
and even under water.
indoor uses can be just as
extreme as these outdoor ones,
namely in areas that require
constant cleaning and hygiene.
With regards to this, JDN will
present the conceptual study of a
stainless steel air hoist at LogiMAt
for these areas specifically. the
sectors JDN is targeting with this
study are the use of food safe
plastics within the F&B industry,
chemical and pharmaceutical
companies, medical and
aerospace technology.
the study combines the
advantages of using compressed
air as a method of operation with
the hoist construction material of
stainless steel. the products will,
therefore, be resistant to
corrosion and high levels of humidity. they
will also be easy-to-clean and disinfect,
according to the company.
JDN notes that high-pressure cleaners are
simple to use too. As the outgoing air is
extracted and the chain is protected by
bellows, they can also be used in clean
rooms like optical and semiconductor
industries. since compressed air is used as a
method of operation, the hoists are
explosion-protected (AteX) where they can
be used in potentially dangerous areas where
organically flammable chemicals are handled.
the company will also present information
on its comprehensive project planning and
maintenance facilities that consists of
overhauls of JDN products. For optimal parts
supply, the JDN team has designed spare parts kits
and general overhaul kits, which offer the
customers an improved service for ordering spare
parts. the JDN service programme also offers
training courses and, where necessary, rents hoists.
in addition, the company will exhibit samples of
standard JDN hoists with an extensive range of
accessories during the show.
JDN air hoist Profi 2 TI in
motor trolley. (Photo: JDN)

Stand: 6G60

Florian Fink
Application Engineer

Tomorrow’s protection
testing, today!
As a power systems engineer it’s essential that I
keep up to date with what’s going on in the market
and what our customers need. Based on this, I am
constantly looking for better ways of doing things.
Take our simulation-based protection testing
solution; now even complex networks can be
tested automatically from a single point of control.
This allows a comprehensive assessment of the
entire protection scheme, taking into account the
settings and functionality of individual relays.
www.omicronenergy.com
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Innovations

Easy-to-erect mobile tower
and new safety system
AE-bAsEd
mAnufActurEr of
movable aluminium
scaffolding and ladders, Ascend
Access system, is introducing an
easy-to-erect mobile tower and
a new safety system. the
company says that thanks to
continuous research and
development in aluminium
scaffolding, its innovative
products have been crafted to
last longer and for greater ease
of assembly.
the company is introducing a
mobile tower aimed specifically
for exhibition stand builders and
interior decorators – the ‘one
Man tower’. Being lightweight,
the aluminium mobile tower is
easy to erect and dismantle by
just one person, with the base
unit forming a trolley for fast

U

storage and transportation. it is
available in different working
heights. the tower has been
designed in accordance with the
latest health and safety
standards and is very compact
for storage and easy to
transport, says the company.
Ascend is also introducing the
‘Advanced Guard rail’ (AGr),
designed as a collective fall
prevention system when
assembling or erecting mobile
access towers. the AGr is
mounted on the external edge
of the tower before the working
platform is installed. the system
has been designed to be safer
than assembling a tower using
the usual 3t (through the trap)
method. Although the 3t
method is still widely accepted
as a safe means of tower
assembly, more sites across the
UAe and Qatar are now insisting
on AGrs being used, says the
company. AGr frames are fully
compatible with Ascend’s
standard mobile access towers.
the AGr is available for DiY as
well as industrial towers and
can be used on narrow as well
as wide towers.
Ascend has started the
process of having its mobile
access towers recognised
by KitemarktM, a
registered trademark
awarded by the
British standards
institution for
products that

The aluminium mobile tower is
easy to erect and dismantle by
just one person, with the base
unit forming a trolley for fast
storage and transportation.

have demonstrated standards
for quality and safety, and
which is one of the most
recognised symbols of quality
and safety.
the company says that it is
the only mobile access tower
manufacturing company in the
Middle east that is an
associated member of the UK’s
‘Prefabricated Access
suppliers Manufacturers’
Association’ (PAsMA),
which is the lead
trade association
for the mobile
access tower
industry.

Ascend’s PAsMA-approved
training centre is located at
Business Bay, Dubai, where it
provides training in mobile
access tower erection,
dismantling and safe use. ■

Ascend Access Systems has a broad portfolio of moveable
aluminium scaffolding and ladders.
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Industrial and construction sector

Vitari processing
g lines

ŶRolls and Rolling cassettes
ŶCold rolling lines for production of ribbed/ssmooth
reinforcement steel
ŶStretchin
ng lines for production of high ducttility/
high resis
stance reinforcement steel
Ŷ Lattice girder lines
ŶMultipass
s Dry Drawing/Rolling wire production lines
ŶMultipass
s Wet Drawing wire production line
es
ŶProductio
on lines for welding wires and electrodes
e

ŶLRPC wire
e, LRPC strand, bead wire and stee
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cord equipment
ŶRod and w
wire treatment and preparation plants
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ŶStraightening and cutting machines
ŶChain bending, welding and
nd calibrating machines
ŶNail making machines
ŶBarbed wire machines
ŶChain link fencing machines
es
ŶHexagonal wire netting rollll and gabion machines
ŶDress-hangers machines
ŶChamfering and embossing
ng machines
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D D34

Conttact: Graham Raynor (Gene
eral Manager)
Inte
ernational Trade Solutions ((FZE), Dubai
+971 (0)52 9373222
22
www.itsol.aeͿwww.eurolls.comͿwww.cliffeng.com

www.eurolls.com
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Innovations

RANCO seeks to
diversify economy
RANCO is in the process of setting up a modern sand processing plant for grading and further enhancing the quality
and consistency of its silica sand.
AbIAH & nAssAr Group (rANCo) has appointed staff in
the Business Development Department (BDD) of the
company to lead and oversee professional development
of the new industrial business opportunity.
the company is mainly into developing silica sand derivative
industries in the country. its high purity silica mine in riyadh covers a
total area of more than five million sqm. it recently conducted a
detailed geological survey of the land, which revealed that it
possesses much larger reserves of high-purity silica sand (>99 per
cent silicon dioxide), compared to what was shown in saudi
Geological survey (sGs) reports.
in the recent past, BDD was successful in forming a joint venture
with europe’s second largest and Germany’s largest company in the
paints sector, CAPAroL (Germany). rANCo is currently in the
process of establishing showrooms, warehouses and local agents in
all the regions of saudi Arabia, for the distribution of CAProL brand
products, which will soon be followed by setting up paint
manufacturing facilities throughout the country.
BDD also accomplished the acquisition of a large share in sure
energy systems, a highly-specialised company involved in the
engineering, procurement and construction, as well as the setting
up of solar power plants in india on a turnkey basis.
once the market in saudi Arabia opens up further for renewable
energy, rANCo has confirmed that it will be in a strong position to

R

RANCO is aiming to establish an industrial silica sand production facility as part of a
plan to enter into the market for higher value-added derivatives production.

take on further projects with its indian partner. BDD has big plans to
ensure that rANCo silica sand mine has been fully utilised for
establishing value-added products to saudi Arabian customers, as
well as for export markets. rANCo has said it wants to play its role in
diversifying the country’s economy from its oil and gas base to
minerals. the utilisation of silica sand in the country fits perfectly
into such objectives of the government, the company said. ■
rAncO silica sand is tested in the
laboratories of sGs (Jeddah) and ALLGAEIr
(Germany) and found to be confirming to
the API standards for fracking applications
for the recovery of oil and gas from
unconventional drilling. Around 50 per cent
of the rAncO sand falls in between 20 and
40 mesh size, which happens to be the
predominant mesh size used in the fields.
rAncO claims this silica sand is better than
the API standard criteria in terms of
sphericity, roundness and crush strength. A
wider survey for assessing the quality of
mine for the frac sand applications is
underway. Once completed, rAncO said it
would be in a position to offer commercial
quantities of frac sand to saudi Aramco
and international markets. According to
rAncO, the projected consumption of frac
sand for the north American market alone,
in 2016, is 80mn tonnes.
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Innovations

Chicago Pneumatic launches brand new range of hydraulic
compactor attachments
InternatIonal constructIon equIpment manufacturer
chicago pneumatic has launched its latest generation of rigmounted hydraulic compactor attachments. the rc range includes
five new models, for use on carriers with an operating weight of 140 tonnes. It offers maintenance for applications including slope,
trench and waste compaction, side development and piling.
chicago pneumatic spokesperson for rig-mounted attachments,
ralf majchrzak, said, “In today’s high pressure construction and
demolition industries, where every minute of downtime and
resulting loss in budget is scrutinised, operators are increasingly
demanding products that are more durable, long-lasting and simple
to maintain. For this reason, we have developed our new range of
rig-mounted hydraulic compactors to specifically address these
requirements, and make our customers’ lives that little bit easier.”
all models in the rc range are designed for instant use, according
to the company. It combines high compaction frequency with high
vibrating force to enable operators to make most compaction jobs
quicker. to reduce stress on the compactor during operation, the
housing is offset by 15 per cent. this provides better force
distribution across the plate, in addition to reduced wear and tear.
all models also come equipped with integrated flow rate and

pressure controls to ensure the hydraulic compactors are protected
against overloads. this ensures operator safety and also saves time
when the compactors are used on different carriers. the use of
solid rubber isolators also provides excellent shock dampening of
return vibrations, meaning there is no apparent limitation of back
pressure in the return line.
rc compactors are virtually maintenance free, says the company.
the oil bath around the shaft bearing ensures continuous greasing,
while their in-house autolube system eliminates the need for
regular manual greasing.
all rc compactors come equipped with connection hoses that
are designed to withstand the strains of demolition work, with
protection against chafing provided by a spiral steel wire. a range of
additional options are also available, including a continuous
rotation device for easy positioning and higher productivity, and
new backfill blades for smoother leveling.
apart from the hydraulic compactor attachments, chicago
pneumatic also offers a wide range of pneumatic and petrol-driven
equipment, portable compressors and generators, light towers, rigmounted attachments and compaction equipment for the
construction and demolition industry.
L

HIGH
AWARD
FOR

LOW
VOLTAGE
INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTS
TRUST EUROPEAN EXPERTS
High Competence in
Testing and Certification of
Low Voltage Industrial Equipment
www.lovag.net
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Innovations

Volvo Trucks opens new CKD assembly line in Iraq

SwediSh manufacturer of medium
and heavy duty vehicles, Volvo trucks,
has recently officially opened a new cKd
assembly line in cooperation with the
State company for automotive industry
(Scai) based in Babel, iraq. the facility
was inaugurated by minister of industry
and minerals he mohammed Sahib aldaraji and Volvo importer, Zamzam
Spring General trading’s chairman,
Bagher al mashat.
Volvo trucks has also announced an
increase in sales last year compared to
2014 across most of the middle east
markets. the announcement came after
significant activity by the company in the
region, including the opening of an aVi
production facility in King abdullah
economic city in Saudi arabia in
cooperation with Zahid tractor last year.
the company enjoyed a particularly
successful year in Bahrain, Kuwait,
Lebanon and Qatar, more than doubling
sales in all four markets and a double digit
growth in oman, which is Volvo trucks’
third largest market in the middle east.
Volvo had launched a new range of
trucks – the fh, fm and fmX – in early

One of the FMX models, launched
by Volvo Trucks. (Photo: Volvo)

2014 with new enhanced features such as
the 12 speed i-Shift gearbox, a fully
automated gearbox designed to provide
comfort for the driver and maximise fuel
efficiency. the company also worked on
strengthening the sales financing schemes
that were introduced in conjunction with
the launch of the new range. this
combined with the comprehensive ‘driver
development programme’ has
contributed greatly to the success.

Volvo trucks middle east president
Lars-erik forsbergh said, “the opening of
the new production facility in Saudi
arabia demonstrated our on-going
commitment to the region. we will
continue to build on this in 2016, by
developing our network, by ensuring we
offer customers premium products tailormade to suit their needs, premium
services and financing, and to add value
to our customers’ businesses.”

Powerphase upgrades gas turbine to ‘Turbophase’

poWerpHase Has reporteDlY managed
to upgrade a 7Fa gas turbine allowing for a
five per cent improvement in fuel efficiency
and 31.5mW increase in power, also stating
that “an installation of five modules would
result in an output increase of 22.5mW. at
50°c ambient, this results in a 19 per cent

output increase and a 3.5 per cent heat rate
improvement” in its project summary.
the system is said to have thus been able
to demonstrate a 99.3 per cent availability
in ambient conditions up to 55°c at both
base-load and part-load conditions.
powerphase president and ceo Bob Kraft

Gas turbine upgrades could help the region meets its growing power needs. (Photo: Photo Smile/Shutterstock)
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said, “our analysis indicates a substantial
power increase and fuel savings for nations
in the region if they implement our
upgrades across their gas turbine fleet. the
turbophase system can be integrated into a
new or existing gas turbine plant at a much
lower cost than building new plants and
improving the fuel efficiency by more than
five per cent. If implemented across the gas
turbine fleet in the region, the turbophase
system would add more than 5GW of power
and would save more than 18mn boe per
year. It’s a generational leap in new gas
turbine technology, representing billions in
potential savings for the region.”
the turbophase dry air injection system is
modular and additive. this allows a gas
turbine oem, like Ge, siemens or
mitsubishi, to meet a specific power target,
either alone, or as an addition to any
combination of oem upgrade or inlet
conditioning. the same turbophase
system installed in the middle east is
expected to be able to operate everywhere
else as well, promising similar output and
fuel efficiency benefits, including Ge 7ea &
Ge 7Fa gas turbines.
www.technicalreview.me
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ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻼت

•Gh Éé«L 6 `H Qó≤j ájhƒædG ábÉ£dG ó«dƒJ äGQób ‘ Ék ªcGôJ á∏Ñ≤ŸG ô°û©dG äGƒæ°ùdG ióe ≈∏Y §°Sh’C G ¥ô°ûdG á≤£æe ó¡°ûJ ¿GC ô¶àæŸG øe

¤GE á«dÉ◊G §£ÿG ±ó¡Jh .ΩÉ©dG Gòg øe ÊÉãdG
√É˘ ˘«ŸG á˘ ˘«˘ ˘∏– ø˘ ˘Y Ók˘ ˘°†a ,á˘ ˘YÉ˘ ˘æ˘ ˘°üdG √ò˘ ˘g ô˘ ˘jƒ˘ ˘£˘ ˘J
,¤É©Jh ¬fÉëÑ°S , ¬∏dG º©fGC ó≤a .áÑ≤©dG øe Üô≤dÉH
á°UÉÿG ÉgQOÉ°üÃ á«ª°TÉ¡dG á«fOQ’CG áµ∏ªŸG ≈∏Y
äÉ˘ Ñ˘ cô˘ e π˘ ©˘ Ø˘ dÉ˘ H è˘ à˘ æ˘ J É˘ ¡˘ fGCÉ˘ ª˘ c ,Ωƒ˘ «˘ fGQƒ˘ «˘ dG ø˘ e
≈∏Y Ωƒ«fGQƒ«dG á÷É©Ÿ áeRÓdG á£«°SƒdG äÉØ°SƒØdG
∞∏àﬂ IóYÉ°ùÃ ,áµ∏ªŸG â©bhh .…OÉ°üàbG ƒëf
™e IójóY ¿hÉ©J äÉ«bÉØJG ,á«eƒµ◊G ÒZ äÉª¶æŸG
Góæc πãe ∫hO ‘ iÈµdG á∏YÉØdG ájhƒædG äÉ¡÷G
≈∏Y IhÓY Gòg .É«°ShQh á«Hƒæ÷G ÉjQƒch Ú°üdGh
É°†jGC πª©J á«°ùfôØdG Ωƒ«fGQƒ«dG øjó©J áYÉæ°U ¿GC
á∏eÉ©dG äÉcô°ûdG øe ójó©dG ¢ù«°SÉCJ ” Éªc .∑Éæg
á©eÉ÷G âëààaGh ,ábÉ£dG QOÉ°üe ∫É› ‘ É«∏ﬁ
.ájhƒædG á°Sóæ¡∏d á«∏c É°†jGC
á˘≤˘£˘æ˘e ‘ iô˘N’CG ¿Gó˘∏˘Ñ˘dG ø˘e ó˘jó˘©˘dG ≥˘ ≤˘ ë˘ à˘ J
É¡JGQÉ«N øe ¿’BG É«≤jôaGC ∫Éª°Th §°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdG
ájQòdG ábÉ£∏d á«Hô©dG áÄ«¡dG ájÉYôH ∂dPh ,ájhƒædG
¿Gó∏ÑdG √òg πª°ûJh .É¡d k Gô≤e ¢ùfƒJ øe òîàJ »àdG
óÑY ∂∏ŸG áæjóe .¢ùfƒJh Üô¨ŸGh ô°üeh ôFGõ÷G
Ió˘jó˘L á˘æ˘jó˘e »˘g IOó˘é˘àŸGh á˘jQò˘dG á˘bÉ˘ £˘ ∏˘ d ¬˘ ∏˘ dG
åë˘H ‘ á˘°ü°üî˘oà˘e ¢VÉ˘jô˘ dG á˘ æ˘ jó˘ e ø˘ e Üô˘ ≤˘ dÉ˘ H
ábÉ£∏d »ª∏°ùdG ΩGóîà°S’G ôjƒ£àH á≤∏©àŸG ÉjÉ°†≤dG
‘ 15 ó˘jQƒ˘J á˘æ˘jóŸG √ò˘g §˘ £˘ N π˘ ª˘ °ûJh .á˘ jhƒ˘ æ˘ dG
á˘«˘Hô˘©˘dG á˘µ˘∏˘ªŸG É˘¡˘LÉ˘à– »˘à˘dG AÉ˘Hô˘¡˘µ˘dG ø˘e á˘FÉŸG
.2040 ΩÉY ∫ƒ∏ëH ájOƒ©°ùdG

.»µjôe’CG á«LQÉÿG ôjRh ÖFÉf ,OhhÒ°T AÉ°ûfGE …ôéj å«M ,IôŸG √òg k GÒÑc ÉkÑ«MôJ ≈≤∏J
øe ácÈdG πãe IójóL ™bGƒe ‘ IójóL äÉ£ﬁ
∂dP ó°ùŒh .ábÉ£dG ≈∏Y »eÉæàŸG Ö∏£dG á«Ñ∏J πLGC
á«bÉØJG ó©H ájhƒædG ábÉ£dG QhO
.á˘£˘°Sƒ˘àŸG ¥ƒ˘ a É˘ ¡˘ J’ó˘ ©Ã è˘ «˘ ∏ÿG AÉ˘ Hô˘ ¡˘ c ¥Gƒ˘ °SGC
¢ùjQÉH ‘ ñÉæŸG ô“ƒDe
‘ ÉkjôgƒL k Gô°üæY πã“ ∫GõJ’ ájhƒædG ábÉ£dG »˘ à˘ dhO ø˘ e »˘ JÉC˘ J ±ƒ˘ °S á˘ ª˘ î˘ °†dG äGOÉ˘ jõ˘ dG ø˘ µ˘ dh
’ ΩCG âàÑK AGƒ°S πÑ≤à°ùŸG ‘ ábÉ£dG øeGC äÉ©bƒJ ó«dƒJ ∫É› ‘ √ÈîH ¿É©àªàJ Úà∏dG óæ¡dGh Ú°üdG
ábÉ£dG ádÉcƒd IQò◊G äÉgƒjQÉæ«°ùdG øe …GC ábO ,á«dhódG ábÉ£dG ádÉch äQòM óbh .ájhƒædG ábÉ£dG
.¢ùjQÉH ‘ GôNƒDe âKóM »àdG IôØ£dG ó©H á«dhódG äÉeƒµ◊G á°SÉ«°S{ ¿GC øe ,»°VÉŸG ΩÉ©dG ájÉ¡f ‘
Aó˘ H ø˘ e ó˘ MGh ô˘ ¡˘ ˘°T π˘ ˘Ñ˘ ˘b ,á˘ ˘dÉ˘ ˘cƒ˘ ˘dG âMô˘ ˘°U ó˘ ˘bh ,zájhƒædG ábÉ£∏d á«∏Ñ≤à°ùŸG äÉ©bƒàdG πµ°ûJ »àdG »g
E ˘ d …ƒ˘ «◊G Qhó˘ dG ¤GE IÒ°ûe
ábÉ£dG{ ¿ÉCH ,IóëàŸG ·’CG ÉgÉYôJ »àdG äÉKOÉÙG ,á˘ «˘ ª˘ «˘ ¶˘ æ˘ à˘ dG äGQGOÓ
≈˘ ∏˘ Y á˘ MÉ˘ àŸG IOhóÙG äGQÉ˘ «ÿG ó˘ MGC »˘ g á˘ jhƒ˘ æ˘ dG ácƒ∏ªŸG äÉ°ù°SƒDŸG »æÑJ å«M ,¥Gƒ°S’CG ‘ πjƒªàdGh
.É¡∏¨°ûJh É¡µ∏à“h á°UÉÿG É¡JÉ£ﬁ ádhó∏d
ó˘ «˘ °ùchGC ÊÉ˘ K äÉ˘ ˘KÉ˘ ˘©˘ ˘Ñ˘ ˘fG ø˘ ˘e ó˘ ˘ë˘ ˘∏˘ ˘d ™˘ ˘°SGh ¥É˘ ˘£˘ ˘f
â“ »àdG á«°ù«FôdG ÉjÉ°†≤dG ™«ªL äQôch z¿ƒHôµdG ≈˘ ∏˘ Y á˘ HÉ˘ bô˘ dG á˘ Ä˘ «˘ g âMô˘ °U ,iô˘ NGC á˘ ¡˘ L ø˘ eh
,AÉ˘æ˘Ñ˘dG è˘eÉ˘fô˘H Aó˘H π˘Ñ˘b É˘æ˘g π˘eÉ˘µ˘dÉ˘H É˘ ¡˘ à˘ °ûbÉ˘ æ˘ e k GôeGC ó©oj ájhƒædG ábÉ£dG √ÉŒ ∑ƒ∏°ùdG ¿GC ábÉ£dG
á˘ «˘ Ä˘ «˘ Ñ˘ dG äGQÉ˘ Ñ˘ à˘ Y’Gh á˘ bÉ˘ £˘ dG ø˘ eGC ‘ á˘ ˘∏˘ ˘ã˘ ˘ª˘ ˘àŸGh QÉ˘KGB ¤GE IÒ°ûe ,á˘«˘∏˘Ñ˘≤˘à˘°ùŸG á˘«˘ª˘æ˘à˘∏˘d á˘«˘ª˘g’CG ≠˘dÉ˘H
™e áeÉ©dG ácQÉ°ûŸGh ºµ◊Gh äÉjÉØædG øe ¢ü∏îàdGh ∫É«eGC áKÓãdG IôjõL çOÉM πãe ;ájƒ°SÉCŸG çGóM’CG
.√É«ŸG ∑Ó¡à°SG áaÉ°VGE É˘ «˘ fGô˘ chGC) π˘ «˘ Hƒ˘ fÒ°ûJ á˘ KQÉ˘ ch (1979 É˘«˘fÉ˘Ø˘∏˘°ùæ˘H)
C ŸG ≈∏Y åÑJ »àdG Qƒe’CG πª°ûJ Ée IOÉYh .(1986
¤GE â∏°Uh »àdG ,¿OQ’CG §£îJ ôNGB ¿Éµe ‘ Ó
OQƒà°ùJ »àdGh …hƒædG §«£îàdG øe áeó≤àe á∏Môe ,á©°ûŸG äÉjÉØædG IQGOGEh ,á«eƒ«dG á«∏«¨°ûàdG áeÓ°ùdG
‘ íÑ°üJ ¿’C ,OƒbƒdG øe É¡JÉLÉ«àMG áaÉc ÉkÑjô≤J QÉ°ûàfG á«fÉµeGEh ,É¡æe »FÉ¡ædG ¢ü∏îàdG ∂dP ‘ ÉÃ
ø˘e á˘bÉ˘£˘dG ô˘jó˘ °üJ ø˘ e á˘ jÉ˘ ¡˘ æ˘ dG ‘ É˘ ¡˘ æ˘ µÁ ™˘ °Vh ,º˘µ◊É˘H á˘≤˘∏˘©˘àŸG π˘FÉ˘°ùŸG ‘ á˘«˘aÉ˘Ø˘°ûdGh ,á˘ë˘∏˘°S’CG
.ΩÉ©dG ábÉ£dG øeGCh ñÉæŸG äGÒ¨J ™æeh
.Ék«Ñ°ùf IÒ¨°üdG É¡àµÑ°T
ΩÉY ‘ á«fOQ’CG ájQòdG ábÉ£dG áÄ«g â°ù°SÉCJ óbh á˘ ©˘ «˘ aQ á˘ «˘ dhó˘ dG äGAÉ˘ ≤˘ ∏˘ dG á˘ ª˘ «˘ b »˘ JÉC˘ J É˘ æ˘ g ø˘ eh
ábÉ£d á«ŸÉ©dG áª≤dG ‘ ÉkHÉ£N É¡°ù«FQ ≈≤dGCh 2008 ,ábÉ£dG IQGRh ‘ »é«JGÎ°S’G QGƒ◊G πãe ;iƒà°ùŸG
¿ƒfÉc/ôjÉæj ∫ÓN »ÑXƒHGC ‘ äó≤Y »àdG πÑ≤à°ùŸG å«˘HGõ˘«˘dGE ™˘e 2015 ∫ƒ˘∏˘ jGC/Èª˘ à˘ Ñ˘ °S ‘ ó˘ ≤˘ Y …ò˘ dG
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ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻼت
äÉ££ı ¿ƒ«eƒµ◊G ¿ƒdƒªŸG ÉeGC .ájhƒædG ábÉ£dG
π˘ ã˘ e ,»ŸÉ˘ Y ¥É˘ ˘£˘ ˘f ≈˘ ˘∏˘ ˘Y Ió˘ ˘jó÷G äÉ˘ ˘£ÙG AÉ˘ ˘æ˘ ˘H
áØ∏µŸG ¢ShQódG øe ¿ƒª∏©àj ±ƒ°ùa ,4-1 ácÈdG
∂dP ‘ ÉÃ ,É«LƒdƒæµàdG √òg øe IOÉØà°ùŸGh k GóL
∞«dÉµàdGh ó«©ÑdG ióŸG ≈∏Y äÉjÉØædG øe ¢ü∏îàdG
.π«¨°ûàdG ∞bƒd á∏ªàÙG

…hƒædG ´É£≤dG ¤GE ¬Lƒà«°S ábÉ£dG ó«dƒJ äÉ£ﬁ ≈∏Y »ŸÉ©dG ¥ÉØf’E G øe §≤a áFÉŸG ‘ 13

.IOóéàŸG ábÉ£dG ´GƒfGC áfÉ«°Uh ,á°Sóæ¡dG
∫hóa .IOóéàŸG ábÉ£dG QOÉ°üe ¤GE πbGC kÉeÉªàgG
äÉªgÉ°ùe Ωó≤J É«≤jôaGC ∫Éª°T ∫hO ¢†©Hh è«∏ÿG
á≤£æe ‘ IÒÑc §£N
∞˘ «˘ dÉ˘ µ˘ Jh á˘ ≤˘ Ñ˘ °ùŸG äGQÉ˘ ª˘ ã˘ à˘ °S’G ∫É› ‘ IÒÑ˘ ˘c
k
C G ¥ô°ûdG
ó˘ «˘ °ùchGC ÊÉ˘ K ø˘ e π˘ «˘ ∏˘ ≤˘ à˘ dG ø˘ Y Ó˘ °†a ,º˘ «˘ ¶˘ æ˘ à˘ dG É¡LQÉNh É«≤jôaGC ∫Éª°Th §°Sh’
™«ªL ‘ ábÉ£dG øeGC ‘ áeÉ©dG IOÉjõdGh ,¿ƒHôµdG ió˘ e ≈˘ ∏˘ Y ,§˘ °Sh’CG ¥ô˘ °ûdG á˘ ˘≤˘ ˘£˘ ˘æ˘ ˘e ó˘ ˘¡˘ ˘°ûà˘ ˘°S
.⁄É©dG AÉëfGC ó˘«˘dƒ˘J äGQó˘b ‘ Ék˘ ª˘ cGô˘ J ,á˘ ∏˘ Ñ˘ ≤ŸG ô˘ °û©˘ dG äGƒ˘ æ˘ °ùdG
äÉ©bƒàd kÉ≤ah ,•Gh Éé«L 6 `H Qó≤j ájhƒædG ábÉ£dG
π˘ ˘ª˘ ˘°ûJ »˘ ˘à˘ ˘dGh ,á˘ ˘jõ˘ ˘côŸG á˘ ˘«˘ ˘dhó˘ ˘dG á˘ ˘bÉ˘ ˘£˘ ˘dG á˘ ˘dÉ˘ ˘ch
IQò◊G ¥Gƒ°S’
C Gh äÉjóëàdGh äÉÑ≤©dG
ábÉ£dG ¿GC »g ,IÒãŸG äGQƒ£àdG √òg πc á«Ø∏N .Ió˘ ë˘ àŸG á˘ «˘ Hô˘ ©˘ dG äGQÉ˘ e’EG ‘ IRQÉ˘ Ñ˘ dG äGQƒ˘ £˘ à˘ dG
»˘°SÉ˘°S’CG π˘ª◊G ó˘ «˘ dƒ˘ à˘ H §˘ Ñ˘ Jô˘ J É˘ e IOÉ˘ Y á˘ jhƒ˘ æ˘ dG ,2040 ΩÉY ∫ƒ∏ëH á«aÉ°VGE •Gh Éé«L 9 Gòg ™Ñà«°Sh
…ò˘ dG OGó˘ eÓ
E ˘ d ¿ô˘ e ÒZ k GQó˘ °üe ¬˘ fƒ˘ ˘µ˘ ˘d ,º˘ ˘FGó˘ ˘dG ¿ƒ˘ µ˘ J ó˘ b äGQó˘ ≤˘ dG √ò˘ g .á˘ dÉ˘ cƒ˘ dG ∫ƒ˘ ˘b ó˘ ˘M ≈˘ ˘∏˘ ˘Y
E d á«dÉªL’EG ™«eÉéª∏d Ió«Øe É¡fGC ’GE ,IÒ¨°U
π«¨°ûJ ∞«dÉµàH k GóL á«dÉY äGQÉªãà°SG ¬©e Ö∏éj ,êÉàfÓ
ÌcGC hGC äGƒæ°S ™HQGC ≠∏ÑJ AÉæH Ióeh ,ájÉ¨∏d á°†Øîæe ‘ »ŸÉ©dG ábÉ£dG øeGC Ú°ù– ≈∏Y πª©à°S »àdGh
k °†ah .áÑ«°ü©dG äÉbh’CG
É¡H ÖMôŸG äÉ°VÉØîf’G øY kÓ°†a ,ÒãµH ∂dP øe á«aÉ°V’EG ä’É°üJ’G øY Ó
.…QGô◊G ¢SÉÑàM’G äGRÉZ äÉKÉ©Ñf’ GÒãc ≈∏Y ÒlÑc ÒlKÉCJ ∂dòd ¿ƒµ«°S ,áæµ‡ âëÑ°UGC »àdG
¢VGôZ’C è«∏ÿG á≤£æe É¡éàæJ »àdG RÉ¨dG äÉ«ªc
OƒbƒdG äGOGóeGE Èà©J ’ IOÉY ,∂dP ¤GE áaÉ°VGE
.iôNGC
¬˘ æ˘ eGC ≈˘ ∏˘ Y ®É˘ Ø◊G ¿GC ’GE ,IÒÑ˘ c á˘ ∏˘ µ˘ °ûe …hƒ˘ æ˘ dG
E d á«dÉªL’EG ™«eÉÛG áfQÉ≤Ãh
á∏µ°ûe ó«cÉCàdÉH πãÁ äÉbh’CG √òg πãe ‘ …OÉŸG ™«eÉÛG ™e ,êÉàfÓ
â©bh »àdG ,»°ûàjGO Éª«°Tƒcƒa áKOÉM ó©Ña .áªî°V IOÉjõdGh •Gh Éé«L 80 `H IQó≤oŸG É«°S’B á«dÉªL’EG
çhó˘ M ø˘ ˘Y á˘ ˘ª˘ ˘LÉ˘ ˘æ˘ ˘dGh , 2011 QGPGB/¢SQÉ˘ ˘ ˘ ˘ ˘ e ‘ ,äGh Éé«L 88 ¤GE êÉàf’EG ‹ÉªLGE π°ü«d á≤MÓdG
á˘ «ŸÉ˘ ©˘ dG á˘ jhƒ˘ æ˘ dG IQó˘ ≤˘ dG â∏˘ µ˘ °T ,»˘ eÉ˘ fƒ˘ °S/∫Gõ˘ dR á˘ «˘ dÉ˘ ª˘ L’EG á˘ °ü◊G ‘ á˘ «˘ °ûeÉ˘ ¡˘ dG IOÉ˘ jõ˘ dG è˘ FÉ˘ à˘ fh
áfQÉ≤e ,AÉHô¡µdG ó«dƒJ øe §≤a áFÉŸG ‘ 11á∏eÉ©dG ób Ú°üdG ¿GC ó‚ ,»ŸÉ©dG ábÉ£dG ó«dƒàd ájhƒædG
.∫ÉÛG òg ‘ k GÒÑc Ékeó≤J äRôMGC
¿Éch .1996 ΩÉY ‘ á«ªµdG √òg ∞°üf øe ÌcGC ™e
∫h’CG π˘ ˘ ˘«÷G äÉ˘ ˘ ˘£ﬁ ø˘ ˘ ˘e äÉ˘ ˘ ˘£ÙG √ò˘ ˘ ˘g Ö∏˘ ˘ ˘ZGC ‹ÉªLGE øe áFÉŸG ‘ 13 ƒëf ¿GC ∫ƒ≤dG á°UÓN
…OÉ˘ °üà˘ b’G ¿hÉ˘ ©˘ à˘ dG á˘ ª˘ ¶˘ æ˘ e ¿Gó˘ ˘∏˘ ˘H ‘ á˘ ˘©˘ ˘bGƒ˘ ˘dG á˘ ˘bÉ˘ ˘£˘ ˘dG äÉ˘ ˘£ﬁ ≈˘ ˘∏˘ ˘Y Ö≤˘ ˘JôŸoG »ŸÉ˘ ˘©˘ ˘dG ¥É˘ ˘Ø˘ ˘f’EG
É¡æµd ,¿’BG IójóL áLƒe ∑Éæg ¿GC ’GE .á«ªæàdGh ¤ƒ˘o j É˘ ª˘ æ˘ «˘ H ,…hƒ˘ æ˘ dG ´É˘ £˘ ≤˘ dG ‘ ¿ƒ˘ µ˘ «˘ °S Ió˘ jó÷G
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ábÉ£dG äÉYhô°ûe ôjƒ£J
äGQÉe’
E G ‘ ájhƒædG
§£N ájhƒædG ábÉ£∏d äGQÉe’EG á°ù°SƒDe Qó°üàJ
,è«∏ÿG áµÑ°ûd Ωó≤àd §£îJ »¡a .á«∏ÙG ôjƒ£àdG
IQó˘ ≤˘ H äÓ˘ YÉ˘ Ø˘ e á˘ ©˘ HQGC ø˘ e k Gó˘ MGh ,ÚeÉ˘ Y ∫Ó˘ N
á°ù°SƒDe äôcP ó≤a .ácÈdG ‘ •Gh Éé«e 1400
øjô°ûJ/Èªaƒf ájÉ¡f ‘ ,ájhƒædG ábÉ£∏d äGQÉe’EG
‘ …QÉŒ ¥É£f ≈∏Y …hƒf πYÉØe ∫hGC ¿GC ,ÊÉãdG
IóMƒdG ¿GCh ,¢SÉªNGC á©HQGC áÑ°ùæH πªàcG ób á≤£æŸG
Qó˘ ˘°ü˘ o˘Jh .á˘ ˘FÉŸG ‘ 60 á˘Ñ˘°ùæ˘H â∏˘ª˘à˘cG ó˘b á˘«˘fÉ˘ã˘dG
√RGôMGE ” …òdG Ωó≤à∏d áª¶àæe äÉãjó– á°ù°SƒDŸG
øeGC ∫É› ‘ iÈc IôØW πãÁ …òdG ´hô°ûŸG ‘
.»ª«∏b’EG ó«©°üdG ≈∏Y ábÉ£dG
á˘bÉ˘£˘∏˘d á˘«˘dhó˘dG á˘dÉ˘cƒ˘∏˘d á˘eQÉ˘°üdG í˘FGƒ˘∏˘d Ék˘≤˘ahh
∫h’CG π«¨°ûàdG á°üNQ ≥«Ñ£J kÉ«dÉM …ôéj ,ájQòdG
äGQÉ˘ e’EG á˘ °ù°SƒD˘ e ∫Ó˘ N ø˘ e Ú«˘ ∏ÙG Úª˘ ¶˘ æ˘ ª˘ ∏˘ d
.ájhƒædG ábÉ£∏d
¿ƒ˘°†Z ‘ ¬˘æ˘e AÉ˘¡˘ à˘ f’G ™˘ eõŸG ,™˘ ªs˘ éŸoG ¿ƒ˘ µ˘ à˘ jh
AÉŸG äÓYÉØe øe ,á©HQGC øe πbGC hGC äGƒæ°S ¢ùªN
¬˘ «˘ ∏˘ Y ≥˘ ∏˘ £˘ o j …ò˘ dG ´ƒ˘ æ˘ dG ø˘ e •ƒ˘ ¨˘ ˘°†ŸG ∞˘ ˘«˘ ˘ØÿG
.(áeó≤àŸG ájhƒædG ábÉ£dG äÓYÉØe) APR-1400
äÉcô°T OÉ–G ¤GE ™ªséoŸG Gòg ¢ù«°SÉCàH ó¡Y óbh
»˘à˘dG á˘«˘FÉ˘Hô˘¡˘µ˘dG á˘bÉ˘£˘∏˘d á˘jQƒ˘µ˘ dG á˘ cô˘ °ûdG ¬˘ °SGCô˘ J
≥∏Nh ,ÚeRÓdG ÚØXƒŸG ÖjQóJ á«dhƒD°ùe πªëàJ
ÒZh øªãH Qó≤J ’ »àdG Iójó÷G äGQÉ¡ŸG áYƒª›
§°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdG á≤£æe πNGO ¿Éµe …GC ‘ ábƒÑ°ùŸG
.É«≤jôaGC ∫Éª°Th
kÉeÉ“ IójóL áYƒª› ≥∏îJ √òg Ò«¨àdG ádÉM
¬¶M’ k GQƒ£J ∂dP πãÁh .á«∏ÙG πª©dG ¢Uôa øe
™°Vh π©ØdÉH …ôéj …òdGh ,…hƒædG ∫ÉÛG ‘ ⁄É©dG
∂dP ¿É˘ c ∫É˘ ˘ãŸG π˘ ˘«˘ ˘Ñ˘ ˘°S ≈˘ ˘∏˘ ˘©˘ ˘a) ¬˘ ˘d iô˘ ˘NGC §˘ ˘£˘ ˘N
‘ ΩÉ≤ŸG áeGóà°S’G ´ƒÑ°SÉCH ¢UÉÿG ióàæŸG ´ƒ°Vƒe
…òdG »≤«≤◊G Ωó≤àdG ∂dP πªµj ±ƒ°Sh .(ô°üe
ôjƒ£J ∫É› ‘ ,á≤£æŸG AÉëfGC ™«ªL ‘ √RGôMGE ”
äGQÉ˘ ¡Ã Iõ˘ ¡ÛGh á˘ ∏˘ gƒDŸG á˘ HÉ˘ °ûdG á˘ ∏˘ eÉ˘ ©˘ dG iƒ˘ ≤˘ dG
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اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺒﻞ
اﻟﻨﻮوي
Qó°üªc k GÒÑc Ék «∏Ñ≤à°ùe k GQhO Ö©∏à°S ájhƒædG ábÉ£dG ¿GE ,∫É≤ŸG Gòg ‘ ,õeGOGB äôHhQ ∫ƒ≤j
á≤£æe ‘ …hƒf πYÉØe ∫hGC ≥∏£æj ±ƒ°S ,2017 ΩÉY »Øa .IóëàŸG á«Hô©dG äGQÉe’E G ‘ ábÉ£∏d
.iôNGC äÓYÉØe ¬©Ñàà°Sh ,ájhƒædG ábÉ£∏d äGQÉe’E G á°ù°SƒD e ídÉ°üd è«∏ÿG
∫hÉ– É˘ª˘ æ˘ «˘ H ,Å˘ aÉ˘ µ˘ e §˘ Ø˘ f ø˘ W ¿ƒ˘ «˘ ∏˘ e 189^8 Å˘aÉ˘µ˘e §˘Ø˘f ø˘W ¿ƒ˘«˘∏˘e 574 ∑Ó˘¡˘à˘°S’G ‹É˘ª˘LGE
QhO ™˘ ˘LGô˘ ˘J ™˘ ˘e á˘ ˘Yô˘ ˘°ùH Öcô˘ ˘dÉ˘ ˘H ¥É˘ ˘ë˘ ˘∏˘ ˘dG Ú°üdG ΩÉ˘Y ‘ Å˘aÉ˘µ˘ e §˘ Ø˘ f ø˘ W ¿ƒ˘ «˘ ∏˘ e 635 `H á˘ fQÉ˘ ≤˘ e)
.ºëØdG ∫hO ‘ ábÉ£dG ó«dƒJ ¢†«ØîJ ÖÑ°ùH ∂dPh (2006
íÑ°UGC å«M ,á«ªæàdGh …OÉ°üàb’G ¿hÉ©àdG áª¶æe
»¡àæe ∫h’CG π«÷G øe ó«dƒàdG äÉ£ﬁ øe ójó©dG
øe ójóL ƒjQÉæ«°S
.á«MÓ°üdG
á«dhódG ábÉ£dG ádÉch
á˘ dÉ˘ cƒ˘ d zIó˘ jó÷G äÉ˘ °SÉ˘ «˘ °ùdG{ ƒ˘ jQÉ˘ æ˘ «˘ °S Ö°ùM ƒ‰ áYô°ùH áfQÉ≤e …hƒædG OGóe’EG zô≤à°SG{ óbh
ó©H á«©bGh ÌcGC ¬fGC ó≤à©j …òdG) á«dhódG ábÉ£dG ⁄É˘ ©˘ dG AÉ˘ ë˘ fGC ™˘ «˘ ª˘ L ‘ IOó˘ é˘ àŸG á˘ bÉ˘ £˘ dG QOÉ˘ °üe
‘ √RGô˘ ˘MGE ” …ò˘ ˘dG á˘ ˘«˘ ˘°SÉ˘ ˘°S’CG äÉ˘ ˘eGõ˘ ˘à˘ ˘d’G ìÉ‚ ‘ ábÉ£dG äÉ©bƒJ ôjô≤J ‘ OQh ÉŸ kÉ≤ah ,ÉkÑjô≤J
ô˘ ˘ ¡˘ ˘ °T ∫Ó˘ ˘ N ¢ùjQÉ˘ ˘ H ‘ 21 º˘ ˘ ˘bQ ñÉ˘ ˘ ˘ æŸG ô“ƒD˘ ˘ ˘ e á˘ ˘«˘ ˘dhó˘ ˘dG á˘ ˘ bÉ˘ ˘ £˘ ˘ dG á˘ ˘ dÉ˘ ˘ ch ¬˘ ˘ Jô˘ ˘ LGC …ò˘ ˘ dG ,⁄É˘ ˘ ©˘ ˘ dG
™ØJôj ¿GC ™bƒàŸG øe ,(2015 ∫h’CG ¿ƒfÉc/Èª°ùjO ó˘ «˘ dƒ˘ J ¬˘ LGƒ˘ ˘jh .(2015 ÊÉ˘ ã˘ dG ø˘ jô˘ °ûJ/Èª˘ aƒ˘ f)
2478 øe »ŸÉ©dG ¥É£ædG ≈∏Y ájhƒædG ábÉ£dG ó«dƒJ äÉjó– ,ájhƒædG äÓYÉØŸG ≈∏Y ºFÉ≤dG AÉHô¡µdG
øW ¿ƒ«∏e 560 øe Üô≤j Ée …GC] áYÉ°S/•Gh GÒJ ,á«YÉæ°üdG ¿Gó∏ÑdG ¢†©H ‘ QÉ°ûàf’ÉH ≥∏©àj Éª«a
GÒJ 3186 ¤GE π°ü«d 2013 ΩÉY ‘ [ÅaÉµe §Øf ∂dP ‘ ÉÃ ,iôNGC ¿Gó∏H ‘ iƒbGC kÉªYO ≈≤∏àj Éªæ«H
IÒÑc IõØb ∂dP ™Ñàj ,2020 ΩÉY ‘ áYÉ°S/•Gh ÊÉ˘ã˘dGh ∫h’CG …Gó˘æ˘ «˘ °S Ó˘ YÉ˘ Ø˘ e OÉ˘ Y å«˘ M ¿É˘ HÉ˘ «˘ dG
ÉkeÉY 20 ∫ÓN áYÉ°S/•Gh GÒJ 4606 ¤GE π°ü«d .∫hC’G ø˘jô˘°ûJ/ô˘Hƒ˘à˘cGC á˘jÉ˘¡˘f ‘ iô˘NGC Iô˘e π˘ª˘ ©˘ ∏˘ d
π˘ «÷G ø˘ e á˘ jhƒ˘ æ˘ dG äÓ˘ YÉ˘ ØŸG º˘ gÉ˘ °ùJ ÚM ,§˘ ≤˘ a äÓ˘YÉ˘ØŸG ø˘e ó˘jó˘©˘dG ¥Ó˘WGE IOÉ˘YGE ô˘¶˘à˘æ˘o j É˘ª˘æ˘ «˘ H
.π°ù∏°ùàe èeÉfÈd Ék≤ah
ìƒª£dG (450) ƒjQÉæ«°S ÖLƒÃ .∂dP ‘ ™HGôdG
l
GÒJ 6240 ¤GE êÉ˘ à˘ f’EG ‹É˘ ª˘ LGE π˘ °ü«˘ °S á˘ dÉ˘ cƒ˘ ∏˘ ˘d QÉ˘ ˘°ûà˘ ˘f’ ìlƒ˘ ˘ª˘ ˘W §˘ ˘£˘ ˘N É˘ ˘¡˘ ˘ jó˘ ˘ ∏˘ ˘ a ,Ú°üdG É˘ ˘ eGC
ôª©odG QGôµJ á«fÉµeGE âàÑK Ée GPGE ÌcGC hGC áYÉ°S/•Gh √òg πª°ûJh .çóM’CG π«÷G øe ájhƒædG äÉ£ÙG
äÉ˘ £ﬁ ‘ Ék˘ eÉ˘ Y 60 ≠˘ ∏˘ Ñ˘ j …ò˘ dG ‹É◊G π˘ ª˘ àÙG ∫ƒ∏ëH •Gh Éé«L 58 IQó≤H äÉ£ﬁ π«¨°ûJ §£ÿG
.™HGôdG π«÷G Ú°üdG ‘ ájhƒædG ábÉ£dG ó«dƒJ ≠∏H óbh .2020 ΩÉY
ò˘ «˘ Ø˘ æ˘ à˘ d k Gô˘ ¶˘ f ¬˘ ≤˘ «˘ ≤– Ö©˘ °ü«˘ ˘°S Gò˘ ˘g ¿GC ÒZ §˘Ø˘f ø˘W ¿ƒ˘«˘∏˘e 28^6 ¤GE π˘ ˘ °üj É˘ ˘ ˘e 2014 ΩÉ˘ ˘Y
AGôLGE ¤GE áaÉ°VGE) äÉ£ÙG ¥ÓZ’E ºî°V èeÉfôH k GOÉæà°SGh .iôN’CG ∫hódG øe ÒãµH πbGC …GC ,ÅaÉµe
‘ (á£ÙG ôªYo IOÉjõH ≥∏©àj Éª«a ájƒb äÉæ«°ù– IôHÉ©dG äGOGóe’EÉH §ÑJôŸG ÒZ ºî°†dG êÉàf’EG ¤GE
ΩGóîà°SG ≈∏Y äÉ¶Ø– É¡jód »àdG á«YÉæ°üdG ∫hódG IóëàŸG äÉj’ƒdG ‘ …ƒæ°ùdG ∑Ó¡à°S’G ≠∏H ,Ohóë∏d
Technical Review Middle East  Issue 2 ‐ 2016

™bƒe ‘ ÉghDÉ°ûfGE …QÉ÷G ,IôµàÑŸG á£ÙG Èà©J
5600 IQó≤H IóëàŸG á«Hô©dG äGQÉe’EG ádhóH ácÈdG
™°SGh º«ª°üJ ΩGóîà°SG ‘ Ék«ŸÉY IóFGQ ,•Gh Éé«e
ø˘e äÓ˘YÉ˘ Ø˘ e á˘ ©˘ HQGC) äGó˘ Mh ≈˘ ∏˘ Y Ωƒ˘ ≤˘ j ¥É˘ £˘ æ˘ dG
IQó˘ °üŸG ∫hó˘ dG á˘ ª˘ ¶q˘ æ˘ e ¿Gó˘ ∏˘ H ‘ (ådÉ˘ ã˘ dG π˘ «÷G
ƒ˘ë˘f É˘ã˘«˘ã˘M É˘«˘©˘°S ∑É˘ æ˘ g ¿GC É˘ ª˘ c .(∂HhGC) ∫hÎÑ˘ ∏˘ d
á˘ «˘ Hô˘ ©˘ dG á˘ µ˘ ∏˘ ªŸG ‘ Ék˘ Mƒ˘ ª˘ W ÌcGC §˘ £˘ N ò˘ «˘ ˘Ø˘ ˘æ˘ ˘J
.ájOƒ©°ùdG
»ÑX ƒHGC ‘ …QÉŒ êÉàfGE ∫hCG GCóÑj ¿GC ™bƒàŸG øeh
¤GE É©jô°S ∫ƒ°UƒdG ºàj ¿GC ≈∏Y ,2017 ΩÉY ∫ƒ∏ëH
´lhô˘ °ûe É˘ ≤˘ M ¬˘ fGE .2020 ΩÉ˘ Y ∫ƒ˘ ∏˘ ë˘ H êÉ˘ à˘ f’EG IhQP
‘ iôNGC ’khO ¿GC Éªc .l™°SGh lOhôe ¬d ¿ƒµ«°S ºlî°V
åë˘ Ñ˘ J É˘ «˘ ≤˘ jô˘ aGC ∫É˘ ª˘ °Th §˘ °Sh’CG ¥ô˘ °ûdG á˘ ≤˘ £˘ æ˘ e
§ØædG QÉ©°SGC ƒjQÉæ«°S Aƒ°V ‘ IôaƒàŸG äGQÉ«ÿG
.á°†ØîæŸG
É¡JÉ£Ù ôªà°ùŸG ¿ÉHÉ«dG ¥ÓZGE ™e øeGõàdÉHh
ΩÉY Éª«°Tƒcƒa áKQÉc ó©H OÓÑdG AÉëfGC ‘ ájhƒædG
≈˘∏˘Y á˘ª˘FÉ˘b á˘«˘°ùµ˘ Y á˘ °SÉ˘ «˘ °S ¿’BG É˘ ¡˘ YÉ˘ Ñ˘ JGh ,2011
»ŸÉ˘ ˘©˘ ˘dG êÉ˘ ˘à˘ ˘f’EG ™˘ ˘Ø˘ ˘JQG ,á˘ ˘£˘ ˘ëÃ á˘ ˘£ﬁ π˘ ˘«˘ ˘¨˘ ˘°ûJ
øe ≈∏YGC ∫ó©Ã ájhƒædG ábÉ£dG øe IódƒŸG AÉHô¡µ∏d
.2014 ΩÉY áFÉŸG ‘ 1^8 `H §°SƒàŸG
ábÉ£dG É¡«a πµ°ûJ »àdG ¤h’CG IôŸG{ √òg âfÉc
z2009 ΩÉY òæe á«ŸÉ©dG ¥ƒ°ùdG øe á°üM ájhƒædG
»àdG á«FÉ°üM’EG äÉ©LGôŸG çóMGC ‘ OQh ÉŸ kÉ≤ah
¿Gô˘jõ˘M/ƒ˘«˘fƒ˘j) Ωƒ˘«˘dhÎH ¢û«˘à˘jô˘H á˘cô˘°T É˘¡˘Jô˘LGC
≠∏H ó≤a .ábÉ£dG QOÉ°üe ™«ªL πª°ûJ »àdGh (2015
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ﻣﻔﻜﺮﺓ ﺭﺟلﺎﻳرﻝ ﺍﻷﻋﺨﻤﻟلﺎﻳرﻝ
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ﺟـﻨـﺮال إﻟـﻜـﺘـﺮﻳﻚ ﺗـﻮﻗـﻊ ﻣـﻊ اﻟـﻌـﺮاق اﺗـﻔـﺎﻗـﻴـﺔ ﻗـﺎﻣﺔ
ﻣﺸﺮوﻋﺎت ﻃﺎﻗﺔ ﻗﺒﻞ دﺧﻮل ﻓﺼﻞ اﻟﺼﻴﻒ

ó«dƒJ äÉYhô°ûe ò«Øæàd á«bGô©dG AÉHô¡µdG IQGRh ™e zábÉ£dG π«°Uƒàd á£N{ ∂jÎµdGE ∫GÔL ácô°T â©bh
á«dÉªL’EG áª«≤dG ≠∏ÑJ ,RÎjhQ øY QOÉ°U ôjô≤àd É≤ahh .¥Gô©dG AÉëfGC ™«ªL ‘ áfÉ«°üdGh ájQhô°†dG AÉHô¡µdG
∫OÉ©j ≠∏ÑÃ äÉYhô°ûŸG øe á«dh’CG á∏MôŸG AóÑd π©ØdÉH πjƒªàdG ôaƒJ ™e ,»µjôeGC Q’hO QÉ«∏e 1 á©bƒŸG Oƒ≤©∏d
åjóëàdG äÉYhô°ûeh ,á«LƒdƒæµàdG ∫ƒ∏◊G øe áYƒª› øe á£ÿG ∞dÉCàJh .»µjôeGC Q’hO ¿ƒ«∏e 328
IÎØd Ö°SÉæŸG âbƒdG ‘ á«eƒ≤dG áµÑ°ûdG ¤GE •Gh Éé«e 700 á«°SÉ°S’CG IóFGõdG ábÉ£dG áaÉ°VGE ¿Éª°†d
.∞«°üdG
IQGRƒdG É¡eó≤J »àdG ∫ƒ∏◊G áYƒª›{ :ÓFÉb ,AÉHô¡µdG IQGRh º°SÉH çóëàŸG ,¢SQóŸG Ö©°üe ìô°Uh
Éæé¡æe ¿GE .É¡JAÉØc äÉjƒà°ùeh ábÉ£dG äÉ£ﬁ á«LÉàfGE º«Yóàd áfÉ«°U äÉYhô°ûeh åjó– äÉ«∏ªY øª°†àJ
ábÉW OGóeGE Ëó≤J ∫ÓN øe …OÉ°üàb’G ƒªædG ºYO ¤GE ±ó¡j á«eƒ≤dG áµÑ°ûdG IQób º«Yóàd πeÉµàŸG
.z»∏ÙG ∑Ó¡à°S’G ∂dòch ,á«àëàdG á«æÑdG ôjƒ£J äÉLÉ«àMG á«Ñ∏àd ¿ƒª°†e
,…ò«ØæàdG ¢ù«FôdGh §°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdÉH ∂jÎµdGE ∫GÔL ácô°ûH ábÉ£dG äÉeóN ¢ù«FQ ,óªﬁ õjõY ±É°VGCh
RÉ¨dG äÉæ«HQƒàd É¡«∏Y ≥ØàŸG á∏°üdG äGP ∫ÉªY’CGh Éæjód (AGP) Qƒ£àŸG RÉ¨dG QÉ°ùe πM ∫ƒNO ™e{ :ÓFÉb
π£©àdG øeR øe ¬°ùØf âbƒdG ‘ ó◊G ™e ,IÒÑc IQƒ°üH IQó≤dG ™aQ ÉææµÁ ,ábÉ£dG äÉ£ﬁ ‘ AGO’CG ájƒb
≠∏Ñj …òdG AÉHô¡µdG ≈∏Y Ö∏£dG á«Ñ∏J ‘ åjóëàdG äÉ«∏ª©d πeÉ°ûdG ∂jÎµdGE ∫GÔL è¡æe óYÉ°ù«°S .»∏«¨°ûàdG
.z∞«°üdG π°üa ‘ ¬JhQP
∂dPh ,π«≤ãdG OƒbƒdG âjR á«æ≤J É¡H âÑãŸG ™bGƒª∏d (HFO) π«≤ãdG OƒbƒdG âjR ójhõàH IQGRƒdG Ωƒ≤à°Sh Gòg
Ö«côJ ” ób ¬fGC ¤GE äGôjó≤àdG Ò°ûJh .Iójó÷G äGóMƒdG ábÉW øe IOÉØà°SÓdh »©«Ñ£dG RÉ¨dG OQGƒe IQóæd
óàÁ ∂jÎµdGE ∫GÔL ácô°T OƒLh ¿ÉCH Éª∏Y .ádhódG AÉëfGC ™«ªL ‘ ∂jÎµdGE ∫GÔL øe Éæ«HQƒJ 130 øe ÌcGC
.Iô°üÑdGh π«HQGCh OGó¨H ‘ Iô°ûàæŸG É¡ÑJÉµe ∫ÓN øe ÉeÉY 40 ¤GE π°üj ÉŸ ¥Gô©dG ‘
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ﻋﺎدة ﻫﻴﻜﻠﺔ ﻗﻄﺎع اﻟﺸﺎﺣﻨﺎت اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﻲ$ ﻓﻮﻟﻔﻮ ﺗﺴﺘﻌﺪ

Éàæ«H ƒØdƒah ƒØdƒa äÉæMÉ°T É¡æ«H øe ∫ÉªYGC äGóMh 10 øe πeÉµdÉH ¿ƒµàJ ƒØdƒa áYƒª›

á˘Ø˘∏˘µ˘à˘dG ‘ á˘ jOÉ˘ °üà˘ bG äGAGô˘ LGEh ,á˘ ∏˘ µ˘ «˘ ¡˘ dG IOÉ˘ YGE
π˘ «˘ ª˘ ©˘ dG ≈˘ ∏˘ Y á˘ aÉ˘ ã˘ c ÌcGC õ˘ «˘ cô˘ J{ ¤GE ¿’BG π˘ ≤˘ à˘ æ˘ J
Qóéj .zá«ëHôdG Ú°ù–h …ƒ°†©dG ƒªædG ≈∏Y õ«côJh
10 øe πeÉµdÉH ¿ƒµàJ ƒØdƒa áYƒª› ¿GC ôcòdÉH
uD äÉæMÉ°Th ƒØdƒa äÉæMÉ°T :»g ∫ÉªYGC äGóMh
Renault Trucksh Mack Trucksh Trucks
äGó˘©Ÿ ƒ˘Ø˘dƒ˘ a á˘ cô˘ °Th Value Truck & JVsh
äÉ©«ÑŸGh Volvo Pentah äÓaÉë∏d ƒØdƒah ó««°ûàdG
.ƒØdƒa ‘ á«dÉŸG äÉeóÿGh á«eƒµ◊G

≥«≤– √ÉŒ áë°VGh á«dhƒD°ùe ™eh ,É¡à«ªæJh É¡dÉªYGC
≈∏Y π°üëæ°S{ :∫Ébh .z…ƒ°†©dG ƒªædGh á«ëHôdG
áYô°ùH äGQGô≤dG É¡«a òîàoJ ,áWÉ°ùH ÌcGC á°ù°SƒDe
π«ã“ ºà«°S Éªæ«H ,π«ª©dG ™e ≥«KƒdG ¿hÉ©àdÉHh ÈcGC
IQGO’EG ¢ù∏› ‘ äÉ˘ ˘æ˘ ˘MÉ˘ ˘°û∏˘ ˘d á˘ ˘jQÉŒ á˘ ˘eÓ˘ ˘Y π˘ ˘c
á˘cÎ°ûe á˘«˘dhƒD˘°ùe ∫Ó˘N ø˘e á˘Yƒ˘ª˘é˘ª˘∏˘d …ò˘«˘Ø˘æ˘à˘dG
.zƒ˘Ø˘dƒ˘a á˘Yƒ˘ª› ∫É˘ª˘Y’C »˘∏˘ µ˘ dG •É˘ °ûæ˘ dG Ú°ùë˘ à˘ d
á˘ ∏˘ Mô˘ e π˘ Nó˘ J É˘ ˘¡˘ ˘fÉC˘ ˘H ƒ˘ ˘Ø˘ ˘dƒ˘ ˘a á˘ ˘Yƒ˘ ˘ª› âMô˘ ˘°Uh
èeGôHh PGƒëà°S’G äÉ«∏ªY øe IÎa ™e ,IójóL

πµ«¡d É¡ª«¶æJ IOÉYGE øY ƒØdƒa áYƒª› âæ∏YGC
πµd ÉMƒ°Vh ÌcGC ájQÉŒ ádAÉ°ùe Ëó≤àd É¡àcô°T
1 ø˘ e k GAó˘ H É˘ ¡˘ JÉ˘ æ˘ MÉ˘ °ûd á˘ jQÉ˘ é˘ à˘ dG äÉ˘ eÓ˘ ©˘ dG ø˘ e
äGó˘ ˘Mh ™˘ ˘HQGC AÉ˘ ˘°ûfGE º˘ ˘à˘ ˘«˘ ˘°ùa .2016 QGPGB/¢SQÉ˘ ˘ ˘e
á°UÉÿG É¡à«dhƒD°ùe É¡æe πc πªëàJ á∏°üØæe ∫ÉªYGC
äÉ˘æ˘MÉ` ` ` °û∏˘d ƒ˘ Ø˘ dƒ˘ a :»˘ gh ,ô˘ FÉ˘ °ùÿGh ìÉ˘ HQ’CG ø˘ Y
.Renault Trucksh Mack Trucksh uD Trucksh
áYƒªéª∏d …ò«ØæJ IQGOGE ¢ù∏› πµ«°ûJ ºà«°Sh
.á˘ Yƒ˘ ª˘ é˘ ª˘ ∏˘ d ó˘ jó÷G π˘ µ˘ «˘ ¡˘ dG ∫É˘ ª˘ YGC ô˘ °TÉ˘ Ñ˘ j »˘ µ˘ d
äGó˘ ˘Mh ø˘ ˘e Ió˘ ˘Mh π˘ ˘c ø˘ ˘e ¿ƒ˘ ˘∏˘ ˘ã‡ ¬˘ ˘d ¿ƒ˘ ˘µ˘ ˘«˘ ˘°Sh
.¬jód á«°ù«FôdG ∫ÉªY’CG
áYƒª› ¬H Ωƒ≤J »°ù«FQ Ò«¨J ∫hGC Gòg Èà©jh
ójó÷G ¢ù«FôdG ¬JOÉ«b ¤ƒàj ¿GC Qô≤ŸG øe ƒØdƒa
ìô˘°U ó˘bh .äÉ˘à˘°Tó˘f’ ø˘JQÉ˘e …ò˘ «˘ Ø˘ æ˘ à˘ dG ¢ù«˘ Fô˘ dGh
Oƒ≤«°S ƒØdƒa áYƒªÛ ójó÷G πµ«¡dG ¿ÉCH äÉà°Tóf’
:±É°VGCh .á«µ«eÉæjO ÌcGC ∫ÉªYGC •É°ûf ájÉ¡ædG ‘
äÉæMÉ°ûdG ∫ÉªYÉCH ÉæeÉ«b á«Ø«c ‘ º¡e Ò«¨J Gòg{
äÉ˘°ù°SƒDŸ ™˘°Sƒ˘e ¢†jƒ˘Ø˘à˘H É˘æ˘©˘ à“ ∫Ó˘ N ø˘ e É˘ æ˘ jó˘ d
‘ º˘ µ˘ ë˘ à˘ dG π˘ LGC ø˘ e ∂dPh .É˘ æ˘ d á˘ ©˘ HÉ˘ à˘ dG äÉ˘ ©˘ «˘ ÑŸG

 درﻳﻤﻼﻳﻨﺮ إﻟﻰ اﻟﺴﻌﻮدﻳﺔ٧٨٧ ﺑﻮﻳﻨﺞ ﺗﺴﻠﻢ أول دﻓﻌﺔ ﻣﻦ ﻃﺎﺋﺮاﺗﻬﺎ
á˘µ˘∏˘ªŸÉ˘H á˘«˘æ˘Wƒ˘dG á˘jOƒ˘©˘°ùdG •ƒ˘ £ÿG á˘ cô˘ °T âª˘ ∏˘ °ùJ
ÚJô˘FÉ˘W (á˘jOƒ˘©˘°ùdG •ƒ˘£ÿG) á` ` ` `jOƒ˘©˘°ùdG á˘«˘Hô˘©˘dG
èæjƒHh ÔjÓÁQO 787-9 è` ` ` ` æ˘ ˘jƒ˘ ˘H RGô` ` `W ø˘ ˘e
Iô˘FÉ˘£˘dG »˘ª˘à˘æ˘Jh .(ó˘à˘ªŸG ¥É˘£˘æ˘ dG)777-300ER
ájQÉéàdG äGôFÉ£dG á∏FÉY ¤GE ÔjÓÁQO 787 èæjƒH
IÒÑµdG áKÉØædG IôFÉ£dG áYô°Sh äÉbÉ£f Ö∏Œ »àdG
áãdÉK ÔjÓÁQO IôFÉW º«∏°ùJ ” óbh .¥ƒ°ùdG Ö∏b ¤GE
.ájOƒ©°ùdG á«Hô©dG áµ∏ªŸG ¤GE
äGôFÉW ÊÉªK âÑ∏W ób ájOƒ©°ùdG •ƒ£ÿG âfÉch
ô°UÉf øH ídÉ°U ∫Ébh .2010 ΩÉY ‘ 787- 9 RGôW
∫ÓN øe{ :ájOƒ©°ùdG •ƒ£ÿG ΩÉY ôjóe ,ô°SÉ÷G
á˘ «˘ ∏˘ «˘ ¨˘ °ûà˘ dG IAÉ˘ Ø˘ µ˘ dGh á˘ «˘ bƒ˘ KƒŸG ‘ á˘ ∏˘ ã˘ ª˘ àŸG É˘ ¡˘ à˘ ©˘ ª˘ °S
∞bƒJ ÓH É£N 75 øe ÌcGC 2011 òæe âeÉbGC É¡fGC h ÉjƒL É£N 350 øe ÌcGC ‘ Ωóîà°ùJ 787 äGôFÉW á∏FÉY ¿GE èæjƒH ácô°T ∫ƒ≤J
787 èæjƒH IôFÉ£dG íÑ°üJ ¿GC ¤GE ¿’
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π°UGƒf å«M ájOƒ©°ùdG •ƒ£ÿG ∫ƒ£°S’C á∏ªµe áaÉ°VGE
Gòg MD90S h DC-9sh M11Fsh 737s h 707s
âeób á«æjôëÑdG è«∏ÿG ¿GÒW ácô°T ¿GC º∏©dG ™e ≈∏Yh 747-400sh 777-300ERsh 777-200ERs π˘≤˘æ˘dG §˘£˘ N ø˘ e Aõ˘ é˘ c ¬˘ à˘ ©˘ °Sƒ˘ Jh É˘ æ˘ dƒ˘ £˘ °SGC åjó–
.zÉæH á°UÉÿG
AGô˘ °T âæ˘ ª˘ °†J è˘ æ˘ jƒ˘ H á˘ cô˘ °ûd AGô˘ °T äÉ˘ Ñ˘ ∏˘ W Gô˘ NƒD˘ e •ƒ˘£ÿG âª˘ ∏˘ °ùJ ,á˘ «˘ °VÉŸG É˘ eÉ˘ Y 55 `dG IÎa QGó˘ ˘ ˘ ˘ ˘ e
.É°†jGC 787 èæjƒH äGôFÉW Rô£odG πª°ûJ èæjƒH IôFÉW 130 ≈∏Y ójõj Ée ájOƒ©°ùdG IôFÉW 48 ¿’BG á˘ ˘jOƒ˘ ˘©˘ ˘°ùdG á˘ ˘jƒ÷G •ƒ˘ ˘£ÿG ∂∏˘ ˘à“h
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AÉHô¡µ∏d §°Sh’C G ¥ô°ûdG ¢Vô©Ÿ 2016 IQhO ‘ ™ª∏à°S »àdG AÉª°S’C G óMGC ¿ƒµ«°S QÉæØdG

ﻣﻌﺮض اﻟﺸﺮق اوﺳﻂ ﻟﻠﻜﻬﺮﺑﺎء ﻳﺘﺄﻫﺐ ﻻﻧﻄﻼق أﻛﺒﺮ ﻓﻌﺎﻟﻴﺔ ﺣﺘﻰ ان
ó«dƒJ πª°ûàa ,¢Vô©ª∏d á«°SÉ°S’CG õ«cÎdG ä’É›
äÉ˘ bÉ˘ £˘ dGh IAÉ˘ °V’EGh ™˘ jRƒ˘ à˘ dGh π˘ ≤˘ æ˘ dGh á˘ ˘bÉ˘ ˘£˘ ˘dG
.IOóéàŸG
¢Vô˘ ©˘ e Ö©˘ ∏˘ «˘ °S ,á˘ ˘bÉ˘ ˘£˘ ˘dG ô“ƒD˘ ˘e ÖfÉ˘ ˘L ¤GEh
∞«°†ŸG QhO , 2016 ΩÉ©d AÉHô¡µ∏d §°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdG
'á«°ùª°ûdG ábÉ£dG ∫ÉªYGC ∫hóL{ ∫ƒM ¢UÉN ô“ƒDŸ
äÉ˘é˘à˘æ˘e ¢Vô˘©˘«˘°S π˘ eÉ˘ °T á˘ «˘ æ˘ a äGhó˘ f è˘ eÉ˘ fô˘ Hh
.z´É£≤dG Gòg ‘ IóFGQ äÉcô°ûd äÉeóNh
É˘eQƒ˘Ø˘fGE á˘Yƒ˘ª› ô˘jó˘e ,¢Sƒ˘«˘KÉ˘e É˘à˘«˘fGC âdÉ˘bh
AÉHô¡µ∏d §°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdG ¢Vô©e ºgÉ°ùj{ :»LÒfGE
±hôX äÉjó– øe ºZôdÉH √ƒ‰ ≈∏Y ®ÉØ◊G ‘
ó≤a .øgGôdG âbƒdG ‘ É©«ªL É¡¡LGƒf »àdG ¥ƒ°ùdG
Gò˘ ˘g á˘ ˘FÉŸG ‘ 10 á˘ Ñ˘ °ùæ˘ H Ú°VQÉ˘ ©˘ dG Oó˘ ˘Y OGORG
Ú°VQÉ©dG OƒLh OGOõjh ,2015 ΩÉ©H áfQÉ≤e ,ΩÉ©dG
á«Hô©dG áµ∏ªŸGh Ú°üdGh É«côJh É«fÉŸGC πãe ∫hO øe
.zájOƒ©°ùdG
á˘ ˘bÉ˘ ˘£˘ ˘∏˘ ˘d §˘ ˘°Sh’CG ¥ô˘ ˘°ûdG ¢Vô˘ ˘©˘ ˘e ∑Î°û«˘ ˘°Sh
¥ô˘ ˘ °ûdG ¢Vô˘ ˘ ©˘ ˘ e ™˘ ˘ e ™˘ ˘ bƒŸG ¢ùØ˘ ˘ f ‘ á˘ ˘ «˘ ˘ °ùª˘ ˘ °ûdG
…OQƒŸ ™ªtŒ øY IQÉÑY ƒgh .AÉHô¡µ∏d §°Sh’CG
í˘ à˘ Ø˘ «˘ °Sh .á˘ ≤˘ £˘ æŸG ‘ á˘ «˘ °ùª˘ °ûdG á˘ bÉ˘ £˘ dG á˘ «˘ æ˘ ≤˘ J
.ΩÉ©dG Gòg á©HGôdG Iôª∏d ¬HGƒHGC ¢Vô©ŸG

ø˘ ˘e ∫h’CG Ωƒ˘ ˘«˘ ˘dG ‘ ≥˘ ˘∏˘ ˘¨ŸG ô“ƒDŸG Gò˘ ˘g á˘ ˘«˘ ˘dÉ˘ ˘©˘ ˘a
ó˘ ˘jhõ˘ ˘J ≈˘ ˘∏˘ ˘Y ∫É˘ ˘ª˘ ˘Y’CG ∫hó˘ ˘L õ˘ ˘cÒ°Sh .¢Vô˘ ˘©ŸG
º˘ YOh ,Oóﬁ ¢Vô˘ ¨˘ d á˘ ª˘ ª˘ °üŸG ¿ó˘ ª˘ ∏˘ d á˘ bÉ˘ £˘ dG
.á≤£æŸG ÈY ábÉ£dG ∫É› ‘ QÉµàH’G
π˘ «˘ ¡˘ °S π˘ ã˘ e ;¿hRQÉ˘ H ¿ƒ˘ Kó˘ ë˘ à˘ e ¤ƒ˘ à˘ j ±ƒ˘ °Sh
á˘«˘Hô˘©˘dG äGQÉ˘e’EG á˘dhó˘H á˘ bÉ˘ £˘ dG ô˘ jRh ,»˘ YhQõŸG
º˘ °ùb ô˘ jó˘ e ,ô˘ £˘ e á˘ ∏˘ «˘ ª˘ L á˘ °Só˘ æ˘ ¡ŸGh ,Ió˘ ë˘ àŸG
ΩhQÉ˘a Qƒ˘à˘có˘dGh ;á˘«˘Hô˘©˘dG ∫hó˘dG á˘©˘eÉ˘é˘H á˘bÉ˘£˘dG
»æ©ŸG ¢ù∏ÛG øe ƒ∏«a ¿ƒ∏jO ¢SÓLhOh ΩQÉØ«°S
á«æ©ŸG äÉ°ûbÉæŸG √òg IOÉ«b ,á«ÑæL’CG äÉbÓ©dÉH
Ö©˘∏˘J ∞˘«˘c á˘°ûbÉ˘æ˘ eh ,É˘ ¡˘ JQGOGEh á˘ bÉ˘ £˘ dG ô˘ jƒ˘ £˘ à˘ H
øµ‡ ƒg Ée ∞jô©J IOÉYGE ‘ É«°ù«FQ GQhO ábÉ£dG
.§°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdG ÈY ájô°†◊G äGôjƒ£àdG ‘
ø˘ e á˘ FÉŸG ‘ ÚfÉ˘ ª˘ Kh á˘ °ùª˘ N á˘ Ñ˘ °ùf ¿ÉC˘ H É˘ ª˘ ∏˘ Y
¢Vô©e ‘ É¡àcQÉ°ûe ≈∏Y äócGC »àdG ,äÉcô°ûdG
π˘ ª˘ °ûJh .É˘ ≤˘ HÉ˘ °S á˘ °VQÉ˘ ©˘ dG äÉ˘ cô˘ °ûdG ø˘ e ,2016
ø‡ ,´É£≤dG Gòg ‘ Ú«°SÉ°S’CG ÚÑYÓdG áªFÉb
á˘ ˘ ˘cô˘ ˘ ˘°T ø˘ ˘ ˘e Ó˘ ˘ ˘c ,¢Vô˘ ˘ ˘©ŸG ‘ ¿hó˘ ˘ ˘LGƒ˘ ˘ ˘à˘ ˘ ˘ «˘ ˘ ˘ °S
,õ˘æ˘cÒH á˘cô˘°Th ,¬˘«˘c ‘ ¬˘jGE OQƒ˘Ø˘eÉ˘à˘°S/õ˘æ˘eƒ˘«˘c
,ÜÉchO ácô°Th ,QÉæØdG ácô°Th ,ÈjÉµ°S ácô°Th
É˘eGC .‹’BG º˘µ˘ë˘à˘dGh á˘ bÉ˘ £˘ dG á˘ ª˘ ¶˘ f’C »˘ H »˘ H ¬˘ jGEh
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áªFÉb IOÉjRh ,á≤FÉa Qƒ°†M äÓé°S ΩÉbQGC ™e
¢Vô˘©˘e ÖgÉC˘à˘j ,Ió˘jó÷G äÉ˘«˘dÉ˘©˘ Ø˘ dGh Ú°VQÉ˘ ©˘ dG
Ö≤˘©˘a .GOó› IOƒ˘©˘∏˘d AÉ˘Hô˘ ¡˘ µ˘ ∏˘ d §˘ °Sh’CG ¥ô˘ °ûdG
¥ô°ûdG ¢Vô©e øe Ú©HQ’CG ájƒæ°ùdG IQhódG áeÉbGE
É˘ MÉ‚ â≤˘ ≤˘ M »˘ à˘ ˘dG ,(MEE) AÉ˘Hô˘¡˘µ˘∏˘ d §˘ °Sh’CG
»˘HO õ˘cô˘e ‘ ¥Ó˘£˘ fÓ˘ d ¢Vô˘ ©ŸG Oƒ˘ ©˘ «˘ °S ,É˘ îk ˘ °V
QGPGB/¢SQÉe 3-1 ÚH Ée IÎØdG ‘ »ŸÉ©dG …QÉéàdG
√ò˘ g º˘ «˘ ¶˘ æ˘ J ≈˘ ∏˘ Y ¿ƒ˘ ª˘ FÉ˘ ≤˘ dG ìô˘ °U ó˘ bh .2016
º«£˘ë˘à˘d IÉC˘«˘¡˘e 2016 ΩÉ˘Y á˘«˘dÉ˘©˘a ¿ÉC˘H á˘ «˘ dÉ˘ ©˘ Ø˘ dG
IQhó˘ ˘dG √ò˘ ˘¡˘ ˘a .Qƒ˘ ˘°†◊G äÓ˘ ˘é˘ ˘°S ΩÉ˘ ˘bQGC ™˘ ˘«˘ ˘ª˘ ˘L
IóFGôdG ábÉ£dG äÉcô°T øe ¢m†©H ™ªtŒ ó¡°ûà°S
É˘¡˘JÉ˘eó˘Nh É˘¡˘JÉ˘é˘à˘æ˘e ¢Vô˘©˘d ⁄É˘©˘dG iƒ˘à˘°ùe ≈˘∏˘Y
,ÉÑjô≤J ™Hôe Îe ∞dGC 65 ≠∏ÑJ ¢VôY áMÉ°ùe ≈∏Y
IQhO øY ™Hôe ±’GB á©HQGC ÉgQGó≤e IOÉjR πãÁ ÉÃ
¬˘ Ø˘ «˘ °†à˘ °ùJ …ò˘ dG ,¢Vô˘ ©ŸG QGhõ˘ d ø˘ µÁh .2015
,Ió˘ ë˘ àŸG á˘ «˘ Hô˘ ©˘ dG äGQÉ˘ e’EG á˘ dhó˘ H á˘ bÉ˘ £˘ dG IQGRh
Ió˘ ˘jó÷G äÉ˘ ˘é˘ ˘à˘ ˘æŸG ø˘ ˘e ÒÑ˘ ˘c Oó˘ ˘Y á˘ ˘jhDQ Öbô˘ ˘J
⁄É©dG AÉëfGC ™«ªL øe IójóL ácô°T 350 É¡eó≤J
¤h’CG Iôª∏dh .2016 IQhO ÉgQƒ°†M Qô≤ŸG øe
§°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdG ¢Vô©e ∞«°†à°ù«°S ¥ÓW’EG ≈∏Y
ΩÉ˘≤˘à˘°Sh .á˘bÉ˘£˘dG ∫ƒ˘M É˘«˘ª˘«˘∏˘bGE Gô“ƒD˘e AÉ˘Hô˘¡˘µ˘∏˘d
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Perkins Engines Limited ......................35
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Ranco Group ......................................107
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Manufacturing Co.
Saudi Leather Industries ....................77
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SDMO Industries ..................................11
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Su-Kam Power Systems Ltd. ................66
Sullivan-Palatek, Inc. ..........................37
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